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ABSTRACT

This thesis seeks to explain discretionary accounting choices in a world in which
managers have discretion and do exercise discretion when reporting their firms'
financial statements. It provides a review of the main perspectives adopted by
the accounting literature on the discretionary reporting choices made by
managers. It reviews both the papers explaining discretionary disclosures and the
papers explaining discretionary accounting choices.

Most of the accounting literature adopts an "opportunistic behaviour" perspective

on accounting choices by assuming that managers use their discretion, at best, to
attempt to fool outside claimholders on behalf of the existing shareholders, and,
at worse, to increase their own welfare at the expense of the existing

shareholders. However, a number of scholars have alluded to the potential for

discretionary accounting choices to act as signals for the quality of the firm. This
thesis provides the accounting literature with a number of signalling models,

alluding to an "information perspective" and illustrating how accounting choices

may enable the manager to reveal his private information concerning future

earnings or cash-flows in a world characterised by an information asymmetry

between the manager and the financial market. In each of these models, it is the
adoption of conservative accounting policies, that is, the adoption of either

income-reducing or balance sheet-weakening policies, which signals strength.

This thesis finally provides a unifying treatment of the common features of the

models and an exposition of the empirical implications of these models versus

the main alternative categories of discretionary accounting choice models. It

offers an interpretation of the implications of the existing empirical work for the

relative merit of the various models.
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CHAPTER 1



INTRODUCTION

Empirical evidence suggests that companies do spend considerable resources to

provide information to potential claimholders, even when there is no legal

requirement to do so. Foster (1986), for instance, reports evidence of firms issuing

financial statements at more frequent time intervals than is mandated by the

regulatory bodies and of firms releasing considerably more information in their

financial statements than is mandated by the regulatory bodies.

With respect to the demand for financial statement information, the accounting

literature displays two main perspectives. A first one, developed by financial

economists such as Diamond (1985), focuses on the value of information to investors

making investment decisions. A second one, developed by financial economists such

as Jensen and Meckling, focuses on wider contracting issues. In this perspective,

the firm can be described as a:

"legal fiction which serves as a nexus for a set of contracting relationships
among individuals. The firm serves as a focus for a complex process in which
the conflicting objectives of individuals, some of whom may represent other
organisations, are brought into equilibrium within a framework of contractual
relations".

Both external and internal contracting are thus characterised by potential agency

problems [Jensen and Meckling (1976), Gjesdal (1981)]. Agency problems may

arise between actors with different objective functions. Demand for information in

this framework is thus related to its ability to facilitate contracting, including

bonding and monitoring.

Managers would appear to have a comparative advantage in supplying information.

Healy and Palepu (1993) write that:

"Top management are hired because they have expertise in managing firms'

investment and operating strategies. Managers acquire this expertise through

formal education, work experience in the industry, and investment in firm-

specific information. It is therefore no surprise that managers are typically

better than outside investors in interpreting their firms' current condition, and
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forecasting future performance".

Financial reporting is the mechanism used by managers to communicate with outside

investors. As stated by Healy and Palepu (1993), financial statements have the

potential to convey managers' superior information because accrual accounting not

only requires managers to record past events, but also requires them to make

forecasts of future effects of these events.

Accounting rules are however imperfect. Managers would appear to enjoy some

discretion in the reporting process. They may or may not, for instance, disclose

private information such as earnings forecasts. They would appear to enjoy some

discretion over the timing of the release of their private information. Managers may

also influence the content of the financial reports, which constitute the primary

information source of any company's stakeholders, whether shareholders,

debtholders, or suppliers. They make choices of accounting policies in such areas

as inventory valuation - FIFO versus LIFO -depreciation -accelerated versus straight-

line - or the treatment of investment tax credits -flow-through versus deferral. In

addition to the selection of accounting methods, managers exercise discretion over

intramethod variations, such as the length of amortising periods and the choice of

residual values, over the timing of write-downs for recognising asset value

impairments, and over the level of anticipated loss reserves.

It has already been established that, in Jensen and Meckling's framework, managers

and other stakeholders such as shareholders and debtholders may face different

objective functions. The combination of imperfect accounting rules and potential

differences in objectives may lead to "distorted" financial statements [Johnson and

Revsine (1988)]. Auditing may thus be viewed in this framework as a third-party

mechanism whose role is to limit earnings management by managers. As stated by

Johnson and Revsine, auditing is however unlikely to fully eliminate it. Concerns

by auditors about legal liability may even hamper management's ability to use

financial reports to communicate effectively with outside investors.
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Empirical evidence suggests that managers may manage potential claimholders'

perceptions by disclosing their private information selectively and misrepresenting

it. Chambers and Penman (1984) report for instance that late earnings

announcements contain on average worse news as compared to early announcements.

Healy (1985) provides evidence that firms' accounts are more likely to reveal

income-decreasing accruals when the lower and upper bounds of their managers'

bonus plans are binding. McNichols and Wilson (1988) report evidence that

managers manage earnings by the means of discretionary write-offs and provision

for bad debts.

1.1 Managerial Discretion: The Main Types Of Discretion

The accounting literature on managerial discretion in reporting, which deals with

discretionary reporting choices, distinguishes between two main types of managerial

discretion: managerial discretion in deciding whether or not to release information,

the information being released having to be truthful, and managerial discretion in

deciding which number to report, the manager being assumed to have to disclose his

information. The former type of managerial discretion deals with discretionary

disclosures. The latter type of discretion deals with discretionary accounting

choices.

Discretionary disclosures include disclosures of earnings forecasts and segmental

information. Managerial discretion may be exercised before the manager knows of

the realisation taken by the information to report and may be referred to as an ex-

ante discretion. In this area, Diamond (1985) shows for instance why managers may

want to precommit to releasing public information. This thesis will however not

address issues related to ex-ante discretion since most of the accounting literature'

focuses on the managerial discretion exercised when deciding whether or not to

disclose a piece of information once the manager knows whether the information to

disclose is good or bad. The latter type of discretion may be referred to as ex-post

Darrough and Stoughton (1990 ), Dontoh (1999) , Dye (1985a) , Feltham and Xie (1993) , Verrechia (1983) and (1990) ,

Trueman (141,6 ). Wa;enhofer ( 1990).
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discretion.

With respect to accounting choices, the function transforming "economic earnings"

into "reported earnings" may take potentially any functional form. Two special

cases, "smoothing income" and "taking a bath", are however of special interest to

the accounting world. A manager is said to smooth income if he reports higher

income than was actually incurred when the actual results are poor and if he reports

lower income than was actually incurred when the actual results are good. By

contrast, a manager is said to take a bath, if in a poor year, he reports even worse

results. A number of theoretical papers, such as those published by Dye (1988), Suh

(1990), and Trueman and Titman (1988), have shown how income smoothing may

arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Fewer papers, [Healy (1985)], have been

published to justify why managers may want to take a bath.

The distinction made by the accounting literature between managerial discretion in

deciding whether or not to release information and managerial discretion in deciding

which number to report is however somewhat artificial for the following reasons.

First, demand for both types of discretion is motivated by similar arguments which

are reviewed in the remaining part of this chapter. Second, both types of managerial

discretion may enable the manager to achieve the same objectives. Dye (1985b)

illustrates this point by showing how the manager may choose a function

transforming "economic" into "reported" earnings so as not to reveal some

underlying piece of information. Finally, the manager of a firm may actually enjoy

both types of discretion at the same time.

1.2 Managerial Discretion: The Consequences

On discretionary accounting choices, the accounting literature offers both "no-effect"

and "economic consequences" perspectives. The no-effect perspective, which is

embodied in the early literature, asserts that accounting policies have no economic

consequences. This accounting irrelevance proposition is analogous to the Miller-

Modigliani capital structure and dividend irrelevance propositions in financial
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economics [Holthausen and Leftwich (1983)]. Systematic choices of accounting

techniques are explained by tradition, folklore, or imitation. The potential agency

conflict generated by managerial discretion in reporting earnings is not perceived as

being a significant problem. According to Kaplan and Roll (1972), "Earnings

manipulation may be fun, but its profitability is doubtful". Such a statement is based

on the idea that the investors can see through the reports and undo any manipulation

provided the accounting techniques used are disclosed.

Early empirical tests provide some evidence that there is, on average, no abnormal

stock price return associated with changes in accounting procedures. It is however

difficult to draw conclusions from these early studies because of methodological

limitations which have now become apparent [Holthausen and Leftwich (1983),

Watts and Zimmerman (1990)].

Economic consequences theories of accounting choices gained favour when Watts

and Zimmerman (1978) and Holthausen and Leftwich (1983) applied the work of

Coase (1937) and Jensen and Meckling (1976) to the accounting world. Economic

consequence theories assert that accounting choices do have economic consequences.

According to Holthausen and Leftwich (1983), accounting choices have economic

consequences if "changes in the rules used to calculate accounting numbers alter the

distribution of firms' cash-flows or the wealth of parties who use these numbers for

contracting or decision-making purposes". Under this approach, accounting choices

directly affect parties' contractual claims and, hence, the value of these claims.

Economic consequence theories are driven by contracting costs. Contracting costs

potentially consist of both transaction and agency costs. Transaction costs include

negotiation2 and information search costs. Agency costs include monitoring3 and

bonding costs as well as the residual arising from any dysfunctional behaviour.

2 Negotiation cosLc encompass the costs o f assessing, negotiati n g, writing, and , i f needed , renego t iat in g t h e terms of t h e

con tacts.

Monitoring costs encompass the costs of becoming informed about performance under contracts, and assessing

compliance with the terms of the contracts.
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Economic consequences of accounting choices, as analysed in the accounting

literature, result from causal links between firms' cash-flows and reported

accounting numbers such as management compensation plans, government

regulation, lending agreements, and political visibility. Accounting numbers4 are

introduced in management compensation plans in order to minimise any moral

hazard problem - hidden action or hidden information - arising from the separation

of ownership and control [Watts (1977)]. Utilities are subject to accounting-based

rate-of-return regulation [Holthausen and Leftwich (1983)]. Financial institutions

are subject to accounting-based capital adequacy ratios [Holthausen and Leftwich

(1983)]. Accounting numbers are used in debt contracts in order to reduce the

agency costs of debt [Smith and Warner (1979), Leftwich (1983)]. The extent to

which a firm is criticised or supported by consumers, employers, unions and

politicians, and thus the extent to which the firm is subjected to implicit or explicit

taxes, is assumed to be affected by reported accounting numbers [Watts and

Zimmerman (1978)].

On discretionary disclosures, the accounting literature only offers "economic

consequences" perspectives. Disclosing information involves potentially substantial

proprietary costs. These proprietary costs associated with proprietary information

include all the costs associated with disclosure, and comprise information collection

and processing costs, litigation costs, political costs, competitive disadvantage costs,

and any other costs arising from the constraint the disclosure places on management

behaviour [Foster (1986)]. Disclosing information furthermore may alter the

financial market's expectation of future earnings and cash-flows and may thus result

in a new valuation of the firm.

1.3 Managerial Discretion: The Main Research Traditions

On managerial discretion in reporting, the economic consequences literature

4 Recent papers by Bushman an d Indj ejilaan ( 1 993) and Kim and S uh (1993) s how t ha t i t may he optim a l for th e

manager's compensa ti on function t o inc lud e ea rn ings in addi tion to stock pri ces, desp ite the fact that earn ings

informa ti o n is impo unded into share pri ces.
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comprises two main branches: the positive accounting theorys and the economic

theory research traditions. Both branches of the accounting literature provide similar

frameworks. Discretionary reporting choices arise from the interaction of self-

interested actors within an economic context. Both branches of the accounting

literature differ however in their emphasis and focus.

The economic theory research tradition comes in two forms: the principal-agent and

and adverse selection versions. The principal-agent version of the economic theory

research tradition derives optimal accounting systems and compensation contracts,

given the allocation of tasks and ownership rights. The agent is assumed to have

access to some private information, with respect to either some state of nature or his

choice of action, to which the principal cannot costlessly gain access. The agent is

also assumed to be risk-averse and work-averse. The principal may however use

reported earnings as arguments in contracts. Given these assumptions, each

individual's actions are endogenously derived, based on well-specified preferences

and beliefs. The optimal contract typically trades off efficient risk sharing and

efficient production.

The adverse selection version of the economic research tradition is based on the

argument developed by Akerlof (1970). In the area of accounting, it is mainly

applied to discretionary disclosures. When applied to discretionary disclosures, the

adverse selection argument broadly says that, if a manager is endowed with a piece

of non-proprietary information, the information will be disclosed because a lack of

disclosure is associated with the worst possible information.

As opposed to the economic theory research tradition, the positive accounting theory

research tradition deemphasises the formal derivation of optimal contracts because

it assumes that the observed contracts are optimal given transaction costs and the

impossibility to write complete contracts. As stated by Baiman (1990),

"In contrast to the principal-agent version, the Rochester version works with

less formal and less explicit models and analysis... In particular, it studies the

5 This research tra d itio n is a lso referred to as th e Rochester school of tho u ght.
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incentives faced by the contracting parties given observed contracts and what

factors might have given rise to the observed contracts".

The positive accounting research tradition has a strong empirical focus. As stated

by Watts and Zimmerman (1990), "The economic approach we and many others use

applies a simple proposition: To predict and explain individual behavior...". Like

the principal-agent theory, the positive accounting theory tends to focus on

discretionary accounting choices rather than on discretionary disclosures. The

positive accounting theory also addresses one of the criticisms made to the principal-

agent version of the efficient contracting perspective: debtholders are distinguished

from shareholders and the financial markets play a central role.

1.4 Managerial Discretion: The Main Perspectives

Economic consequences theories of managerial discretion in reporting come in four

mutually non-exclusive perspectives: the mechanistic, opportunistic behaviour,

efficient contracting, and information perspectives. The remaining part of this

section reviews each of these perspectives in turn.

The Mechanistic Perspective

A first economic consequence perspective, which will be referred to as the

"mechanistic perspective", states that investors respond to reported accounting

numbers per se and do not discriminate among accounting numbers generated by

different accounting policies. Changes in accounting procedures which increase

reported earnings should therefore be associated with increases in share prices. The

mechanistic perspective is mainly used as an alternative null perspective to the no-

effect perspective in empirical tests of other economic consequence perspectives.

The Opportunistic Behaviour Perspective

A second economic consequence perspective, which has attracted a vast amount of

literature, is often referred to as the "opportunistic behaviour perspective". This
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perspective recognises that managerial discretion in making accounting choices may

cause corporate accounting systems to contribute to agency problems between

managers, shareholders, and debtholders.

According to the opportunistic behaviour perspective, discretionary accounting

choices may enable shareholders to improve their firm's existing contractual terms

with outsiders. Lilien and Pastena (1982) argue that oil and gas firms with high debt

to equity ratios elect to use the full cost method instead of the successful efforts

method in order to relax any binding debt covenants. Holthausen (1981) develops

a model in which managers have an incentive to choose income-increasing

accounting procedures in order to relax accounting-based debt covenants. De

Angelo (1988) argues that managers of firms subject to proxy fights and takeover

battles choose to adopt income-increasing accounting measures.

According to the opportunistic behaviour perspective, managers may also use their

discretion over accounting procedures to increase their compensation because

accounting numbers are used to evaluate and reward them. Healy (1985), for

example, develops a model in which capped accounting-based compensation schemes

induce managers to adopt income decreasing accounting procedures if corporate

results are extreme and income increasing procedures otherwise. Zmijewski and

Hagerman (1981) argue that managers of firms endowed with bonus plans do use

income-increasing accounting measures. This type of opportunistic behaviour by

managers causes Johnson and Revsine (1988) to call for regulatory intervention.

Ex-post wealth transfers arising from managerial discretion in accounting do

however not necessarily generate agency costs. Ex-post wealth transfers arising

through the choice of observable accounting procedures such as depreciation policies

may be anticipated ex-ante. The compensation contract offered to the manager may

thus reflect the expectation that the manager selects accounting policies such as

choices of depreciation methods to maximise his compensation. As pointed out by

Watts (1988), there is only an agency problem if managers increase their

compensation by reducing the total pie available to themselves, shareholders, and
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other parties to the firm.

The Efficient Contracting Perspective

A third economic consequence perspective, which will be referred to as the

"efficient contracting perspective", asserts that both accounting methods and

contracts are selected to minimise the agency costs amongst the various parties of

the firmb. The efficient contracting perspective comes in two different forms: the

"principal-agent" and "positive accounting theory" versions. Both the positive

accounting theory and principal-agent branches of the efficient contracting literature

share the objective of understanding how agency problems arise and may be

mitigated by contractual and organisational design. The focus and emphasis of the

two branches do however differ.

Seminal papers alluding to the principal-agent version of the efficient contracting

perspective include Dye (1988), Demski, Patell, and Wolfson (1984), and Verrechia

(1986). Dye (1988) analyse the demand for earnings management induced by

current shareholders' attempts to alter prospective investors' perceptions of the firm

value in an overlapping generations model. Demski, Patell, and Wolfson (1984)

show that, when the manager is endowed with private information about the firm's

production function, shareholders may rationally prefer to delegate the choice of

accounting procedures to the manager, even if the manager's compensation depends

on his accounting choice. Verrechia (1986) shows that shareholders may be better

off allowing managers discretion over the choice of reporting alternatives even if this

choice is not observable and thus involves an element of moral hazard.

As in the principal-agent version, accounting is viewed as an integral part of the

firm's contracting in the positive accounting theory version of the efficient

contracting perspective, in spite of the lack of formal and analytical models. As

6 In contrast , the opportunistic behaviour pers pective , takes the firm 's observed contracts as given and then determines

mana ;en.' incentives for accounting choices . As stated by Schipper (1989) , "Most earnin gs management research

assumes t h a t th e feas i bl e reportin g set and the contract set are predetermined" .
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stated by Ball (1988),

"The firm's economic function is to minimise contracting costs ...The firm is
modelled as a specialist contracting intermediary, intermediating between
consumers and suppliers of factors of production, exploiting scale economies
in repetitive contracting by centralising contracting in one institution...
Accounting can be viewed as a specialist function for providing information
used in firm's contracting".

In this framework, discretionary accounting choices, such as choices of accounting

procedures, are thus made for efficiency reasons.

Early writers, who embraced this perspective, include Watts (1977) and Leftwich

(1983). Watts (1977) makes predictions about the likelihood that a company will

present financial statements and about the content of the financial statements

presented, assuming that the company's objective is to reduce the potential loss

arising from the conflicts of interests between managers, shareholders, and

bondholders. Leftwich (1983) determines in a study of private corporate lending

agreements that the accounting numbers used for contracting purposes often deviate

from the set of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) with the aim of

monitoring more efficiently the conflict of interests between stockholders and

bondholders.

More recently, Malmquist (1990) argues that "the choice between full cost and

successful efforts accounting in the oil and gas industry is governed by the need to

efficiently monitor the contracts among the economic agents of the firm". Mian and

Smith (1990) argue that the larger the operating, information, and financial

interdependencies between the activities of the parent company and its subsidiary,

the more likely the subsidiary's operations will be reported on a consolidated basis.

Ball (1989) argues that accounting numbers are used within the firm as a device to

guide resource allocations and hypothesises that there is a positive association

between accounting depreciation and the firm's product price.

The Information Perspective

A fourth economic consequence perspective, which will be referred to as the

18



"information perspective", has been suggested as early as 1974 by Gonedes and

Dopuch. This perspective comes in different forms, each of them recognising that

managers have a comparative advantage in providing information about their firms.

The "adverse selection" version of the information perspective is based on the

argument developed by Akerlof (1970). The adverse selection argument assumes

that firm value maximising managers are endowed with some private information

concerning their firm. Non-disclosure of the information by managers leads the

financial markets to believe that the information is bad news. Disclosure of the

private information may however hurt the firm's competitive position and thus lead

to non-disclosure sets [Darrough and Stoughton (1990), Feltham and Xie (1993),

Wagenhofer (1990)].

The "signalling" version of the information perspective is based on the argument

developed by Spence (1974). Accounting choices play the same role in this version

of the information perspective as dividends in Miller and Rock (1985), capital

structure in Ross (1977), and share ownership in Leland and Pyle (1977). Managers

are assumed to be endowed with private information about their firm's investment

and production activities. This information is further assumed to be prohibitively

costly to communicate. Accounting choices are made in order to reveal managers'

private information.

Several papers suggest that accounting choices can serve as signals of inside

information [Demski, Patell, and Wolfson (1984), Dye (1988), Holthausen (1983),

Holthausen (1990), Holthausen and Leftwich (1983), Holthausen (1990), Watts and

Zimmerman (1990)]. Few models have however yet been developed in this

framework.

Hughes and Schwartz (1988) suggest that the choice of inventory method is used by

managers in order to signal their private information about their firms' future

expected cash-flows. In this model, the use of FIFO signals good news because it

leads to a reduction in cash-flows, and thus to an increase in expected bankruptcy
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cost. Hughes, Schwartz, and Thakor (1991) extend this idea and show how firms

can combine choices of inventory methods with choices of capital structure to

communicate their private information. Jung (1989) and Bar-Yosef, Hughes, and

Venezia (1993) show how the choice of inventory method can signal growth in the

firm's costs.

Watts and Zimmerman (1990) state that "the information perspective has taught us

much about the relation between accounting numbers and stock prices". They also

claim that :

"Except for the choice of inventory methods, the information perspective has
not provided hypotheses to predict and explain accounting choices. In
particular, the information perspective has not provided hypotheses to explain
why entire industries switch from accelerated to straight-line depreciation

without changing their tax depreciation methods".

The aim of this thesis is to provide the literature with a number of analytical models

alluding to the information perspective and explaining "visible accounting choices".

The opportunistic behaviour, efficient contracting, and information perspectives all

agree that there is a positive correlation between accounting choices and cash-flows.

They however disagree on the direction of causality. The opportunistic behaviour

perspective suggests that managers make accounting choices in order to transfer

wealth from other actors. The efficient contracting perspective suggests that

managers make accounting choices in order to maximise firm value. Accounting

choices thus have a direct effect on the firm's cash-flows in both the opportunistic

behaviour and efficient contracting perspectives. The information perspective

suggests however that accounting choices provide information about future cash-

flows, but may not affect them directly.

All the various economic consequences perspectives described in this paper may be

compatible with rational behaviour by investors. Investors' rationality is trivial to

establish in the principal-agent version of the efficient contracting perspective.

Transaction cost economics enables researchers to establish investors' rationality in

the other perspectives [Williamson (1986)]. Investors' behaviour may be optimal
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in the Rochester version of the efficient contracting perspective because the observed

contracts are assumed to be optimal given transaction costs. Investors' behaviour

may be optimal in the signalling version of the information perspective because it

is implicitly assumed that the manager cannot directly communicate the private piece

of information he is endowed with. Investors' behaviour may also be optimal in the

mechanistic and opportunistic behaviour perspectives given the absence of alternative

sources of information and large costs of information processing relative to the gains

they may capture.

1.5 Outline Of The Thesis

This thesis seeks to explain discretionary accounting choices in a world in which

managers have and do exercise discretion when reporting their firms' financial

statements. It can be divided into two distinct parts. The first part of this thesis

provides a review of the main perspectives adopted by the accounting literature on

the discretionary reporting choices made by managers. Chapter 2 reviews the

theoretical literature dealing with discretionary disclosures and explaining how

leaving the manager with the decision whether or not to release information may

arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Chapter 3 reviews the theoretical literature

dealing with discretionary accounting choices and explaining how "earnings

management" may arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Chapter 4 reviews the

empirical literature dealing with discretionary accounting choices.

The second part of this thesis provides the accounting literature with a number of

signalling models, alluding to an "information perspective" and illustrating how

accounting choices may enable the manager to reveal his private information

concerning future earnings or cash-flows in a world characterised by an information

asymmetry between the manager and the financial market. Chapter 5 introduces a

compensation-based signalling model explaining discretionary accounting choices

such as changes in accounting procedures. Chapter 6 introduces a debt covenants-

based signalling model explaining discretionary accounting choices such as changes

in accounting procedures. Chapter 7 introduces a signalling model explaining the
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provisions for restructuring and other non-cash provisions reported by managers.

Chapter 8 introduces a signalling model explaining the discretionary write-downs,

write-offs, and other provisions reported by managers. Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 do

constitute related but stand-alone papers and therefore contain conscious but

unavoidable elements of repetition. Chapter 9 provides a unifying treatment of the

common features of the models and an exposition of the empirical implications of

these models versus the main alternative categories of discretionary accounting

choice models.

The contribution made by this thesis is thus twofold. It provides the accounting

literature with the first signalling models, in which it is the adoption of conservative

accounting policies, that is, the adoption of either income-reducing or balance sheet-

weakening policies, which signals strength. It also provides the accounting literature

with a comprehensive review of the literature on managerial discretion in reporting

by integrating the literatures on discretionary disclosures and discretionary

accounting choices in a common framework.
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CHAPTER 2



DISCRETIONARY DISCLOSURES:
A REVIEW OF THE ECONOMIC THEORY LITERATURE

The early theoretical research on voluntary disclosure by firms deals with ex-ante

disclosure choices. A first study undertaken in a general equilibrium framework

shows that the release of public information may often make all shareholders worse-

off because of adverse risk-sharing effects [Hakansson, Kunkel, and Ohlson (1982)].

A second study provides however a positive theory of voluntary disclosure in which

a policy of full disclosure by firms makes all shareholders better off than a policy

of no disclosure [Diamond (1985)]. Precommitment to disclosure thus maximises

the firm's ex-ante value. Diamond obtains this result by considering the effect of

various public disclosure policies on the collection of private information by

shareholders.

More recent theoretical research on voluntary disclosure by firms considers ex-post

disclosure choices, that is, disclosure choices which are contingent on the content of

the information. This chapter reviews a number of seminal papers explaining how

ex-post discretion is exercised as rational equilibrium behaviour assuming that the

firm cannot misrepresent its information'.

Optimal corporate disclosure policies are affected by the type of information the

firm's manager is endowed with. The literature on corporate disclosures mainly

distinguishes between proprietary and non-proprietary information. Both proprietary

and non-proprietary information, when released, affect potentially the firm's current

share price. But, conversely to non-proprietary information, proprietary information

may alter upon release the firm's future earnings gross of management's

compensation.

1 Truthful revelation may be induced by threat of litigation .
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2.1 Non-Proprietary Information

Most theories of ex-post disclosure conclude that full disclosure of non-proprietary

information by firms is optimal if firms cannot precommit not to release any

information, but can make credible announcements of their information, and if these

firms are not subject to information dissemination costs. Financial economists would

expect disclosure of non-proprietary information to occur because of two principles,

one called by Dye (1985) the disclosure principle, and one called by Myerson (1979)

the revelation principle. The revelation principle simply suggests that optimal

contracts can be designed so that each contracting party has no incentive to make

distorted claims regarding his private information. The disclosure principle, as

stated by Dye, suggests that "If investors know a manager is endowed with one

particular bit of non-proprietary, relevant, affable information, the release of which

does not alter the management's compensation, and investors can take positions on

markets prior to the information release, then this information will be disclosed".

The disclosure principle is based on adverse selection arguments: in the absence of

disclosure, investors infer that information is the worst possible, revise therefore

downwards their demand for shares and cause the firm's share price maximised by

the manager to plummet.

Trueman (1986) shows that the manager of the firm may want to disclose noisy and

non-proprietary information as soon as he receives it even if the manager maximises

the end-of-period value of the firm and perfect information is made available at the

end of the period to both the investors and the manager. The reason why the

manager is motivated to release earnings forecasts in advance of actual earnings

announcements is that the act of release itself provides a positive signal about the

firm's expected earnings in subsequent periods. This result is due to the fact that the

firm's market value reflects investors' perceptions of the manager's ability to

anticipate future changes in the firm's environment and adjust the firm's production

plans accordingly.

Trueman's two-period partial-equilibrium model includes a firm, its managers, and
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risk-neutral investors. The manager has control of production decisions. His

objective function includes a component related to the market value of the firm

obtaining at the end of the first period. The firm faces some uncertainty in each

period about the unit price it receives for each periods's output. At the beginning

of each period, there is no asymmetry of information between the managers and the

investors about which state of nature is to occur. Later on during each period, the

manager may however observe privately a signal which enables him to revise his

expectation of the period's unit price to be received for that period's output. The

time of arrival of this information is stochastic. It is generated from a probability

distribution which is assumed to be stationary over the two periods. Outside

investors do not know the exact probability distribution of the information arrival

times. The manager can change the firm's production level upon receipt of

information, but with a time lag. The magnitude of this time lag is stochastic and

its distribution is known to both the manager and the investors. The investors do

however not observe the realisation of the time lag.

Trueman shows that, given costless disclosure, the manager releases an updated

earnings forecast in the first period as soon as he gets new information about the

end-of-period earnings. The manager releases his information immediately because

the investors update their predictive distribution for the stochastic time of arrival of

information in the second period from the time of information release. Releasing the

private information immediately provides the investors with a more favourable

assessment of the manager's ability to anticipate economic changes and to adjust

production plans accordingly. Releasing the private information therefore translates

into a higher end of period firm value.

Empirical evidence produced by Patell (1976), Penman (1980), and Waymire (1984)

would appear to support Trueman's theory. All these papers report positive average

share price changes at the time of forecast disclosure. Evidence provided by Ajinkya

and Gift (1984) would however suggest that the average price change at the time of

forecast disclosure might be insignificantly different from zero.
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Empirical evidence would appear not to support the theory that full disclosure by

firms of their non-proprietary information is always optimal. It is commonly

believed that senior managers are reluctant to disclose non-proprietary information

they possess about the firm they run. Monthly updated forecasts of a firm's current

year earnings are for instance seldom released. Introducing litigation costs in

Trueman's model would limit the frequency of the disclosure of earnings forecasts.

One would however have to drop the assumption that managers release only truthful

forecasts. Dye (1985) and (1986), Jung and Kwon (1988), and Teoh and Hwang

(1991) provide single period partial-equilibrium models showing that partial-

disclosure and non-disclosure equilibria can obtain even in the absence of any

proprietary costs.

Dye (1986) gives sufficient conditions for the obtention of a partial-disclosure

equilibrium in a model in which managers possess a variety of private information,

both proprietary and non-proprietary, with known statistical interdependencies. Full

disclosure does not occur because the failure to release non-proprietary information

does not necessarily cause the value of the firm to plummet since the price of the

firm depends on the market's estimates of both the non-proprietary and proprietary

components of the manager's information. An announcement of the non-proprietary

component of the manager's information may lead to a lower price for the firm than

does the absence of any announcement. The revelation principle does not hold

because of the inability to make binding commitments to contracts: outside investors

would not honour any contract to disregard the information disclosed when

determining their demands for shares in the firm.

Jung and Kwon (1988) obtain a partial-disclosure equilibrium in a model in which

the risk-neutral investors are unsure whether or not the manager is endowed with

private information. The partial-disclosure equilibrium is characterised by a unique

threshold end-of-period value of the firm below which the manager withholds his

information and above which he discloses it. This threshold value is shown to

decrease as the probability that the manager is endowed with private information

increases. This implies that unfavourable news should be contained on average in
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late announcements if investors believe that managers are more likely to receive

information about period earnings as a fiscal year-end is drawing near. The

threshold value associated with a density function of prior beliefs - about the end-of-

period value of the firm - that is dominated in the sense of first- or second order

stochastic dominance by another density function of prior beliefs is also shown to be

lower than the threshold value associated with the dominant density function. Then,

as stated by Jung and Kwon, "Investors' information acquisition through an

independent source may trigger the release of private information which had

previously been suppressed due to its unfavourableness but has now become

favourable compared to the information that the market has independently acquired".

This implies that the release of "bad" news in the financial press may trigger the

announcement by the firm of "not so bad news" by the firm.

This equilibrium obtains because investors are unsure in the absence of disclosure

whether non disclosure is due to the non-existence of information or to its adverse

content. The disclosure principle therefore does not hold. The revelation principle

does not hold either because of the inability to make binding commitments to

contracts.

Empirical evidence supports the main properties shown to obtain in the paper.

Laboratory experiments carried out by King and Wallin (1991) suggest that investors

price the asset consistently with the manager's disclosure strategy and that the

minimum observed value voluntarily disclosed rises with increases in the ex-ante

probability that the manager does not have private information. Patell and Wolfson

(1982), Kross and Schroeder (1984), and Chambers and Penman (1984) observe that

late earnings announcements contain on average worse news as compared to early

announcements.

Dye (1985) gives sufficient conditions for observing non-disclosure equilibria in a

model characterised by a moral hazard problem between the manager and the

shareholders, the resolution of which is best accomplished by a contract depending

on the value of the firm. The manager is endowed with private and perfect
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information about the firm's end-of-period value, and can release it at a certain date.

The risk-neutral investors receive publicly observable private and noisy information

at a later date, and know that the manager is endowed with information. The

distributional relationship between the end-of-period value of the firm, the pieces of

information observed by the investors, and the action chosen by the manager are

such that the average of all the pieces of information observed by the investors is

sufficient for all variables with respect to the action chosen by the manager, but the

end-of-period value of the firm is never. The manager's contract is based on the

firm's value at the date when investors get endowed with information.

Non-disclosure equilibria can obtain in such an environment because the value of the

firm contains information that is useful for contracting purposes, and because the

informativeness of price is the highest when it incorporates the average value of the

investors' pieces of information. Disclosure of information by the manager is non

optimal because disclosure destroys other information, thereby exacerbating the

principal-agent problem present in the model. The revelation principle does not hold

because of the inability to make binding commitments to contracts.

Empirical evidence consistent with this model has been reported by Leftwich, Watts,

and Zimmerman (1981). These researchers could not find a relationship between

disclosures and other variables interpreted as proxies for the existence of moral

hazard problems.

Teoh and Hwang (1991) provide a model in which firms may prefer to withhold

favourable non-proprietary information and disclose unfavourable news voluntarily.

This equilibrium may obtain because of the presence of a non-disclosable piece of

information, the firm's type, about the firm's likelihood of receiving favourable or

unfavourable news in the future. The costs and benefits to disclosing early are

endogenised and arise from managers trading off current signalling benefits or losses

against the gains or losses in credibility at a later date. As stated by Teoh and

Hwang, "A firm that has received good news and is confident of further good news

at a later date can prove its confidence by waiting until the later date to disclose its
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first piece of news. Furthermore, a confident firm with current bad news that it

expects to be counteracted by later good news can prove its machismo by disclosing

the bad news early. In contrast, a firm that currently possesses good news but is

pessimistic about future prospects may prefer to disclose the earlier good news to

prove that it is not the worst firm. At worst, a firm may have current bad news and

little hope of obtaining good news in the future. Such a firm may withhold the

current bad news in the hope of being mistaken initially for a confident withholding

firm".

Teoh and Hwang show that other and more traditional equilibria, such as full-

disclosure and threshold equilibria, may also obtain. They argue however that these

equilibria are somewhat unreasonable in their setting and do not pass standard

strategic refinement criteria such as the intuitive criterion designed by Cho-Kreps

(1987).

Testable implications of this model include the fact that firms release voluntarily

unfavourable information even if the disclosure causes the firm's price to decline.

Empirical evidence reported by Ajinkya and Gift (1984), Waymire (1984), and Lev

and Penman (1988) confirms that firms disclose both favourable and unfavourable

earnings predictions. In contrast to the previous papers, this paper also predicts that

firms may elect to disclose information even if it leads to a more adverse price

reaction in the short run than would non-disclosure.

2.2 Proprietary information

The existence of partial-disclosure equilibria is easier to establish when the

information to be disclosed is proprietary. The non-cohabitation of these equilibria

with full-disclosure equilibria would however appear to depend on the degree of

completeness of information and on the way proprietary costs are modeled. The

proprietary costs associated with proprietary information include all the costs

associated with disclosure, and comprise in Foster's terms information collection and

processing costs, political costs, competitive disadvantage costs, and any other costs
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arising from the constraint disclosure places on management behaviour.

Verrechia (1983) demonstrates the existence of a discretionary disclosure equilibrium

in which managers do only release information which is sufficiently favourable. The

threshold of disclosure is obtained in an environment in which information disclosure

costs are specified exogenously and do not depend on the content of the information

disclosed, and managers maximise the present value of their firm and are endowed

with some noisy and private information about the firm's liquidating value. The

discretionary disclosure equilibrium obtains because investors are unable to interpret

unambiguously withheld information as bad news in the presence of proprietary

information costs, and therefore cannot discount the value of the firm to the point

that the manager is better off disclosing what he knows.

The properties of this discretionary disclosure equilibrium are further analysed in

Verrechia (1990a). The threshold level of disclosure is shown to be an increasing

function of the proprietary cost of disclosure. It is also shown to increase as the

precision of prior beliefs about the firm's payoff increases, and to decrease as the

precision of the manager's information increases. Testable implications include the

facts that firms in highly competitive industries should disclose less often than firms

in less competitive industries, and that firms are better off at some point of time

disclosing their information if the proprietary cost is decreasing to zero through time.

In contrast to Verrechia, Wagenhofer (1990) and Darrough and Stoughton (1990)

obtain a full-disclosure equilibrium in their respective models which endogenise

proprietary costs. Endogenous proprietary costs are obtained in game-theoretical

settings comprising a privately informed firm, a 'strategic opponent', and a financial

market. Disclosure of favourable financial information leads to a higher market

valuation of the firm but can induce the strategic opponent to take an adverse action

imposing proprietary costs on the firm. The strategic opponent could be, in

Wagenhofer's model, a political agency - that is medics, trade-unions, or a regulator

- which can impose costs on the firm, or a rival firm which may choose to enter the

market if the firm discloses favourable information. In Darrough and Stoughton's
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model, the strategic opponent is restricted to be a potential entrant. A full-disclosure

equilibrium obtains in both models because disclosure can result in no proprietary

costs if the information disclosed deters the opponent from taking an adverse action,

and because non-disclosure can result in proprietary costs since the opponent may

take an adverse action based on the information conveyed by non-disclosure.

Darrough and Stoughton obtain in some conditions a partial-disclosure equilibrium

in mixed strategies and a non-disclosure equilibrium in addition to their full-

disclosure equilibrium. This comes in contrast with Wagenhofer who can only

obtain in some conditions a partial-disclosure equilibrium in pure strategies

consisting of two distinct non-disclosure sets. This difference obtains because

Darrough and Stoughton analyse only binary private information while Wagenhofer

deals with a continuum of information.

Wagenhofer claims that the partial-disclosure equilibrium should be expected to

occur in situations in which both full- and partial-disclosure equilibria could exist.

This claim is made on the ground that the partial-disclosure equilibria are preferred

by the firm and can be reached by the uninformed players through dynamic learning

processes. This would appear to be consistent with empirical evidence reported by

Verrechia (1990b). Verrechia suggests that the potential for full-disclosure is at odds

with the fact that we consistently observe delays and withholdings in the

dissemination of information.

Dontoh (1989) obtains, in contrast to Wagenhofer and Darrough and Stoughton, a

unique discretionary disclosure equilibrium in a one-period model in which the

product market is in equilibrium and disclosure costs are determined endogenously.

Endogenous proprietary costs are obtained in a game-theoretical setting comprising

a financial market and rival firms in an N-firm oligopoly facing uncertain demand

and costs. Dontoh's equilibrium is sustained by incomplete information. The model

comprises firms of two unobservable types, those of type A maximising their current

market values and those of type B maximising their terminal values. During the

period, some firms, but not investors, observe a signal about the stochastic parameter
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affecting both the demand function and costs. In equilibrium, informed firms of type

A disclose their information only when it is sufficiently favourable, while informed

firms of type B disclose their information only when they conjecture that the

expectations held by their uninformed rivals are more optimistic than their private

information indicates as appropriate.

The introduction of exogenous disclosure costs is shown to decrease the likelihood

of voluntary disclosures. Dontoh further establishes that, holding other factors

constant, the larger the number of informed firms, the lower the incentive to

voluntarily release information. An increase in the proportion of type A firms

decreases (increases) the disclosure threshold level of type A (B) firms.

Testable implications of this model include the fact that firms release voluntarily

unfavourable information even if the disclosure causes the firm's price to decline.

Empirical evidence reported by Ajinkya and Gift (1984), Waymire (1984), and Lev

and Penman (1988) confirms that firms disclose both favourable and unfavourable

earnings predictions, and that in general, favourable (unfavourable) forecasts are

positively correlated with share price increases (decreases).

2.3 Summary

This chapter reviewed a number of seminal papers explaining how ex-post disclosure

choices may arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. The papers reviewed rely on

either proprietary costs identified by Foster (1986) as collection and processing costs,

political costs, and competitive disadvantage costs, or on other non-proprietary costs

of disclosure. Though most of these models would appear to be quite intuitive, it

could be argued that the threat of litigation may also affect disclosure. The next

chapter reviews a number of seminal papers showing how discretionary accounting

choices may arise as rational equilibrium behaviour.
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CHAPTER 3



DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNTING CHOICES:
A REVIEW OF THE ECONOMIC THEORY LITERATURE

This chapter reviews a number of seminal papers explaining how discretionary

accounting choices may arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Most of these

papers form part of the principal-agent branch of the economic theory literature.

This branch takes the organisation of the firm, including the allocation of ownership

rights and management tasks, as given and concentrates on the choices of ex-ante

accounting systems and employment compensation contracts. A risk-averse and

work-averse firm's manager is typically assumed to have access to some private

information, with respect to either some state of nature or his choice of action, to

which the principal cannot costlessly gain access. Given these assumptions, each

individual's actions are endogenously derived, based on well-specified preferences

and beliefs. As stated by Baiman (1990),

"The literature has focused on the formal analysis of an explicit, internally

consistent model of the underlying economic environment in order to
understand how the design of the employment relationship affects the efficiency

loss from agency problems. This then allows the researcher to derive the

optimal employment relationship for the specified environment."

The papers reviewed in this chapter justify earnings management by managers.

Earnings management does not fool anyone since all claimholders in the papers

reviewed do rationally anticipate the earnings manipulations induced and adjust their

actions accordingly. The issue of social desirability of earnings manipulation is

however not addressed in this chapter since all the models reviewed do abstract from

general equilibrium effects.

Asserting that shareholders may demand earnings management from the managers

of their firms may seem at first glance somewhat counter-intuitive. One would

expect, other things being equal, that shareholders would prefer unmanaged to

managed earnings. The reason why shareholders may prefer managed to unmanaged
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earnings is that the implicit assumption that other things are equal may not be

tenable. Giving a manager no incentive to manage earnings may for instance require

shareholders to amend the manager's compensation package and make it independent

of the earnings reported by the manager. This constraint may however change the

manager's preferred action choice.

Potential devices for managing earnings, discussed in the literature, include the use

of "substantive" investment and production decisions and more "cosmetic"

accounting techniques. An illustration of real earnings management, is given by

Lambert (1984). Cosmetic manipulations can be generated either by changes in the

accounting policies followed by the firm, or by management's discretion over

accruals. Managers make choices of accounting policies in such areas as inventory

valuation, depreciation, and investment tax credits. Management's discretion over

accruals includes management's ability to misrepresent the timing, amount, or intent

of transactions, or events in the financial statements, and management's discretion

over the timing of expense recognition. This literature review focuses on accounting

manipulations rather than on substantive decisions. Conversely to the choice of

accruals, the choice of accounting methods can be contracted upon. Management

discretion over accruals and management discretion over the choice of accounting

procedures will thus be reviewed separately.

3.1 Management Discretion Over Accruals

Dye (1988) distinguishes between two broad reasons, internal and external, for

which shareholders may rationally demand accruals-based earnings management.

Internal demand arises in an environment characterised by a moral hazard problem

between management and shareholders when the expected cost-minimising contract

inducing the manager to select the action preferred by the shareholders encourages

earnings management. External demand arises if, holding managers' compensation

and productive actions fixed, shareholders can improve their firm's contractual terms

with outsiders by managing earnings.
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Internal Demand

Internal demand has been shown to exist by Dye (1988) in an environment

characterised by a moral hazard problem between the firm's manager and

shareholders. This basic moral hazard problem is supplemented by a second one.

Shareholders do not observe the economic earnings generated by the firm and the

manager may report earnings which differ from the ones generated by the firm.

Shareholders also do not observe the stochastic parameter defining the feasible

reporting set. This parameter is assumed to be prohibitively costly for the manager

to report.

Dye (1988) shows that earnings management obtains in the presence of mild

regularity conditions, even if the manager incurs personal costs when he does not

report the true economic earnings, unless shareholders request the manager to select

the action minimising his disutility from effort. Earnings management is optimal in

these conditions because the marginal cost to the manager of earnings management

is assumed to be close to zero in the neighbourhood of the true economic earnings.

In order to avoid earnings management, shareholders cannot therefore use reported

earnings for contractual purposes, which induces the manager to choose the action

minimising his disutility from effort.

External Demand

External demand for earnings management has been shown to obtain by both Dye

(1988) and Trueman and Titman [TT, (1988)]. Demand for earnings management

is however motivated by different reasons. In Dye's paper, current shareholders

attempt to alter the perception of the firm's value held by outside investors. In TT's

paper, current shareholders attempt to lower the perception of the variance of the

firm's underlying economic earnings held by potential outside debtholders.

Dye (1988) provides a model with overlapping generations in which the external

demand for earnings management is driven by the inability of current shareholders
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to report the earnings announcement policy they instruct their management to adopt

to future shareholders. This model comprises in each period a firm, whose

economic earnings are privately observed by the manager and follow an i.i.d.

process, two generations of shareholders who are risk-neutral in consumption and

live for two periods, and a manager, who is maximising the value of the firm. The

manager is in charge of decisions concerning production. He reports and may

potentially misrepresent the economic earnings generated by the firm's production

technology, recognising that his announcement has an effect on the market value of

the firm. The firm is however incurring some exogenously defined corporate costs

of earnings management which are supposed to capture potential phenomena such as

bond defeasance which increase reported earnings but potentially reduce the value

of the firm. Shareholders are also assumed to have access to an imprecise

monitoring technology which allows them to discern whether the earnings reported

by the manager have been excessively misrepresented. The firm is sold in each

period by the old generation of shareholders to the new generation of shareholders,

inclusive of current economic earnings. Earnings announcements may therefore

influence the price the young shareholders pay to the current ones.

The paper shows that a truthful earnings announcement policy can never be part of

any stationary equilibrium even in the presence of corporate costs of earnings

management. As stated by Dye (1988), a stationary equilibrium consists of a pricing

function, an earnings announcement policy, and a constant representing the future

value of the firm, in which "current shareholders attempt to exploit this

informational asymmetry by selecting their earnings announcement policy optimally,

taking future shareholders' beliefs, and hence, the functional form of the equilibrium

pricing function as given". The intuition behind this result is that earnings

management is irresistible to the current shareholders because, conditional on

shareholders believing that the earnings reported are true, current shareholders

benefit from having the manager of the firm report the highest earnings that can be

reported.

Trueman and Titman [TT, (1988)] provide a two-period model in which a manager
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of a firm may rationally want to smooth reported income in order to lower the

perception of the variance of the firm's underlying economic earnings held by

potential outside debtholders. Shareholders find it desirable to modify the perceived

volatility of their firms' earnings, and hence the probability of bankruptcy, because

they want to sell debt at the end of the second period and want to minimise the cost

of raising capital. Income smoothing can affect the perceptions of potential

debtholders because only some firms can shift income across periods and firms are

unable to signal their types credibly. Income shifting can be achieved, for instance,

through the timing of the recognition of pension costs, adjustments to the estimates

of assets' useful lives, or adjustments to the write-downs for bad debts.

TT show in their paper that it is always optimal for the manager of the firm to

smooth reported income in equilibrium as long as income smoothing is costless.

This property is due to the fact that, on average, a shift of income from the second

to the first period results in a smoother income stream over the two periods when

the first period's economic earnings are poor. Potential investors are thus uncertain

whether the smooth income stream is generated by a firm with low volatility that

cannot smooth reported income or whether it comes from a firm with high volatility

that smoothes reported income. Shareholders are indifferent ex-ante between an

accounting system in which income smoothing is allowed and one in which it is

precluded, as long as income shifting is costless. Costly income smoothing can also

be optimal if the prior probability that the firm's economic earnings are of low

variance is sufficiently different from both zero and one.

Internal and External Demand

Dye (1988) provides an overlapping generations model in which he integrates both

internal and external sources of demand for earnings management. Dye generates

from this model sufficient conditions for both stationary equilibria associated with

observable management contracts (OCE) and unobservable management contracts

(NCE) to obtain. Observable (Unobservable) management contracts are contracts

offered by one generation of shareholders to their manager that are observable (not
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observable) by the next generation of shareholders. The sufficient conditions

provided by Dye induce the manager to always make the largest possible earnings

announcements in both types of equilibria. This earnings announcement policy both

maximises the value of the firm and minimises the expected cost of getting the

manager to adopt the action preferred by the current shareholders of the firm.

Internal and external demand do not call in general for the same optimal earnings

announcement policy. Dye also investigates whether shareholders can gain by giving

their manager the opportunity to issue two earnings announcements: one that is

privately used to compensate the manager and another that is made public to

influence the perception about the value of the firm held by prospective shareholders.

He establishes that, when management contracts are observable, no generation of

investors obtains any advantage by having managers issue distinct public and private

earnings announcements as long as the corporate and management costs of the

earnings announcements are a function of the earnings announcements made in

private. He further establishes that, when management contracts are observable,

investors may demand distinct private and public earnings announcements as long as

the corporate costs of earnings management are a function of earnings

announcements made in public whereas the management costs of earnings

management are a function of earnings announcements made in private.

Dye further asserts that the allocations associated with an OCE generally strictly

Pareto-dominate those associated with an NCE. The intuition behind this result is

that the current generation of shareholders can be regarded as an agent of the next

generation of shareholders who takes the action of choosing his manager's

compensation contract. A standard proposition in the principal-agent literature

asserts that the principal is typically strictly better off if he can observe the action

taken by his agent.

Dye (1988) also developed an overlapping generations model in which he derives

sufficient conditions for income-smoothing to obtain. This model is not dissimilar

to the one analysed in the previous paragraphs but is now asymmetrical. Managers
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are hired in even-numbered periods t for 2 years by shareholders born in period t

and have time-separable preferences. The cumulative earnings reported by the

manager cannot exceed the sum of the economic earnings generated. Shareholders

born in period t+ 1 have the ownership of period t+ 1's reported (and not actual)

earnings generated by the new manager's action chosen in period t and will never

know what the actual level of earnings was. Shareholders born in period t+2 have

the ownership of both the economic earnings generated in period t+2 and any

earnings undistributed in period t+ 1, and will know the amount this sum represents

subsequently to purchasing the firm.

Dye shows that income-smoothing occurs in every OCE and NCE for a broad class

of earnings processes in the absence of personal and corporate costs of earnings

management provided that the manager's intertemporal consumption discount rate is

close enough to one. To get this proposition, Dye precludes any generation of

shareholders to commit subsequent generations of shareholders to adopt previously

defined management contracts or to seek to have the firm's manager exert the

minimum possible effort level. Some intuition behind this result can be obtained

when the time-series process followed by the economic earnings is iid. External

demand concerns only preclude income-smoothing from arising if no earnings

management arises at the end of the manager's first period in office. But, because

the earnings process is iid, both generations of investors require the manager to take

the same action if no earnings management occurs in the first period. This implies

that both generations of shareholders provide the manager of the firm with the same

contract. It can be shown that no generation of shareholders is made worse off by

giving the manager a contract that is increasing in his reported earnings for his last

period in office if one evaluates contracts in terms of their expected costs of

compensation. It can then be shown that the compensation contracts given to the

manager generate internal demand for income-smoothing as long as the manager's

intertemporal consumption discount rate is close enough to one. The assumption that

no income-smoothing does occur leads therefore to a contradiction.

Dye (1988) further shows that income-smoothing can obtain even when the manager
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of the firm is allowed to borrow and lend. The intuition behind this result is that the

manager can take advantage of the differences in the rates of returns offered by the

capital markets and the intertemporal transfers of compensation due to income

smoothing.

3.2 Managerial Discretion Over Choices of Accounting Procedures

Theories rationalising managerial discretion in the choice of accounting procedures

do so for one of the following reasons. Shareholders are said to have an internal

demand for managerial discretion if the expected cost of the contract inducing their

manager to select their preferred action is minimised through the choice of an

appropriate accounting procedure. Shareholders are said to have an external demand

for managerial discretion if, holding managers' compensation and productive action

fixed, they can improve their firm's contractual terms with outsiders through the

choice of an appropriate accounting procedure.

Internal Demand

Demski, Patell, and Wolfson [DPW, (1984)] provide a first rationale for

shareholders to have an internal demand for managerial discretion over the choice

of accounting procedures in an environment characterised by a moral hazard problem

between the firm's manager and shareholders. DPW show that, when the manager

is endowed with private information about the firm's production function,

shareholders may rationally prefer to delegate the choice of accounting procedures

to the manager, even if the manager's compensation depends on his accounting

choice.

This one-period model comprises a risk-neutral principal - the shareholders-, a risk-

averse manager, and a firm, whose productive outcome is a function of the

manager's action, a primary stochastic state variable, and a secondary state variable

characterising the firm's production function. This secondary state variable is

privately observed by the manager after he has chosen his action. The principal is
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further assumed to have access to a space partition monitoring information system,

that is, a basic accounting system.

DPW give necessary conditions for the accounting system to have strictly positive

value. They also show that the principal weakly prefers decentralisation of the

accounting choice if the manager privately observes the value of the secondary state

variable representing the production function as long as the accounting choice can

be verified. The latter proposition may seem unintuitive since managers are tempted

to take advantage of the situation and choose the accounting methods that are in their

self-interest. However, the principal cannot be made worse off because he can force

the optimal policy that would prevail in the absence of delegation, the centralised

policy, by offering the optimal centralised contract augmented by feasible penalties

for any deviations in the accounting choice. The principal can even be made better

off in some circumstances because the contract space is expanded when the choice

of accounting system is delegated since the manager can make the choice of the

accounting system depend on the realisation of his private information about the

production function.

DPW also provide a reason why firms may make changes through time in their use

of accounting procedures. Changes in the realisation taken by the secondary state

variable may induce the manager to choose another reporting procedure.

This model would appear to be consistent with empirical evidence reported by DPW.

DPW suggest that "accounting methods are typically chosen by the managers whose

performance the owners seek to evaluate" and that "accounting methods are often

changed at the end of an accounting period after most of the productive actions have

been taken".

Another rationale for shareholders to leave managers with some discretion over the

choice of accounting procedures, that is motivated by internal demand, is provided

by Verrechia (1986). Verrechia shows that shareholders may be better off allowing

managers discretion over the choice of reporting alternatives even if this choice
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involves an element of moral hazard. The manager of the firm in Verrechia's model

can translate economic earnings into accounting earnings either by using a noisy

financial reporting alternative or by taking an unobservable adverse post-outcome

action, in conjunction with a given reporting system, which reveals economic

earnings perfectly. Accounting earnings reported through the financial reporting

alternative have to be smaller than the sum of the economic earnings generated by

the firm, a noise realisation observed only by the manager, and a parameter

restricting the set of feasible reporting alternatives chosen by the principal. The

principal cannot distinguish whether the manager uses the financial reporting or the

adverse action alternative. He can however control his manager's behaviour through

his choice of both the manager's compensation package and the parameter

characterising the financial reporting alternative. By setting the value of this

parameter low (high) enough he can induce his manager to always use the adverse

action (financial reporting) alternative.

An example given by Verrechia illustrating this model involves a manager of a firm

using LIFO to measure ending inventory, electing to flow the unrealised holding

gains into income, by discounting the stocks held in inventory. The principal cannot

distinguish whether the manager liquidated the inventory in order to increase the

value of the firm or the size of his compensation package.

Verrechia shows that the principal may prefer to let his manager decide about which

reporting alternative to use. This may seem surprising since the manager is only

tempted to use the adverse action alternative when the realisation of noise in the

reporting alternative works to the principal's disadvantage, and the cost of doing so

is borne by the principal. The principal is however weakly better off because he can

trade-off the benefits provided by the improvement in profits as an indicator of the

manager's pre-outcome effort when the manager chooses the adverse action versus

the attendant cost of this action.

Verrechia's model also provides reasons why firms may make changes through time

in their use of accounting procedures. A first reason for firms to change their
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accounting procedures is provided by the optimal choice made by the manager to use

the financial reporting or the adverse action alternative depending on the realisation

of noise. A second reason for firms to change their accounting procedures arises if

the cost generated by the adverse action alternative changes with time. Such changes

affect the choice of the parameter characterising the financial reporting alternative

which is chosen by the principal.

The last rationale for shareholders to leave managers with some discretion over the

choice of accounting procedures is provided by Suh (1990). Delegation of

accounting choice to the agent is shown to be equivalent to direct communication,

which provides a strict Pareto improvement over no-communication.

Suh considers a firm over two periods. The risk- and work-averse agent obtains,

after the first period's production operation, private information concerning the

productivity of the firm's assets in the second period. Direct communication Pareto-

dominates no-communication in this setting because communication enables the

principal to efficiently spread the risks associated with the agent's contract across

periods, thereby allowing the agent to achieve signal-contingent interperiod

consumption smoothing. As stated by Suh, both the first-period and second-period

contracts are a function of the agent's report such that "when unfavourable future

productivity is observed, the agent gets less compensation in the first period and

more in the second period (compared with the case in which the agent has observed

favourable future productivity), thus allowing the agent to smooth his consumption

stream across periods". Direct communication and delegation of accounting choice

are equivalent as long as the cardinalities of the future productivity set and the image

of the agent's accounting choice function are equal.

External Demand

External demand for discretion in accounting procedures is shown to exist by Dye

(1985) in a model involving an incumbent firm and a potential rival. The manager

of the incumbent firm is assumed to have to report some proprietary information.
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External demand for discretion in accounting procedures is motivated, in Foster's

(1986) terms, by competitive disadvantage costs which may be imposed on the firm

by a "strategic opponent". It is thus motivated by arguments which are similar to

those used by Darrough and Stoughton (1990) and Wagenhofer (1990) in the context

of discretionary disclosures.

The proprietary nature of the information the manager of the incumbent firm is

endowed with is modeled endogenously by assuming that the rival's decision to enter

the market depends on the inferences the rival can make about the incumbent's

information. The way proprietary information is modeled in Dye's paper is however

also compatible with any strategic opponent able to take an adverse action inflicting

costs on the incumbent firm.

The manager of the incumbent firm can adopt any reporting procedure within a

predefined set of generally accepted accounting principles. The choice of the

accounting procedure and the number reported (report) are both assumed to be

observable. The accounting procedures present in this set do not necessarily reveal

the information completely. This is so because any reported financial statement data

may be observationally consistent with many realisations of the manager's piece of

information.

An equilibrium in this model consists of a map, transforming any possible realisation

of the proprietary information into an accounting procedure and a report, and the

rival's decision to enter or to stay out. In equilibrium, the reporting choice made

by the manager of the incumbent firm has to be optimal given the rival's equilibrium

entry strategy and the rival's entry strategy has to be optimal given the equilibrium

map chosen by the manager of the incumbent firm. The incumbent's choice of

accounting procedure is motivated by his desire to protect his proprietary

information. This model is appealing because it rationalises the fact that the choice

of the appropriate accounting procedure is made after the realisation of the

information to be reported is observed.
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3.3 Summary

This chapter reviewed a number of seminal papers explaining how discretionary

accounting choices arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Most of these papers

formed part of the principal-agent branch of the economic theory literature. The

main advantage of the papers that were reviewed in this chapter is that they provide

through explicit and internally consistent models of the underlying economic

environment a coherent and useful framework to study discretionary accounting

choices. The principal-agent branch of the literature is however currently facing a

number of criticisms. The principal-agent research is criticised for taking a

restricted view of the environment in which the firm operates. As stated by Baiman

(1990), "The principal-agent model typically ignores the effect of the capital markets

by assuming a single owner rather than a group of owners and debtholders". As a

consequence of the emphasis on internal consistency, rationality, and the optimality

of contracts, the principal-agent research also gives us little insight into the form and

shape of managerial compensation contracts [Baker, Jensen, and Murphy (1988)].

It could also be argued that, as a consequence of the lack of insight into the form

and shape of the managerial contracts, the principal-agent research gives us limited

insight into the form taken by the function linking economic with reported earnings.

A final criticism is related to the fact that there has been relatively little direct testing

of the principal-agent research. The next chapter reviews a number of seminal

papers forming part of the empirically-driven positive accounting theory branch of

the accounting literature and explaining discretionary accounting choices.
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CHAPTER 4



DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNTING CHOICES:
A REVIEW OF THE POSITIVE ACCOUNTING LITERATURE

This chapter reviews a number of papers explaining discretionary accounting

choices from the empirically-driven positive accounting theory branch of the

accounting literature. It first describes the main economic hypotheses tested in

the accounting literature. It then reviews the empirical evidence supporting these

hypotheses. It finally exposes some of the limitations of the methodology used

to test these hypotheses.

4. 1 The Main Hypotheses

According to the economic perspectives introduced in the introductory chapter

to this thesis, accounting choices do matter because they change either the

distribution of a firm's expected cash-flows or the claims of various parties to

these cash-flows. The main economic hypotheses tested in the accounting

literature result from the following linkages between the reported accounting

numbers and the cash-flows accruing to various stakeholders of the firm:

management compensation plans, lending agreements, government regulation,

political visibility, and taxation.

The management compensation hypothesis states that managers' wealth can be

affected by discretionary accounting choices. It recognises the possibility of a first

moral hazard problem arising from the separation of ownership and control.

Accounting numbers are introduced in management compensation contracts in

order to reduce the magnitude of this agency problem. The management

compensation hypothesis also recognises the fact that financial reporting

standards are imperfect, and thus, allow managers to retain some discretion over

the numbers conveyed in the financial reports, which in turn, affects their

compensation.
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The lending agreements hypothesis states that the wealth of both debtholders and

shareholders can he affected by discretionary accounting choices made by

managers acting on behalf of shareholders. It recognises the possibility that

manager may take corporate decisions which may transfer wealth from

bondholders to shareholders. Accounting numbers are introduced in bond

covenants, which constrain the manager's actions, in order to reduce the

magnitude of this agency problem. The lending agreements hypothesis also

recognises the fact that financial reporting standards are imperfect, and thus,

allow managers to retain some discretion over the numbers conveyed in the

financial reports, which in turn, affects the wealth of both debtholders and

shareholders.

The political visibility hypothesis' states that the probability of firms being

imposed political costs such as implicit and explicit taxes or granted subsidies can

he affected by discretionary accounting choices made by managers. A related

hypothesis, the government regulation hypothesise, states that the future

profitability of regulated firms can be affected by discretionary accounting choices

made by managers. Both the government regulation and political visibility

hypotheses recognise that firms and government do not share the same

objectives. Accounting numbers are used by government in order to reduce the

magnitude of the agency problem. Both the government regulation and political

visibility hypotheses recognise the fact that financial reporting standards are

imperfect and thus allow managers to retain some discretion over the numbers

conveyed which may affect the government's decisions.

The taxation hypothesis states that discretionary accounting choices made by

managers are influenced by taxation considerations. It recognises the fact that,

I
This hypothe si s i s also sometimes referred to as the political sensitivity hypothesis .

2 The government regulati on hypothesi s may b e c onsidered as a subhypothesis of the political visibility hypothesis .
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to some extent3, the amount of taxes to be paid by a firm is determined by

accounting procedures used for financial reporting purposes.

4.2 A Review Of The Empirical Evidence

This section reviews in turn the empirical evidence related to each of the

hypotheses introduced in the previous section. It includes any research issue

which is specific to a given hypothesis. Research issues which are common to a

number of hypotheses are addressed in the next section.

The Management Compensation Hypothesis

The empirical literature provides some evidence that is consistent with the

assumptions underlying the management compensation hypothesis. Managers'

compensation would indeed appear to depend on accounting numbers conveyed

in financial reports. Fox (1980) reports that managers of as many as ninety per

cent of the one thousand largest US manufacturing companies are endowed with

bonus plans based on accounting earnings. In addition, twenty five per cent of

them are endowed with performance plans°.

Accounting choices would also appear to have an impact on managers'

compensation. Collins, Rozeff, and Dhaliwal (1982) report abnormal share price

reactions to proposed mandatory changes in accounting for the oil and gas

industry that are negatively related to the existence of management compensation

plans. Healy, Kang, and Palepu (1987) investigate the effect of accounting policy

changes, such as inventory valuation and depreciation method changes, on CEOs'

salaries and bonuses and find no evidence that, subsequent to any accounting

change, reported earnings are transformed to earnings under the original

3 Th is would appear to be the c a se in some Conti nenta l European countrie s such as Belgium, France , and Germany . In the

US . such opportu nitie s are rare and are probably confi ned to the LIFO/FIFO choice . In the UK. I am not aware of such

opport unities.

Performance p lans a re not that d iss i mila r to bonus plans. The main differenc e between them is that performance p lans

specify long-term ea rnings goals while bonus plans specify annual earnings goals.
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accounting method for compensation purposes'.

Management compensation schemes would also appear to have an impact on the

discretionary accounting choices made by managers. Dhaliwal, Salamon, and

Smith (1982) observe that manager-controlled firms are more likely to use the

straight-line rather than the accelerated depreciation methodsb. Zmijewski and

Hagerman (1981) report evidence that managers of firms endowed with bonus

plans are more likely to select income-increasing accounting procedures'. Healy

(1985) reports evidence that the managers of firms with bonus plan changes do

report a higher number of voluntary changes in accounting procedures than those

of firms with no changes in bonus plansR. Healy (1985) also finds out that firms'

accounts are more likely to reveal income-decreasing accruals when their

managers' bonus plans upper and lower bounds are binding.

The empirical evidence is thus generally consistent with the management

compensation hypothesis. This would appear to he quite surprising since most

of the evidence is provided by potentially misspecified cross-sectional studies,

which are thus unlikely to constitute powerful tests of the underlying theory.

Early cross-sectional studies of the management compensation hypothesis

typically assume that the presence of bonus plans does provide managers with

incentives to over-report earnings. But, as stated by Watts and Zimmerman

(1990), "... A bonus plan does not always give managers incentives to increase

earnings. If, in the absence of accounting changes, earnings are below the

minimum level required for payment of a bonus, managers have incentive to

reduce earnings this year because no bonuses are likely paid". More

5 They are however unable to reject the hypothesis that the compensation commuter nullifies the effect of an accounting

change on compensation by modifying the parameters of the compensation plan.

6 Bowan, Norezn, and Lacey (1981) find however that firms with explicit management compensation plans are no more

likely to capitalise interest than those without such agreements.

7
Hagerman and Zmijewski (1979) find however no evidence of any asca.iation between the existence of accountingbated

compensation sdhemta and 4.ompanics' methods of recording im estnient lax credits.

^ Managers would however appear not to change accounting procedures when the bonus plan upper bounds are binding-o r
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sophisticated studies, such as the one published by Healy (1985) and taking into

account the incentives faced by managers to defer income from the current to

future periods, provide evidence that is consistent with managers manipulating

net accruals. These studies fail however to distinguish discretionary from non-

discretionary accruals.

The Lending agreements Hypothesis

The empirical literature provides some evidence that is consistent with the

assumptions underlying the lending agreements hypothesis. The empirical

literature [Smith and Warner (1979), Leftwich (1983)] suggests that contracts

between debtholders and owner-managers do contain both negative and

affirmative debt covenants. Negative covenants, such as restrictions put on

dividends, keep managers from taking actions which do transfer wealth from

bondholders to stockholders. Affirmative covenants, such as working capital,

current ratio, net worth, and interest coverage covenants, increase the security of

the bondholders. The most common accounting-based restrictions, as reported

by Press and Weintrop (1990) and Duke and Hunt (1990), do affect leverage, net

worth, working capital, dividends, and interest coverage.

Beneish and Press (1993) observe that a majority of default firms do receive

waivers following contract renegotiatian9 10. Technical default would however

appear to he costly even if a waiver is granted. Beneish and Press report that,

compared to firms that obtain waivers without any contract renegotiation, the

firms that obtain waivers following renegotiation end up with significantly higher

interest rates and more debt covenants added to the agreement. Large sample

studies confirm that the violation of debt-covenants is costly. Beneish and Press

(1993) provide direct evidence about the costs facing firms that violate

9 Out of 91 d efault firm .%, 12 firms; receive waivers without alteration of their contracts . 53 firms receive waivers following

c ontra c t renegotiation . 26 firms fail to obtain a waiver from existing lenders . 8 of which obtain financing from new lenders .

10
Chen and Wei (1993 ) ob serves that a majority of default firms do not receive any waivers after the violations . Out of a

sample of 1 28 default firms. 57 re c eive a waiver . 24 for a limited period and 33 permanently .
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accounting-based covenants in debt agreements. They estimate that "the average

costs" range between 1.2 and 2 percent of market value of equity... (or)

alternatively ... between 4.4 and 7.3 percent of the outstanding balances of the

violated debt agreements".

Accounting changes have been shown to affect technical default. Sweeney (1994)

carries out a detailed investigation of 22 firms which are about to default. She finds

that accounting changes delay technical default for five of these firms 1 2.

Mandatory changes in accounting procedures would appear to affect the measurement

rules defined in restrictive covenants in firms' lending agreements". Leftwich

(1981) observes that an unanticipated and mandated income-reducing change in

generally accepted accounting principles - the mandatory change in merger

accounting rules brought about by APB Opinion No 16 and Opinion No 17 - reduces

the value of equity of a firm with debt outstanding, even if the accounting change

has no direct effect on a firm's cash-flows. The decline in the value of the firm's

equity is furthermore shown to be an increasing function of the amount of the firm's

outstanding debt. Lys (1984) observes that the proposed and unanticipated

elimination of full-cost accounting (FASB 19) had a negative impact on the security

prices of the oil and gas companies which were using the full cost method at that

time 1 4. The impact of FASB 19 on the firm's accounting numbers, the firm's

leverage ratio, and the firm's default risk of the existing debt are furthermore shown

to be negatively related to the security price performance. Collins, Rozeff, and

11
These costs inclu d e both refinancing and restructuring costs. Refinancing costs capture the rise in interest rates on notes

and loans required by lenders after a violation. Restructuring costs stem from lenders' demands fo r pa rt ial or full

repayment and capture the cost of restructuring the firm's debt.

12
Default could have been avoided in four more cases by switching from LIFO to FIFO. Th is switch would however

imposed sigmficant taxation costs on the firms.

13
The evidence presented by Frost and Bernard (1989) is more disturbing. Frost and Bernard find that mandated write-offs

of exploration costs caused significant tightness and even some violations in covenant constraints. They cannot however

find any significant abnormal market reaction to the adverse effect on the financial statements.

14
A,, reported by Watts and Zimmerman (1986), the median effect on earnings of the final version of FAS B 19 on the 1977

earnings was -27% for the full-post firms and -13% for the successful-effo[ts firms. S imilarly, the med ian effect on the

1977 total stockholder' equity was -30% for the full-cost firms and -4`Ib for the successfu l -efforts firms.
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Dhaliwal (1981) reports that both the successful-efforts and the full-cost firms were

negatively affected by the introduction of FASB 19. Salakta (1989) observes that the

proposed and unanticipated issuance of SFAS No 8, an accounting standard requiring

the use of current exchange rates for translation purposes, is associated with

significantly negative excess returns. El-Gazzar (1993) observes that the tightening

of the conditions, under which a lease can be classified as an operating lease,

brought about by SFAS No 13, causes significant increases in the tightness of the

debt covenant restrictions. Two of the events leading to the promulgation of SFAS

No 13 are associated with negative market returns experienced by the affected

lessees. The magnitude of the reduction in market returns is furthermore correlated

with the impact of SFAS No 13 on the tightness of the debt covenant restrictions.

Event studies also imply that discretionary changes in accounting procedures do

affect the measurement rules defined in restrictive covenants in firms' lending

agreements. Holthausen (1981) investigates stock price changes associated with the

announcement that a firm is switching back from the accelerated to the straight-line

depreciation method for financial reporting purposes. Holthausen observes that the

more debt a firm has outstanding, the more negative the abnormal performance at

the time of the announcement of the change in depreciation methods15.

Cross-sectional studies of accounting choices confirm that lending agreements have

an impact on the discretionary accounting choices made by managers. Bartov (1993)

finds a positive correlation between income from asset sales and debt-equity ratios.

Christie (1990) reports that managers of firms with debt-to-equity ratios are more

likely to use accounting procedures which shift reported earnings to the current

period from future periods. Sweeney (1994) observes that the managers of 130

default firms made 205 accounting changes in the period from five years prior to two

years following the year of technical default. In excess of three quarters of these

changes were income-increasing. Dhaliwal (1980) reports that the more highly

leveraged oil and gas companies did use the income-increasing full-cost method and

1 5
The avtrage abnormal performance of the twitch -b ac k firms is however negative but insignificant ly different from zero

a round the announcement da tes o f the switch es.
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did lobby against its elimination. Johnson and Ramanan (1988) report that the firms

switching from the successful-efforts to the full-cost method had higher leverage and

capital expenditures in the two years leading up to, and in the year of, the accounting

change. Richardson and Culumovic (1993) report that managers of Canadian firms

endowed with high leverage are more likely to use the temporal method to translate

the financial statements of foreign operations, when the Canadian dollar is

weakening, and the current rate method, when the Canadian dollar is strengthening.

Bowen, Noreen, and Lacey (1981) observe that, prior to 197416, interest

capitalising firms had financial ratios consistent with being closer to violation of debt

covenants than interest expensing firms. Firms endowed with higher debt to equity

ratios, lower inventories of payable funds and ratios of earnings to interest expense

were more likely to capitalise interest. Daley and Vigeland (1983) observe that

research and development capitalising firms have financial ratios consistent with

being closer to violation of debt covenants than research and development expensing

firms. Firms endowed with higher debt to equity ratios, higher ratios of dividends

to inventory of payable funds, lower ratios of earnings to interest expense, and more

public debt in their capital structures are more likely to capitalise research and

development costs.

Time-series studies of accounting choices present mixed evidence. Healy and Palepu

(1990) report that firms do not make accounting changes to respond to increases in

the tightness of dividend constraints. DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (1994)

report that managers' accounting choices reflect acknowledgment of their firms'

financial difficulties rather than attempts to relax debt covenants. DeFond and

Jiambalvo (1994) however find evidence of significant positive abnormal accruals in

the year prior to the violation of the debt covenants. The tests used in these

empirical studies are however weakened by the use of either negative covenants such

as dividend constraints or accruals. Sweeney (1994) avoids these drawbacks by

considering both affirmative covenants such as minimum working capital and net

worth constraints and changes in accounting procedures and finds that managers of

16 Prior to 1974 . US GAAP left fin is free to choose whether to capitalize or expense interest costs a ssociated with c apita l

expenditure
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firms approaching default respond with income-increasing accounting changes and

that the default costs imposed by lenders and the accounting flexibility available to

managers are important determinants of managers' accounting responses.

The evidence reported by the empirical literature, which consists mainly of cross-

sectional studies, is thus generally consistent with the lending agreements hypothesis.

This would appear to be quite surprising since most cross-sectional empirical studies

adopt indirect methods to account for the effect of debt covenants on accounting

choices by using the firm's debt to equity ratio as an explanatory variable proxying

for the presence of accounting-based debt covenants, the closeness to covenant

constraints, and the expected costs to be incurred by shareholders should any breach

occur. Recent papers by Duke and Hunt (1990) and Press and Weintrop (1990)

provide however evidence that the debt to equity ratio is positively related to both

the existence of and closeness to accounting-based debt covenants.

The Political VisibilityHypothesis

The political visibility hypothesis comes in four different versions: the size,

concentration, risk, and capital intensity hypotheses. All the versions of the political

visibility hypothesis state that accounting choices are influenced by the firm's

political sensitivity, that is, the likelihood of seeing relatively large wealth transfers

imposed on them. They use however different attributes to proxy for the firm's

political sensitivity.

The size hypothesis uses the firm's size as a proxy for the firm's political

sensitivity". As stated by Zimmerman (1983), the size hypothesis claims that

"Ceteris paribus, the larger the firm, the more likely the manager is to choose

accounting procedures that defer reported earnings from current to future periods".

The size hypothesis implicitly assumes that large firms are politically more sensitive

since, because of information costs, politicians and bureaucrats may not adjust for

17 Zimmerman ( 1 9 83) report s some evidence suggesting that large firms and to have higher ta xation rates than smaller firms.
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size when considering the level of reported earnings.

The empirical evidence as reported by the accounting literature provides strong

evidence that the manager's choice of accounting procedures varies with the firm's

size. Richardson and Culumovic (1993) report that large firms are more likely than

smaller firms to choose the current rate method to translate the financial statements

of foreign operations. Lilien and Pastena (1982) observe that larger and more

established oil and gas firms are more likely to choose the successful efforts rather

than the full costs methods. Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) observe that the

choice of accounting procedures is influenced by the firm's size. But Zmijewski and

Hagerman (1981) also observe that, amongst smaller firms, there is no association

between portfolio choice and firm's size. Bowen, Noreen, and Lacey (1981) report

that, except for the ten largest US oil and gas firms which do all expense interest,

other large companies tend to capitalise rather than expense interest. These results

are therefore likely to be driven by the oil and gas firms".

The concentration hypothesis uses the industry's concentration ratio as a proxy for

the firm's political sensitivity. As stated by Zimmerman (1983), the concentration

hypothesis claims that "Ceteris paribus, the higher the industry's concentration ratio,

the more likely the manager is to choose accounting procedures that defer reported

earnings from current to future periods". It implicitly assumes that firms trading in

highly concentrated industries are likely to report higher profits and thus to attract

attention from anti-trust commissions. It also recognises that, because of information

costs, anti-trust commissions do not systematically compute any industry

concentration ratios.

The concentration hypothesis has attracted limited empirical support. Zmijewski and

Hagerman (1979) suggest that the choices concerning inventory valuation methods,

investment tax credits, and the amortisation of past service costs are influenced by

the degree of industry concentration. The choices concerning depreciation methods

1 8
Daley and Vigeland (1983) however find that the association between the choice of research and development procedures

and the firni ' s %ize only ho ld s for su b sample s of sma l l e r firms.
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are however unrelated to the degree of industry concentration.

The risk hypothesis uses the firm's risk as a proxy for the firm's political sensitivity.

As stated by Zimmerman (1983), the risk hypothesis claims that "Ceteris paribus,

the higher the firm's risk, the more likely the manager is to choose accounting

procedures that defer reported earnings from current to future periods". It implicitly

assumes that high-risk firms have high variances of earnings changes and thus are

more likely to report large profits. It also recognises that, because of information

costs, politicians and bureaucrats may not adjust for risk when considering the level

of reported earnings.

The risk hypothesis has limited empirical support. Zmijewski and Hagerman (1979)

suggest that the choice of depreciation method is influenced by the degree of risk.

The choices concerning inventory valuation methods, investment tax credits, and the

amortisation of past service costs are however unrelated to the degree of risk.

The capital intensity hypothesis uses the firm's capital intensity as a proxy for the

firm's political sensitivity. As stated by Zimmerman (1983), "Ceteris paribus, the

higher the firm's capital intensity, the more likely the manager is to choose

accounting procedures that defer reported earnings from current to future periods".

It implicitly assumes that, because of information costs, politicians and bureaucrats

may not adjust for the opportunity cost of capital when considering the level of

reported earnings.

The capital intensity hypothesis has attracted limited empirical support. Zmijewski

and Hagerman (1979) suggest that the choice of inventory valuation method is

influenced by the degree of capital intensity. The choices concerning depreciation

methods, investment tax credits, and the amortisation of past service costs are

however unrelated to the capital intensity.

The evidence reported by the empirical literature would thus appear to be generally

consistent with the political visibility hypothesis where size is used as a proxy for
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political sensitivity. The political visibility hypothesis, as tested in the empirical

literature, presents however a number of problems. The empirical association

between firm's size and accounting choices may be driven by a single industry, the

oil and gas industry. The fact that the relationship between the firm's size and

taxation rate varies through time and across industries suggests that firm's size may

constitute a rather noisy proxy for political sensitivity [Zimmerman (1983)]. Firm

size may proxy for other characteristics such as industry membership [Ball and

Foster (1982)]. The firm's effective taxation rate may also constitute a rather noisy

proxy for political costs. This is due to the fact that empirical studies do not control

for the fact that large firms, which incur higher taxation rates, may also receive

more political benefits that offset the higher taxation rates.

The Government Regulation Hypothesis

The government regulation hypothesis is relatively untested. The few studies which

have been published in the empirical literature tend however to be consistent with

the predictions generated by the government regulation hypothesis. Jarrell (1979)

reports evidence suggesting that state utility regulation has an impact on asset

valuation. Elliott, Hanna, and Shaw (1991), Griffin and Wallach (1991), Madura

and McDaniel (1989), and Musumeci and Sinkey (1990) provide evidence suggesting

that capital adequacy ratios have an influence on the level of discretionary increases

in loan-loss reserves reported by financial institutions. They find out that the US

financial institutions which increased their loan-loss reserve levels related to LDC

problem loans during 1987 did experience, on average, significant positive abnormal

share price returns around the announcement dates19 20.

19
Grammatikos and Saunders ( 1990) found however no eviden ce of any average abnormal returns associated with additions

to bank loan- lo ss re serve s.

20 Griffin (1992) also reports evidence that the British and Irish financial institutions which increased the i r loan-loss reserve

levels during 1987 and 1991, did experience, on average, significant positive abnormal share p ri ce returns a round the

announcement dates. I t is however not clea r whether or not all these increases in loan-loss reserves are related to third-

world loans.
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The Taxation Hypothesis

Tests of the taxation hypothesis which can be found in the US empirical literature

concentrate on inventory valuation choices. The use of the LIFO valuation method,

which provides firms with potential taxation benefits, has been allowed in the United

States since before World War II. As reported by Biddle (1980), if inventory

accounting choices are determined by taxation considerations, it would thus appear

surprising that "many firms have voluntarily paid tens of millions of dollars in

additional income taxes by continuing to use FIFO rather than switching to LIFO".

One reason for this empirical regularity may be that inventory valuation choices are

influenced by managements compensation schemes. Abdel-Khalik (1985) reports that

managers of management-controlled firms are more likely to use FIFO than

managers of owner-controlled firms. In contrast to Abdel-Khalik, Hunt (1985) finds

however that firms using LIFO tend to be more management-controlled, which is

contrary to expectations. Another reason for this empirical regularity may be that

inventory valuation choices are influenced by lending agreements schemes. Hunt

(1985) reports that "non-adopters of LIFO had financial ratios closer to violating

restrictions in debt covenants than firms adopting or extending the use of LIFO".

By examining the influence of the management compensation, lending agreements,

and taxation hypotheses in one study, Dopuch and Pincus (1988) find however that

the taxation hypothesis provides the best explanation for the FIFO/LIFO decision.

According to Dopuch and Pincus,

"The long-term FIFO firms in our sample have not been foregoing significant
tax savings, in which case remaining on that method is certainly consistent
with FIFO being an optimal tax choice, given other considerations. In
contrast, long-term LIFO firms would have forgone significant tax savings".

4 .3 Research Method Issues21

Empirical studies of accounting choices include both accounting choice and stock

21 This sec tion d raw s heavily on Watts and Zimmerman (1990).
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price tests. A number of stock price tests" of mandatory accounting changes reveal

abnormal share price reactions. Stock price tests of voluntary accounting changes

tend to provide more mixed results. With respect to choices of inventory methods,

for instance, Brown (1980), Ricks (1982), and Hand (1991) report evidence that

LIFO adoptions are accompanied by negative abnormal returns. But Ball (1972),

Sunder (1973), Biddle and Lindhal (1982) report evidence that LIFO adoptions are

accompanied by positive abnormal returns. Stock price studies present a number of

problems. Cross-correlation in abnormal performance across firms may be induced

by the fact that voluntary, and especially mandatory, accounting choices tend to be

made for different firms within short periods of time. Abnormal share price

reactions may be attributed to the accounting change rather than to the 'economic'

factors which induced the accounting change. The effect of concurrent

announcements such as the announcement of dividends may not average to zero,

even in large samples. Stock price increases or decreases generated by changes in

accounting procedures are likely to be small and thus difficult to observe. This issue

is highlighted by Holthausen and Leftwich (1983), who hypothesise that "The

measured stock price will probably be less than the maximum bound imposed by

contracting and monitoring costs because of the expectations problem and the

difficulty of identifying event dates". These problems lead Watts and Zimmerman

(1986) to argue that stock price studies are weak tests of the theory and call for more

accounting choice studies.

Most cross-sectional studies of accounting choices investigate managers' choices of

a single procedure. Cross-sectional studies of single accounting choices24 do

provide some evidence that is consistent with the lending agreements and political

visibility hypotheses. Cross-sectional tests of single accounting choices tend however

22
Coll ins, Roze ff, and Dhal iwal ( 1 9 8 1). El-Gazzar ( 1993). Le ftwi ch ( 1981 ), Lys ( 1981 ), and 5ala{.na ( 1989) .

? q
The eapactatiom problem re cogni ses the fact that investors may anticipate the accounting changes .

24
Bowen . N oreen. and Lacey ( 1 9 8 1), Da ley and V ige l and ( 1 9 83 ). Dha liwa l (1 980). J ohnson and Rarnanan ( 1 9 88). Liken

and Pacttna ( 1982), and RiL ha r&un and Culumav i c ( 19 9 3 ).
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to be less powerful than cross-sectional studies of multiple accounting choicesZS.

Managers are not so much concerned with the economic effect of just one particular

accounting method than with the economic effect of the portfolio of all accounting

methods.

Cross-sectional studies of multiple accounting choices, such as the one published by

Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981), do provide some evidence that is consistent with

the management compensation, lending agreements, and political visibility

hypotheses. These studies tend however to have low predictive power. They

typically do not perform better than the naive strategy of adopting the most common

strategy in the sample. Their R2 also do not typically exceed ten percent. As

reported by Watts and Zimmerman (1990), this lack of power may be due to model

misspecifications, specification problems affecting the dependent and independent

variables, and omitted variables.

Cross-sectional studies are potentially misspecified in a number of ways. A first

type of misspecification results from ignoring the interaction effects among the

different independent variables [Christie (1987)]. As reported by Watts and

Zimmerman (1990):

"Higher earnings impose political costs and so reduce the size of the pie for

the contracting parties and at the same time increase the manager's bonus

compensation. The manager's increased share of the smaller pie might be

larger than a smaller share of the larger pie. The bonus plan and political

process effects interact. However, in the empirical models the right-hand-side

variables are treated as additive and interaction effects are ignored".

A second type of misspecifications results from the fact that it is costly for firms to

switch back and forth between accounting procedures. A firm's current accounting

policies then depend not only on the current set of explanatory variables hypothesised

to influence accounting policies, but also on past choices and explanatory variables.

As stated by Smith (1993) in the context of the debt-equity hypothesis, "Firms that

switch accounting methods to delay default are likely to continue to employ income-

25 Cross-sectional studi es o f multiple accounting choices are also referred to a s c ross-sec tional studies of portfolios of

procedures.
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increasing accounting procedures, even if default is no longer likely".

Cross-sectional studies are plagued with specification problems affecting the set of

dependent variables, that is, the set of accounting choices. These studies tend to

assume that the a given accounting procedure is income-increasing or income-

decreasing. Thus the use of some accounting procedures, such as FIFO or straight-

line depreciation, is deemed to be income-increasing. But, as stated by Sweeney

(1992), "If a firm ... is in a declining-cost industry, then FIFO is income-

decreasing". Similarly, the use of the straight-line depreciation method may be

income-decreasing if the firm is downsizing. Ranking the effect of various portfolios

of accounting procedures on reported income involves further assumptions on the

relative effects of the individual accounting choices [Zmijewski and Hagerman

(1981), Press and Weintrop (1990)]. Using net accruals to measure the effect of the

discretionary accounting choices made by the manager fails to recognise that current

net accruals also result from accounting choices made in the past and are thus

beyond the manager's discretion at the time of the measurement [Healy (1985)].

Cross-sectional studies may be plagued with specification problems affecting the set

of independent variables. It has already been established in the previous section that

most empirical studies adopt indirect methods to account for the effect of debt

covenants, management compensation schemes, and political sensitivity on

accounting choices.

The tests' lack of power may also be due to omitted variables. The omission of an

independent variable correlated with included variables may cause the existing

independent variables to become surrogates for the omitted variable. This generates

biased coefficients of the estimated independent variables, which in turn hampers the

interpretation of the empirical evidence. Thus, for instance, it may be the presence

of stock option plans which is driving accounting choices if the existence of stock

options schemes is correlated with the existence of bonus plans. Tests of a given

hypothesis, such as the lending agreements hypothesis, may fail to falsify the theory

because no variable representing a rival hypothesis was included.
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The final but perhaps most worrying research method issue involves the possibility

that the results described in the previous section are not due to the stated hypotheses,

but instead, to some unrecognised alternative hypotheses. This issue is highlighted

by Watts and Zimmerman (1990): "If the accounting system is part of the efficient

set of implicit and explicit contracts, accounting choice is endogenous... Hence, the

firm's investment opportunity set is correlated with the firm's financial, dividend,

compensation, and accounting policies. Smith and Watts (1986) find significant

cross-sectional correlations among firms' investment opportunity sets, financial

policies, dividend policies, and compensation policies. The documented correlations

between debt/equity and accounting choice and between bonus plans and accounting

choice could be due to the correlation between financial and compensation policies

and the optimal set of accounting procedures for contracting"".

4.4 Summary

This review of the positive accounting theory literature thus provides a body of

evidence which is largely consistent with the management compensation, lending

agreements, and taxation hypotheses, and to some lesser extent with the political

visibility hypothesis. This thesis seeks to provide the accounting literature with a

number of signalling models in which the adoption of conservative accounting

policies, that is, the adoption of either income-reducing or balance sheet-weakening

policies, signals strength. These signalling models are introduce in Chapters 5 to 8.

In these models, it is the management compensation and lending agreements

hypotheses which provide the linkages between the reported accounting numbers and

the cash-flows accruing to various stakeholders of the firm.

26
A recent study underta ken by Skinner ( 1 993) shows tha t firms' investment opportunities do affec t the na tu re of their

cont racts. The management compensation. lending agreements, and political visib i lity hypotheses are however important

even a fter controlling for the effects of the investment opportunity set.
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CHAPTER 5



DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNTING CHOICES:
A COMPENSATION BASED SIGNALLING

APPROACH

This paper seeks to explain discretionary accounting choices, such as choices of

accounting procedures, made in a world in which managers are endowed with private

information about their firms' future earnings. It introduces a basic model in which

the manager chooses whether to write down or amortise purchased goodwill

recognising that his compensation depends on both current and future reported

earnings and firm's equity market values. The financial market values the firm's

equity according to the accounting choice made by the manager. This paper

provides sufficient conditions for separating and pooling rational expectations

equilibria to obtain.

The basic model predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms

endowed with purchased goodwill which choose to amortise some goodwill are likely

to see higher earnings in the next periods than the firms which choose to write down

all their goodwill. It also predicts that the former firms should experience, on

average, positive abnormal returns around announcement dates.

The basic model is then extended to deal with a broader range of discretionary

accounting choices. In the extended model, the use of income-decreasing accounting

choices signals favourable private information while the use of income-increasing

accounting choices signals unfavourable private information.

5.1 Introduction

This paper presents a model seeking to explain discretionary accounting choices such

as choices of accounting techniques . It has been developed to illustrate the

"information perspective" alluded to by Holthausen and Leftwich (1983). The
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information perspective states that the choice of an accounting technique reflects

management's expectation of future cash-flows. This paper is similar, in spirit, to

the model developed by Hughes and Schwartz (1988). But, while Hughes and

Schwartz focus on the information content of the LIFO/FIFO choice, this paper

offers an explanation for most accounting choices, which do not have a direct effect

on cash-flows.

The thesis developed in this paper is illustrated in the context of accounting for

purchased goodwill. Purchased goodwill represents the largest intangible asset of

most companies. It results from the investment of one company in another and is

defined as the excess of the consideration given to over the fair value of the

identifiable acquired net assets. American and British practice is to recognise

goodwill by default. As much as possible of the purchase price of the investment

is allocated to specific "recognised assets", whether tangible or intangible, and the

residual part appears as goodwill. The larger the number of assets that can be

recognised, the smaller the residual goodwill.

How to account for goodwill remains a contentious subject. This divergence of

views reflects a deeper disagreement in relation to the nature of goodwill. Some

accountants see goodwill as an asset like any other, which has been acquired at a

cost, and which thus needs to be accounted for in the same way as any other asset.

These accountants tend to believe that goodwill should be capitalised in the balance

sheet and charged to revenue over its economic life. Other accountants see goodwill

as a consolidation difference, emerging as part of the accounting process. Those

accountants tend to believe that goodwill should be eliminated against reserves in the

year of acquisition.

British accounting standards (SSAP 22) leave managers with the choice between

writing off any residual goodwill to stockholders' equity and amortising it over a

period not exceeding fourty years. As well as permitting two different treatments,

SSAP 22 allows the same company to choose between the different methods in
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relation to different acquisitions'. The amortisation of goodwill is not allowable for

taxation purposes.

The first part of this paper introduces the basic model, in which the manager of the

firm possesses private information about his firm's future earnings. The firm could

be either "good", if the information is favourable, or "bad", if the information is

unfavourable. The firm's manager chooses whether or not to amortise goodwill

recognising that his compensation depends on both current and future reported

earnings and stock prices. The financial market values the firm's equity according

to the accounting choice announced by the manager. This paper provides sufficient

conditions for separating and pooling rational expectations equilibria to obtain.

This paper shows that, in some conditions, there is a separating equilibrium in which

the manager with favourable information chooses to amortise some goodwill and the

manager with unfavourable information chooses to write down all goodwill. By

choosing to amortise some goodwill, any manager sees the component of his

compensation package related to his firm's earnings decrease. The reduction in the

accounting-based component of the compensation package of the manager of the

good firm is however more than compensated by the increase in the market-based

component of his compensation package resulting from the investors' beliefs that the

amortisation of goodwill signals favourable information. Conversely, the manager

with unfavourable information chooses not to amortise any goodwill because the

decrease in his compensation function resulting from amortising some goodwill does

not exceed the increase in his compensation function resulting from being recognised

as the manager of a good firm.

The basic model predicts that the firms endowed with purchased goodwill which

choose to amortise some goodwill are likely to see higher earnings in the next

periods than those which choose to write off any residual goodwill. The paper also

predicts that the firms which choose to capitalise and amortise some goodwill should

US ac counting standard s arc less fle xible and require managers to amortise any re sidual goodwill over a period not

exceeding fo rty years.
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see, on average, positive abnormal returns on the announcement dates of their

decisions while those which choose to write off any residual goodwill should see, on

average, negative abnormal returns.

The basic model is then extended to deal with a continuum of types of firms. It

provides sufficient conditions in which a perfectly revealing equilibrium may obtain.

In the latter model, the firm's future earnings, and thus, the firm's abnormal return

around the announcement date of the accounting policy, are an increasing function

of the amount of goodwill amortised.

The second part of the paper extends the basic model to deal with a broader range

of accounting procedures. In the general model, the choice of income-decreasing

accounting procedures signals favourable private information while the choice of

income-increasing accounting procedures signals unfavourable private informationz.

The models described in this paper are thus compatible with a view generally held

by the financial community, which is that the use of conservative accounting

measures is good news.

A description of the basic model dealing with purchased goodwill is provided in

section 5.2. An extension of the basic model to deal with a broader range of

accounting choices can be found in section 5.3. A summary can be found in section

5.4. The derivations supporting the various propositions are provided in Appendix

A to E.

5.2 Accounting For Purchased Goodwill

This section introduces a basic model whose focus is on the manager's choice of an

accounting method for purchased goodwill in a world of asymmetric information.

In this model, the manager has private information about the firm's future earnings

and cash-flows and, under certain conditions, may credibly communicate his

2 The testable implications of this model differ from those of Hughes and Schwartz 1988) . In Hughes and Schwartz , it is

an income-increasing a cc ounting proc edure (FIFO) whi c h signals good news
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information to investors through his accounting choice. The model is simplified in

order to concentrate on the information content of the accounting choice announced

by the manager.

5.2.1 The Basic Model

This model deals with a firm, a manager, and a financial market over one period,

from the current date to to t,, date at which the firm is liquidated. Both the manager

and the financial market are assumed to be risk-neutral. The introduction of risk-

aversion would generate risk-sharing considerations which are not important in this

model. The firm's investment decisions, capital structure, and the resulting

distribution of cash-flows are determined exogenously. In order to simplify the

analytical derivations contained in this paper, it is assumed that the capital of the

firm consists only of equity and that the firm's cash-flows are distributed as they are

generated. The propositions developed in this paper would however still obtain if

these assumptions were relaxed.

The firm's current cash-flows X0 and "operational" earnings A0, at date to, are

known by both the manager and the financial market3. There is however an

asymmetry of information between the manager and the financial market about the

firm's cash-flows and earnings obtaining at date t,. The financial market is unsure

whether the firm is a bad firm, that is, the firm's future cash-flows X, (operational

earnings A,) are low, XL (AL), or whether the firm is a good firm, that is, the firm's

future cash-flows X, (operational earnings A,) are high, XH (AH)°. The manager has

perfect knowledge about the firm's type. Investors' prior beliefs are that the firm

is a good firm with a probability p.

The firm is assumed to have completed the takeover of another firm in the

accounting period ending at date to. The consideration was C. The fair value of the

3 Signalling could still obtain if th ere was an a symmetry of information between the manager of the firm and the financial

market about current earning s and c ash - flows.

4 The propos itions deve loped i n this p aper would st ill obta i n with p robability distrib uti ons .
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tangible assets of the acquired firm was T, with T < C. Purchased goodwill, GP, is

therefore positive and equal to C-T. At date to, the manager of the firm has to take

two reporting decisions related to the recent acquisitions. The first of these

decisions consists in deciding which amount B of non-amortisable intangibles, such

as brands, to recognise. The firm may recognise intangibles B up to B,r,,x, where

BM,X is assumed to be smaller than G. The second decision consists in deciding

whether to capitalise some residual goodwill G, where G _GpB, and amortise

W =G/2 at dates ^, and t,, or write off any residual goodwill. It is thus clear that

W<_ WMax, where WM,x=Gp/2. Neither amortising nor writing down goodwill

provides the firm with any taxation benefit.

The manager takes both reporting decisions, recognising that they may affect his

utility. He derives utility from his compensation, which is assumed to depend on

both the market value of the firm's equityb and a concave function of the firm's

reported earnings. More formally, he is assumed to maximise the following

objective function:

I(TP)= afJAo(ROl + C Vo + aSf[A l(Ml + C a Vl

where:

( 1 )

* A(,(W) and A,(W) respectively represent the firm's reported earnings at dates

to and t,;

* f(.) is an increasing and concave function of the earnings reported by the

manager';

* VO and V, respectively represent the market values of the firm's equity

obtaining at dates t^ and t,;

* « and ^ are constants, satisfying the following relationships:

0<«<1 and 0<^<1;

5 Managerial di sc retion in rep orting i s a ssumed to be limited to both decis ions. The propositions developed in this paper

could however still obtain if thi s constraint wa s removed as long a s the choi c es made by the manager were observable .

6 The proposition s developed in this paper would still obtain if the manager's objective function depended on the market

value o f the firm .

7
The func t ion f const i t utes a n extensio n o f th e fu nct ion int roduced by Healy ( 1 9 8 5).
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* S represents the manager's rate of time preference.

The specific form taken by the manager's objective function is determined

exogenously in this model. It would however appear to be compatible with the

compensation schedules observed empirically. A substantial proportion of firms

provide their directors with both stock-options and bonus schemes based on

accounting figures. The manager's objective function may also be justified on more

theoretical grounds. The game analysed in this paper may be considered as a sub-

game of a larger game involving a moral hazard problem between the firm's

manager and shareholders. In such an environment characterised by a separation

between ownership and management, the manager's optimal compensation schedule

may depend on both stock prices and reported earnings, despite the fact that stock

prices impound all available information including earnings [Kim and Suh (1993),

Bushman and Indjejikian (1993)]. Even if there is no hidden-action or hidden-

information problem, the manager's optimal compensation schedule may still depend

on both stock prices and reported earnings as long as the principal is risk-averse, and

the process followed by earnings differs from the process followed by stock prices.

By discounting free cash-flows, one may rewrite the objective function introduced

in Equation (1) in the following way:

[Xo-aflAo-Ml+(a EM[XI-(xflAl-ff) I M (2)
+aSflAl-%J+Cg [Xl-aflAl-mil

where EM[. I W] represents the financial market's conditional expectation upon

observing W.

In order to get non-trivial results, the following two assumptions will be made:

* The cash-flows after managerial compensation generated by the good firm at

date t, are always higher than those generated by the bad firm at the same date:

XH- OCAAH)>XL -OCAAL-WM.)
(3)
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The amortisation of any residual amount of goodwill is costlyg:

f^(Ao- M +SfXAH-^
^ s Min Over We [O,WM,,] (4)

Amortising an amount of goodwill W per period adversely affects reported earnings,

and thus, the earnings-related components of the manager's objective function. The

first-order effect9 of goodwill amortisation is thus costly to the managers of both the

good and bad firms. Since f is assumed to be concave, amortising an amount of

goodwill W is however less costly to the manager of the good firm than it is to the

manager of the bad firm. It is the difference in costs associated with the

amortisation of goodwill which drives the propositions derived in this paper.

The assumptions made in this simple model enable us to derive a number of

propositions which can be found in the next subsection. Proofs are available in

Appendix A and B.

5.2.2 Propositions

This subsection provides conditions under which various types of equilibria may

obtain. The equilibrium concept used in this paper is a Perfect Bayesian

Equilibrium. According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a Perfect Bayesian

Equilibrium (PBE) is simply "a set of strategies and beliefs such that, at any stage

of the game, strategies are optimal given the beliefs, and the beliefs are obtained

from equilibrium strategies and observed actions using Bayes' rule".

The game introduced in the previous section belongs to a class of signalling models

referred to by Thakor (1991) as SMIF (Signalling Models with the Informed moving

8 Proof of this can be found in Appe ndix A2 .

9 There is also a second-order effect : The decrease in the manager ' s compensation increases the value of the firm's

equity, other things bein g equal
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First). It is furthermore monotonic 10 . The main advantage of SMIF is that the

sequence of moves, the information sets, and the beliefs can be thoroughly specified.

The main disadvantage of SMIF is that a large number of equilibria may potentially

obtain. This section therefore contains strategic refinements which attempt to put

"sensible" restrictions on beliefs off the equilibrium path.

The propositions derived in this paper are driven by the impact of the manager's

accounting choice on the firm's reported earnings. Writing off any residual goodwill

is not costly to the managers of either the good or bad firms because it has no impact

on reported earnings. Conversely, capitalising and amortising some residual

goodwill is costly to any manager because the amount of goodwill amortised reduces

the accounting-based bonus components of the manager's objective function obtaining

at both to and t,. Capitalising and amortising some residual goodwill is however less

costly to the manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm

because f is concave and the earnings before amortisation of any residual goodwill

to be reported by the manager of the good firm at date t, are higher than those to be

reported by the manager of the bad firm.

The basic model introduced in the previous section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 1:" No separating PBE in which the amount of goodwill amortised per

period by the manager of the bad firm is higher than the amount of goodwill

amortised per period by the manager of the good firm may possibly obtain.

Intuition:

No separating equilibrium, in which the amount of goodwill amortised by the

manager of the food firm is higher than the amount of goodwill amortised by the

manager of the bad firm may possibly obtain. The manager of the bad form would

10
According to Cho and Sobel (1990). "A signalling lama is said to be monotonic if all sender types have the same

profere nce^ over the rece ive r's mixed strategy best responses" .

1 1 Proof of Proposition I can be found in Appendix A l.
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find it incentive-compatible to defect,from his equilibrium strategy and pool with the

manager of the good firm. By defecting.from his equilibrium strategy, the manager

of the bad firm enjoys the benefits resulting from both higher reported earnings and

a higher market valuation.

Proposition 2:12 Separating PBEs, in which the manager of the good firm

capitalises an amount of residual goodwill and amortises W per period and the

manager of the bad firm writes off any residual goodwill, will obtain if investors

believe that any out-of-equilibrium action is taken by the manager of the bad firm

and if the equilibrium amount of residual goodwill W amortised by the manager of

the good firm satisfies the following inequations:

( SQXH-XL-a [fIAX- R) -ftAL)l L

Za(l-0QVAd_ftAo-mil+a IAAH) BAH-mil 1

and :

C SQ,YN-XL-a [fIAH- q) -f`AL)l

sail-0QKAd _AAo-mil+a [9AL) SAL-^]D

(5)

(6)

It is always possible to find a set of W <_ WM,x satisfying simultaneously both

inequations as long as:

( SCMZ

where ^MZ is defined in Appendix A2;

(7)

A continuum of separating equilibria may therefore potentially obtain. In the

separating PBE Pareto-dominating all other separating PBEs, the manager of the

good firm amortises W` per period, where:

Intuition:

1 2
Proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A2 . The structure of the proof is as follows . In a first part , we derive

necessary conditi ons for the separat ing equilibria to obtain given the exogenou sly defined beliefs formed by investors upon

observing out-of-equilibrium a c ti ons. Separating equilibria may however obtain with more optimistic beliefs . In a second

part starting with the word %c nvtrsaly" , it can be checked that these conditions are indeed sufficient for the separating

equilibria to obtain .
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(s LxH-XL-« BAH-w;)-flAL)] ] (8)
=a(1-C)QKAO)-flAo-W`)l +s Vf1L) }SAL-W')]]

A separating equilibrium, in which the manager of the good firm chooses to

capitalise and amortise some goodwill and in which the manager of the bad firm

chooses to write down any residual goodwill, can only obtain if it is incentive-

compatible for both managers to act accordingly. The first equation states that, for

the manager ofthe foodfirm not to deviatefrom his equilibrium policy, the marginal

gain from deviating, that is, the increase in the earnings-related component of the

manager's objective function resulting from choosing to write down any residual

goodwill, should be smaller than the marginal cost from deviating, that is, the

decrease in the manager's objective function resulting from his firm being identified

as a bad firm.

Similarly, the second equation states that, for the manager of the badfirm not to

deviate from his equilibrium policy, the marginal gain from deviating, that is, the

increase in the manager's objective function resulting from his firm being identified

as a goodfirm, should be smaller than the marginal costfrom deviating, that is, the

decrease in the earnings-related component of the manager's objective function

resulting from choosing to capitalise and amortise some goodwill. These two

conditions may be satisfied simultaneously because the marginal cost of choosing to

capitalise and amortise some goodwill is higher to the manager ofthe badfirm than

it is to the manager of the food firm.

Proposition 3:" Pooling PBEs, in which both the managers of the good and the bad

firms choose to capitalise an amount of residual goodwill and amortise W per period,

will obtain if investors believe that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is

a bad firm and if:

13 Proof of Proposition 3 ca n be found in Appendix A3. The st ructure of the proof i s as fol lows. In a fi rst part , we derive

necessary cond itions for the poo ling equ ilibria to obtain given th e exogenou sly defined out-of-equ ilib rium beliefs. Pooling

equilibria may however obtain with more optimistic b eliefs. In a second pa rt sta rting with the word ' converse ly ' , it can

be chec ked that these conditions are indeed su fficie nt for the pooling equilibria to obta in .
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pZ aRl-()KAo) -flAo-90 +S(flAL) SAL-R)] -C 5 SAL) }SAL-MI]
(9)

Co QXH-XL-a [AAN- ff1 flAL-M]

A continuum of pooling PBEs may therefore potentially obtain.

Intuition:

This pooling equilibrium can only obtain if investors' prior beliefs are that any firm

is a goodfirm with a high enough probability. If this was not the case, the marginal

benefit accruing to the manager of the bad firm deviating from the pooling

equilibrium strategy, that is, the increase in the earnings-based component of the

manager's objective function resulting from choosing to write-down any residual

goodwill, would exceed the marginal cost associated with it, that is, the decrease in

the manager's objective function resulting from his firm being valued as a bad firm

by the financial market.

Proposition 4: 1 4 A pooling PBE in which the managers of both the good and the

bad firms write down any residual goodwill will obtain if investors believe that a

firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a bad firm.

Intuition:

The pooling equilibrium is sustained by pessimistic out-nf-equilibrium beliefs

imposing costs on any deviating firm. No firm will ever want to deviate since a

would-be deviating firm has nothing to gain from any deviation. The manager ofany

firm, who deviates from his equilibrium strategy and amortises some residual

goodwill, is both reporting lower earnings and identified as the manager of a bad

firm.

The signalling game analysed in this section thus supports a multitude of equilibria.

These equilibria are furthermore sequential. This is not surprising given the

structure of the game. The equilibrium concepts used in this paper do not impose

1 4
Proof of Proposition 4 an be found in Appendix A4 . A pooling equilibrium in which the managers of both the good and

bad firms choose to write-down any residual goodwill may however be susta ined by more opt imistic out-of-equ ilibrium

beliefs.
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many constraints on out-of-equilibrium beliefs. It could be argued that a number of

these equilibria are supported by quite "unreasonable" or even "outrageous" out-of-

equilibrium beliefs. Economic theory provides us with a number of systematic

criteria (strategic refinements) for eliminating equilibria which are supported by

unreasonable beliefs ' 5:

- Intuitive Criterion [Cho and Kreps (1987)]: Using Fudenberg and Tirole's

(1991) terminology, a sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the intuitive

criterion if it can be sustained by beliefs having the following property for all

possible out-of-equilibrium information sets a,: If type 0 is unwilling to deviate

to a, whatever player 2's (market) response, then player 2 should not assign

any positive weight to type 0 at information set a,.

- D1 [Cho and Kreps (1987)]: According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a

sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the D1 criterion if for all possible out-

of-equilibrium information sets a, it can be sustained by beliefs having the

following property: "If the set of player 2's (market) best responses that make

type 0 willing to deviate to a, is strictly smaller than the set of responses that

make type 0' willing to deviate, then player 2 should believe that type 0' is

infinitely more likely to deviate to a, than type 0 is".

- Ultimate Divinity [Banks and Sobel (1987)]: Using Fudenberg and Tirole's

(1991) terminology, a sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the ultimate

divinity strategic refinement if it can be sustained by beliefs having the

following property for all possible out-of-equilibrium information sets a,: If the

set of player 2's (market) best responses that make type 0 willing to deviate to

a, is included in the union of sets of responses that make other types B' willing

to deviate, then player 2 should not assign any positive weight to type 0 at the

information set a,.

15
Strategic stability, as defined by Kohlberg, and Mertens ( 1 9 8 6), is not applicable in the context of th is paper . Strategic

stabili ty ca nnot be used in a game in which e ither the number of inferred types or their strategies a re i nfin ite.
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- Never Weak Best Response (NWBR) [Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986)]: Using

Fudenberg and Tirole's (1991) terminology, a sequential equilibrium is said to

satisfy the NWBR criterion if it can be sustained by beliefs having the

following property for all possible out-of-equilibrium information sets a,: If the

set of player 2's (market) best responses that make type 0 indifferent between

playing his equilibrium strategy and deviating to a, is included in the union of

sets of responses that make other types 0' willing to deviate, then player 2

should not assign any positive weight to type 0 at information set a,.

It can be shown that the NWBR criterion is stronger than the ultimate divinity

criterion which is stronger than the intuitive criterion. Hence the set of equilibria

surviving the NWBR criterion is nested in the set of equilibria surviving the ultimate

divinity criterion, which is nested in the set of criteria surviving the intuitive

criterion. In the context of the signalling game analysed in this chapter, the D 1 and

ultimate divinity criteria are by definition equivalent since there are only two types

of firms. If the set of strategies from which the manager can choose from was not

bounded by an upper limit, it could be shown that only one equilibrium, the efficient

separating equilibrium, would survive the DI criterion. This equilibrium would

furthermore be the only one to survive the intuitive criterion, the ultimate divinity

criterion, or the NWBR criterion. In the context of the signalling model analysed

in this chapter, the manager's strategy space is bounded by an upper limit. In these

circumstances, only the pooling equilibrium in which both firms amortise W,,,,,X per

period and the efficient separating PBE do survive the D1 criterion. These equilibria

are also the only ones to satisfy the ultimate divinity and NWBR strategic

refinements16

16 The intuitive criterion does not have much power in these circumstances. A s state d by Thakor (199 1 ). "We c a n think of

applying the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion in a two-step process. First , we determine whether we c an e l iminate any type

as a potential defector because that type would gain nothing from the defection regardless of the beliefs of the uninformed.

Second, we we if there exists sonic belief concentrated on the remaining types such that no type would wish to defect.

given the u ninfomied'a best response a ssociated with that belief If we cannot eliminate any types in the first step, then

the sequential equilibrium always survives the intuitive criterion". In the context of this chapter, this process thu s leads

u s to consider out-of-equilibri um amount s of goodwill amortised per period W. for which the manager of the bad firni is

indifferent between playing his equilibrium strategy and reporting W . when investors believe tha t a ny defec tor is a good

fi rm with a probability of 1. But. as the set of st rategies W is bounded by an upper l i mit, we may not be allowed to use

W. to eliminate all pooling equilibria.
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Proposition 5:" Both pooling and separating PBEs are sequential" 1 9 . But only

the pooling equilibrium in which both firms amortise W,,,,,. per period and the

efficient separating PBE do survive the D1 criterion introduced by Cho and Kreps

(1987). These equilibria are also the only ones to satisfy Banks and Sobel's (1987)

ultimate divinity and Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986) Never Weak Best Response

(NWBR) strategic refinements. Furthermore, it can be shown that the efficient

separating equilibrium is the only PBE to survive these strategic refinements as long

as the following inequation is satisfied:

S (XH-Xr) s 4)(N'M.)

where -^b(Wj is defined in Appendix A2.

Proposition 6: 20 If a separating equilibrium obtains, then:

(10)

* The market reaction to the announcement of goodwill write-downs should be

negative;

* The market reaction to the announcement of goodwill amortisation should be

positive.

The basic model introduced in this section does not take into account the fact that the

manager may recognise amortisable and tax-allowable intangibles such as patents and

trademarks. In order to address this issue, the basic model may be extended to deal

with three types of firms of ascending quality: the ugly, bad, and good firms. The

extended model allows separating equilibria, in which the manager of the ugly firm

does not recognise any amortisable intangibles and writes down any residual

goodwill, the manager of the bad firm recognises amortisable intangibles and writes

17
Proofs of Proposition 5 can be found in Appendix B 1, B2, a nd B3.

18 A set of strategies and beliefs is said to form a sequential equilibrium if it is both sequentially rational and consistent.

A set is consistent if it is the limit of some sequence of mixed strategies and beliefs, where the beliefs are derived from

the application of Bayes' rule.

19 If the manager's se t of write-downs was unbounded about, then the only equilibrium to satisfy the intuitive criterion

developed by Cho and Kreps (1987) would be the efficient separating equilibrium.

20 Proofs of Proposition 6 can be found in Appendix R4 .
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down any residual goodwill, and the manager of the good firm recognises

amortisable intangibles and capitalises and amortises some residual goodwill, to

obtain .

5.2.3 Extension To A Continuum Of Types

The basic model introduced in the previous subsection is extended to cope with a

continuum of types of firms. The manager of a firm of type q, with q comprised

between 0 and 1, knows that his firm has a probability q of generating cash-flows

X, (operational earnings A,) at date t, of XH (A,.,) and a probability 1-q of generating

cash-flows X, (operational earnings A,) at date t, of XL (AL)2' 22. The type of the

firm is unknown to the financial market.

Most of the assumptions made in the previous section are still valid. As in the

previous section, the manager may attempt to signal his type by amortising W of

goodwill per period, where W:5;_ WM.. He takes his decision, taking into account the

impact of the announcement of his decision on his objective function, which is

similar to the one introduced in the previous subsection. In order to obtain a

closed-form solution, the function f, modelling the bonus plan, is capped above and

given the following functional form" Z4:

flA i) =Min [H,A,-L] For i = 0 , 1 (11)

where H is a parameter representing the earnings upper bound of the bonus plan and

L is a constant. The parameters H and L are assumed to satisfy the following

inequations:

The financial market perceives the firm's type q to be a function of the amount W

21 In another interpretation of the same model, the manager blows that the firm will generate:

X , =CI.XH +(1-9) .XL.

22
The propos iti ons developed in t h i s pa per wou l d s t il l obtain wit h probabil i ty d istribu tions.

23 The spec i fic form taken by t he fu n cti o n f h as been int roduced by H ealy (1955).

24
The propositions deve l oped in this pap e r could ob tain as long a s th e fu nction f was concave [Riley ( 1979) ] .
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Ao sL+H

ALSL+HsAH-WM.
(12)

of goodwill amortised per period. This function, which is assumed to be

differentiableZS, will be referred to as q(W).

The manager thus maximises the following objective function:

with :

(13)

I °(4,H^=aAa(R)+SaA1(4,J+)+sC [X1(9)-aA1(4,ff)1 (14)

and:

I"'(Tf^ =C Q.Ya-aAo(M +s [XI(9) -aAl(M] I

where:

Ao(M =AO-W-L

Al(q , RJ = 4 H+(1-4) (AL- R'-L)

A1(M = 4(ff) H+ [1-4(M1 (AL-W-L)

Xl(q) = 4 XH + ( 1-q) Xc

(15)

(16)

I°(q,W) represents the component of the managerial objective function linked to the

manager's information set. Conversely, I'"(VV) represents the component of the

managerial objective function linked to the information set of the financial market.

The manager of the firm therefore maximises with respect to W the following

objective function:

25
The propositions developed in t h is paper wou ld s t ill h ol d if q(W) was d ifferentiable almost a nywhere.
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I[4,q(M,W1= a (Ao-W-L)+C [Xo-a (Ao-W-L)]

+C S Qq(M XH+ ( l -q(4)) XL - a [9(M H+( 1 -9(M)(AL -R'-L)l (1 7)
+s a [9 H+ ( 1- q) (AL-W-L)l
+6 C J4 XH+ ( 1 -4) XL- a [9'H+ ( 1 -4)(AL -K'-L)13

Maximising this objective function for any given market valuation schedule q(W)

determines an optimal amount of goodwill amortised W', which depends on the

quality of the firm q:

W' =W'(q) ( 18)

We are however not interested in any arbitrary market valuation schedule q(W).

Rather, we shall restrict our attention to market valuation schedules which have an

equilibrium property. A market valuation schedule q(W) is said to be an equilibrium

valuation schedule21 if the quality of the firm q is correctly identified by the market

for all values of q. More formally:

q[W*(q)] =q ( 19)

As in the previous subsection, it will be assumed that the amortisation of any

residual amount of goodwill is costly. It can be shown that a necessary and

sufficient condition for amortisation to be costly is given by the following inequation:

1+8 (20)
1 +28

The extended model introduced in this section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 7: There exists a unique equilibrium valuation schedule q(W). This

equilibrium valuation schedule is a strictly increasing function of W. It is

implementable, that is, the equilibrium amount of goodwill amortised per period by

the best firm does not exceed WM,X, as long as ^ is small enough.

26
This definition o f an equilibrium valuation schedule is similar to the one provided by Leland and Pyle (1977) .
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Proposition 8: The abnormal share price reaction to the announcement of goodwill

amortisation is an increasing function of the amount of goodwill W amortised per

period .

Proofs of Propositions 7 and 8 are available in Appendix C.

5.3 Extension To Other Accounting Choices

Unlike the choice whether or not to amortise purchased goodwill, most accounting

procedures, which are perceived to be income-decreasing in the near future, may not

remain income-decreasing in the longer term. For instance, using a high

depreciation rate as opposed to a low depreciation rate to depreciate a fixed asset

will be income-decreasing in the first years and income-increasing later on. It could

thus be argued that there is no such thing as an income-decreasing accounting

method. The empirical literature however typically assumes that income-decreasing

accounting procedures remain income-decreasing in the future. With respect to the

depreciation of fixed assets, it can be shown that this is indeed the case as long as

the firm's assets are expanding each year in nominal terms. In fact, as is shown in

Chapter 9, most accounting procedures remain income-increasing or income-

decreasing under appropriate conditions. The model introduced in the previous

section may thus be naturally extended to deal with other accounting choices if these

conditions are met. It can also be shown that the model may also be naturally

extended to deal with other accounting choices if these conditions were not met as

long as the manager's rate of time preference is low enough.

This section introduces a model dealing with income-decreasing accounting

procedures which turn out to be income-increasing at some stage in the longer term

in which the manager's rate of time preference does not have to be arbitrarily low.

As in the model introduced in the previous section, the manager has private

information about the firm's future earnings and cash-flows, and, under certain

conditions, may credibly communicate his information to investors through his

accounting choice. The model is simplified in order to concentrate on the
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informative role of the manager's accounting choice.

5.3.1 The Basic Model

This model deals with a firm, a manager, and a financial market over two periods,

from the current date tt,, to t2, date at which the firm is liquidated. Both the manager

and the financial market are assumed to be risk-neutral. The introduction of risk-

aversion would generate risk-sharing considerations which are not important in this

model. The firm's investment decisions, capital structure, and the resulting

distribution of cash-flows are determined exogenously. In order to simplify the

analytical derivations contained in this paper, it is assumed that the capital of the

firm consists only of equity and that the firm's cash-flows are distributed as they are

generated. The propositions developed in this paper would however still obtain if

these assumptions were relaxed.

The firm's performance, as illustrated by "economic" earnings and cash-flows, is

expected to improve dramatically by date t,. There is however an information

asymmetry between the manager of the firm and the financial market about the speed

of the turnaround. The firm could be either a "good" or a "bad" firm. The good

firm is experiencing a successful turnaround by t,. The good firm is thus assumed

to generate economic earnings AH and cash-flows X. at dates t, 27 and t2. The bad

firm is experiencing a successful turnaround between t, and t2. The bad firm is thus

assumed to generate economic earnings AL and cash-flows XL at date t,, and

economic earnings AH and cash-flows XH at date t2. Economic earnings AH and

cash-flows XH are assumed to exceed economic earnings AL and cash-flows XL. The

manager has perfect knowledge of his firm's type. Investors' prior beliefs are that

the firm is a good firm with a probability p.

At date ^,, the manager has to report his firm's results relating to the financial

exercise closing at date tt,. The current cash-flows X0 and economic earnings A,,,

27 The propositions developed in this paper would still obtain with probability distributions.
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generated at date t^, are known by both the manager and the financial market28.

The manager has to choose an accounting procedure to account for the economic

earnings generated by the firm at dates to, t,, and t2. He chooses an accounting

procedure from an "authorised set" including an "aggressive" and other more

"conservative" accounting procedures, referred to as "income-decreasing accounting

procedures W" or more simply as "accounting procedures W", where W_WM,x.

The "aggressive" accounting procedure takes economic earnings as reported

earnings. An "income-decreasing accounting procedure W" generates reported

earnings from economic earnings by transferring earnings of W obtaining at dates

^, and t, to date t2, where W:5W. Managerial discretion in reporting is

furthermore assumed to be limited to the choice of this accounting procedure29.

The manager is rational and chooses an accounting procedure taking into account the

impact of the announcement of the accounting choice on his objective function. He

derives utility from his compensation, which is assumed to depend on both the

market value of the firm's equity30 and a concave function of the firm's reported

earnings. More formally, he is assumed to maximise the following objective

function:

I(M =a.f[Ao(g)l +C Vo+Sa.f[Al(^] +sC i'1+s2«.f[A2(M1+52C T'2 (21)

where:

* a and r are constants, satisfying the following relationships:

0<a<1 and 0<^<1;

* Ao(W), A,(W), and A,(W) respectively represent the earnings reported by the

manager of the firm at dates to, t,, and t2;

* Vo, V,, and V2 respectively represent the market value of the firm's equity at

28
S ign all ing could st il l obta in if t here was an asymme try of in formation between the manager of the fi rm a nd the

fi nancial marke t a bou t cu rren t earn i ngs or cas h -flrnvs.

29 The propositions developed i n thi s pape r could howeve r st il l obtain i f this constra i nt was removed as long as the choic es

made by th e manager were observab l e.

30
The propositions develope d in this p aper wou ld still ob ta in if the manager's objec tive function depended on the market

value of the firm.
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dates to, t,, and t2;

f[AO(W)], f[A,(W)], and f[A,(W)] respectively represent the accounting-based

component of the manager's compensation package prevailing at to, t,, and t2 ;

* S represents the manager's rate of time preference.

By discounting cash-flows, one may rewrite the objective function introduced in

Equation (21) in the following way:

I(M=aftAo-M +( [Xo-aflAo- mil
+ ( S Em[XI - aflA l -M +8 [XZ - aflA2+2 ^] 1 91

(
22

)
+a«flAl-M + S CQXI-«AA1-M+s [X2- aflA2+2AO ] D

where:

* EM[• I W] represents the financial market's conditional expectation upon

observing W.

* X0, X1, and X, respectively represent the cash-flows generated by the firm at

dates to, t,, and t2.

* A,,, A,, and A, respectively represent the economic earnings generated by the

firm at dates t,, t,, and t,.

In order to get non-trivial results, the following two assumptions will be made:

* The cash-flows after managerial compensation generated by the good firm at

date t, are always higher than those generated by the bad firm at the same date:

XH-OCftAH)>XL- (XflAL- tiVM
.)

(23)

* The choice of any income-decreasing accounting procedure is costly for all

31
Proof of this can he found in Appendix D2
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f^(Ao -^ +gf^(AH- M-2 S'-f^
Min

(AH+2 A) (24)
^s

S VXAL-9)-4 Sf,(AH+2 4)]+fXAa- 91 +BfXAH-9) -2 6 2fXAH+2 91

Choosing an income-decreasing accounting procedure W transfers earnings W from

to and t, to t2. Since economic earnings are lower at date to than they are at t2, f is

concave, and the manager's rate of time-preference is lower than 1, the choice of an

income-decreasing accounting procedure W may thus prove costly to the managers

of both the good and bad firms. Such a choice is however less costly to the manager

of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm because f is concave and

the economic earnings obtaining at t, are higher for the good firm than they are for

the bad firm. It is this difference in costs which drives the propositions derived in

the second half of this paper'-.

The assumptions made in this simple model enable us to derive a number of

propositions which can be found in the next subsection. Proofs of Propositions 1 to

4 are available in Appendix D.

5.3.2 Propositions

This subsection provides conditions under which various types of equilibria may

obtain. The propositions derived in this subsection are driven by the impact of the

manager's choice on the firm's reported earnings. Choosing an income-decreasing

accounting procedure W transfers earnings from dates to and t, to t2. Choosing an

income-decreasing accounting procedure thus reduces the accounting-based

components of the manager's objective function obtaining at both to and t,, and

increases the accounting-based component of the manager's objective function

obtaining at t2. Since economic earnings are lower at date to than they are at t2, f is

concave, and the manager's rate of time-preference is lower than 1, the choice of an

32
There is however a secondary effect due to the fact that any decrease in the manager' s compensation inc reases the value

of th e firm'.,, equity, othe r things being equa l.
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income-decreasing accounting procedure W may thus prove costly to the managers

of both the good and bad firms. Such a choice is however less costly to the manager

of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm because f is concave and

the economic earnings obtaining at t, are higher for the good firm than they are for

the bad firm.

As in the previous section, the basic model introduced in the previous subsection

enables us to derive the following propositions:

Proposition 1:" No separating PBE in which the manager of the bad firm chooses

to adopt an income-decreasing accounting procedure while the manager of the good

firm abstains from taking any income-decreasing accounting procedure may possibly

obtain.

Proposition 2:" Separating PBEs, in which the manager of the good firm choose

to adopt an income-decreasing accounting procedure W and the manager of the bad

firm abstains from adopting any income-decreasing accounting procedure, will obtain

if investors believe that any out-of-equilibrium action is taken by the manager of the

bad firm and if the following inequations are satisfied:

a (l -0 ^-1QVAo) _flAo-M1 +5 VAH) BAH-Ml +82VAH)-BAH+2 M] l (25)

-CC8 WL) _flAH-M1 +2 S BAH) }SAN+2 yid] 1< 8 (XH-XL)

and:

a (1-C) C -1Q IAA) _flAo-mil+s VAL) SAL-M)+s2KAH) SAX+291l (26)
-a ^ s Q VAL) _flAH-mil +2 S KAH) BAH+2 90] 1 z S (XH-XL)

It is always possible to find W <_ WM,X satisfying simultaneously both inequations as

long as:

33
Proof of Proposition I c an b e found in Appendix Dl .

34
Proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix D2. The structure of the proof is as follows. In a furl part, we derive

necessary conditions for the separating eq uilibria to obtain given the exoganously defined belie fs formed by investors upon

observing out-of-equilibrium actions. Separating equi l ibria may however obtain with more optimistic be liefs. In a second

pa rt sta rti ng with the word 'conversely", i t can he checked that these conditions are indeed sufficient for the sepa rating

equi l ibria to obtain.
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(SSMZ

where ^MZ is defined in Appendix D2;

(27)

A continuum of separating equilibria may therefore potentially obtain. In the

separating PBE Pareto-dominating all other separating PBEs, the manager of the

good firm chooses to adopt an income-decreasing accounting procedure W', where

W' is defined in Appendix D2.

Proposition 3 :35 Pooling PBEs, in which both the managers of the good and the

bad firms choose to adopt an income-decreasing accounting procedure W, will obtain

if investors believe that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a bad firm

and if:

Pzpa+p3
(28)

where p2 and p3 are defined in Appendix D3. A continuum of pooling PBEs may

therefore potentially obtain.

Proposition 4:36 A pooling PBE in which the managers of both the good and the

bad firms choose to abstain from adopting any income-decreasing accounting

procedures will obtain if investors believe that a firm deviating from its equilibrium

strategy is a bad firm.

Proposition 5:37 Both pooling and separating PBEs are sequential. But only the

pooling equilibrium, in which both types of firms adopt the most income-decreasing

accounting procedure, and the efficient separating PBE do survive the DI criterion

introduced by Cho and Kreps (1987). These equilibria are also the only ones to

35
Proof of Proposition 3 an he found in Appendix D3.

36
Proof of Proposition 4 ca n be found in Append ix D4 . A pooling eq uil i brium in which the managers of both the good and

bad firniq c hoose to ab sta in from adopting any income-decreasi ng accounting p rocedures may however be susta ined by

more optimistic out-of-ry u ilib rium beliefs.

37 The proof of Proposition 5 i s similar to the one which can be found in Appendix B1, B2 , and B3 and is thu s omitted .
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satisfy Banks and Sobel's (1987) ultimate divinity and Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986)

Never Weak Best Response (NWBR) strategic refinements. Furthermore, it can be

shown that the efficient separating equilibrium is the only PBE to survive these

strategic refinements as long as the following relationship is satisfied:

8 (XH-Xr)s 4^(wM-)

where 4)(Wx) is defined in Appendix D2.

Proposition 6:3R If a separating equilibrium obtains, then:

(29)

* The market reaction to the announcement of income-decreasing accounting

procedures should be positive;

* The market reaction to the announcement of the aggressive accounting

procedure should be negative;

5.3.3 Extension To A Continuum Of Types

The basic model considered previously is extended to cope with a continuum of types

of firms. As in the previous subsection, the firm's performance is expected to

improve dramatically by date t2 . There is however an information asymmetry

between the manager of the firm and the financial market about the speed of the

turnaround . A firm of type q, with q comprised between 0 and 1, has a probability

q of experiencing a successful turnaround by date t, and a probability 1 -q of

experiencing a successful turnaround between dates t, and t2. At date t,, a firm of

type q thus has a probability q of generating cash-flows (earnings) of XH (A,. ,) and

a probability 1-q of generating cash-flows (earnings) of XL (AL) 39 ao. At date t2 ,

38
The proof of Proposition 6 is similar to the one which can be found in Appendix 84 and is thus omitted .

39 In another interpretation of the same model, the manager biowe that the firm will generate

40
The propositions developed in this paper would still obtain with probability distributions .
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any type of firms is assumed to generate earnings A. and cash-flows XH. Earnings

AH and cash-flows X. are assumed to respectively exceed earnings AL and cash-

flows XL. The manager has perfect knowledge of his firm's type. The type of the

firm is unknown to the financial market. Investors' prior beliefs are that the firm

is a good firm with a probability p.

Most of the assumptions made in the previous section are still valid. As in the

previous section, the manager may attempt to signal his type by choosing an income-

decreasing accounting procedure W, where W::5;_W. He takes his decision, taking

into account the impact of the announcement of his decision on his objective

function, which is similar to the one introduced in the previous subsection. In order

to obtain a closed-form solution, the function f, modelling the bonus plan, is capped

above and given the following functional forma az:

f(A)=Min [H,Ai-L] For i = 0, 1 , 2 (30)

where H is a parameter representing the earnings upper bound of the bonus plan and

L is a constant. The parameters H and L are assumed to satisfy the following

inequations :

Ao sL +H

ALSL +HsAH-WM.

(31)

The financial market perceives the firm's type to be a function of the "degree of

conservativeness" characterising the manager's choice of accounting procedure. This

function, which is assumed to be differentiable43, will be referred to as q(W).

The manager thus maximises the following objective function:

where :

41 The speci fic form taken by the bonus scheme has been introduced by Hea ly (1985) .

42
The propositions developed in this paper could obtain as long a s th e function f was concave [Riley (1 979) ] .

43
The propos iti ons d eve l oped in this pa per would s till h o ld if q (W) was differen t i ab le almost anywhere .

(32)
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+sc^xl(q)-aAAt(q,M] +S [X2-aAA2(ff)11 (33)

+82a.fIA2(4,M] +52C [X2-a.fIA2(MIl

MM = CLYo-a.flAo(R)1 +6[Xl(M-«.t[AI(K)]] +82IX2-a.fIA2(MJl1

and :

Aom =
A, (q ,M =
A1(9) _

X1 (q) _

Xl(M _
AZ(^ _
XZ =

AO-W

4 H+(1-Q) (AL-M

4( W) H+C1-9(M) SAL-M

q Xx+(l -q) XL
4(MXH+(1-4( HO)XL
AH+2 W

XH

(34)

Iv(q, W) represents the component of the managerial objective function linked to the

manager's information set. Conversely, I'"(W) represents the component of the

managerial objective function linked to the information set of the financial market.

The manager of the firm therefore maximises with respect to W the following

objective function:

^4,9^^, R'l = a(Ao-W-L)+a^ IXo- a (Ao- W-L) 1

+Cs [4(M (XH-a H) +C1-4(M) (XL-a (AL-W-L)l

+Cs Z [xH- a x] +«S LQ H+(1-4) (AL - H'-L)]

+S ^ I4 (XH- a H) +(I -q) (XL - a (AL -W-L) I

+6C8 [XH- a H] +82a H+82^ [XH-a Hl

(35)

Maximising this objective function for any given market valuation schedule q(W)

determines an optimal "degree of conservativeness" W', which depends on the

quality of the firm q:

W' = W `(4)
(36)

We are however not interested in any arbitrary market valuation schedule q(W).

Rather, we shall restrict our attention to market valuation schedules which have an

equilibrium property. A market valuation schedule q(W) is said to be an equilibrium
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valuation schedule if the quality of the firm q is correctly identified by the market

for all values of q . More formally :

q[W *(q)] =q (37)

As in the previous subsection, it will be assumed that the choice of any income-

decreasing accounting procedure W is costly. It can be shown that a necessary and

sufficient condition for income-decreasing accounting procedures to be costly is

given by the following inequation:

(< 1+S

1+25
(38)

The extended model introduced in this section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 7: There exists a unique equilibrium valuation schedule q(W). This

equilibrium valuation schedule is a strictly increasing function of W. It is

implementable, that is, the amount of earnings transferred by the best firm at dates

to and t, to date t2 does not exceed WM,X, as long as ^ is small enough.

Proposition 8: The abnormal share price reaction to the adoption of the income-

decreasing accounting procedure W is an increasing function of W.

Proofs are available in Appendix E.

4. Summary

This paper provides a compensation-based explanation for the discretionary

accounting choices made by managers in a world in which managers are endowed

with private information about their firms' future earnings. It introduces a first

model in which the manager chooses whether to write-down or amortise purchased

goodwill recognising that his compensation depends on both current and future

44 This definition of an equilibr i um valuation schedule is similar to the one provi ded by Leland and Pyle (1 977).
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reported earnings and firm's equity market values. The financial market values the

firm's equity according to the accounting choice made by the manager. This paper

provides sufficient conditions for separating and pooling rational expectations

equilibria to obtain. This model predicts that, when a separating equilibrium

prevails, the firms endowed with purchased goodwill which choose to amortise some

goodwill are likely to see higher earnings in the next periods than the firms which

choose to write-down all their goodwill. It also predicts that the former firms should

experience, on average, positive abnormal returns around announcement dates.

This model is then extended to deal with a broader range of discretionary accounting

procedures. In the extended model, the use of income-decreasing accounting

measures signals favourable private information while the use of income-increasing

accounting measures signals unfavourable private information. These predictions

would appear to be consistent with the views displayed by the financial community

about conservatism.

The propositions developed in this paper are driven by the concavity of the earnings-

related component of the manager's objective function. Concavity of the earnings-

related component of the manager's objective function enables us however to capture

the "Spence-Mirrlees" sorting condition in a simple framework. The "Spence-

Mirrlees" sorting condition could however also obtain in the absence of concavity

as long as the firm's manager is risk-averse.
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Appendix A

Al Proposition 1 (Proof)

Let us assume that there exists a separating Perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) in

which the manager of the bad firm chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill W per

period, and the manager of the good firm chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill

W per period, where W >_ W.

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IaFE-aflAo-ff)+jXo-af(Ao-M +S 1XL-aJIAL- F^ 11 1 (39)

The bad firm's manager who is deviating from the separating equilibrium strategy

by amortising W will derive the following utility:

jaFn-aAAo-4)+Wo-aAAo-#) +s IXg-aAAg- #11] (40)

+aSAAL-M+Cg [XL-aAAL-mil

Since it has been assumed [Inequality (3)] that the cash-flows after managerial

compensation generated by the good firm at date t, are always higher than those

generated by the bad firm, it can be seen from the above equations that IBFD >IBFE•

Therefore no separating PBE, in which the manager of the bad firm chooses to

amortise an amount of goodwill W which is higher than the amount of goodwill W

amortised by the manager of the good firm, can possibly obtain.

A2 Proposition 2 (Proof)

In a separating equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm reveals his type by electing

to write-down any residual goodwill. If he chose to amortise any goodwill, he

would strictly gain by writing it down because the amortisation of goodwill adversely

affects his reported earnings. Conversely, the manager of the good financial
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institution chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill W per period. If he chose to

write down any residual goodwill, the equilibrium would be a pooling rather than a

separating one.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager

of the good firm chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill W per period and the

manager of the bad firm writes down any residual goodwill. The financial market

holds the following beliefs when faced with the following amounts of goodwill

amortised per period:

fµ(GFITb=O if W#W
lµ(GFIT+)=1

A separating equilibrium can only obtain if vW:

IGFBZ Max IGFD^ ^^ 1

IBFE 2^ Max IaFn^^

(41)

(42)

The good firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IGFE - of SA O -M
+ ^ LYo - aftAo - a) + S 1XH- aflAg- %

l
1 1 (43)

The good firm's manager who is deviating from his separating equilibrium strategy

by amortising W derives the following utility:

IcFn-aflAo-#^ +C E,Z'o-aftAo-tii^+b [XL-aflAL-T^)]D (44)

+aMAH-T^)+Cs [XH-aflAH-4)]

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

jaFE-aA`4o)+C ^Xo-(xf(Ao)+8 [XL-aflAL)]I

+aMAL) +^s [XL-aftAL)l
(45)

The bad firm's manager who is deviating from his separating equilibrium strategy
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by amortising W derives the following utility:

IaFn-aftAo- 0) + C LYo-aftAo- 4) +s IXL-aftAL- *)11 (46)
+ a8f(AL- 4) +0 [XL- af(AL- 4)]

For I.;. and IBFti to be decreasing in W, the following condition has to be

satisfiedas:

CS(MI

where :

(M1=Min
.fA`4°- A^+S.fAAH-#^

.fXAo-K)+s [f,(AN-%)+ML

(47)

(48)

If the previous condition is satisfied, a separating equilibrium may thus obtain if:

C S QXH-XL-a [SAX-M -ftA,)1 3

Za(l-C)QKAO)-flAo-mil+s KAX) -flAH-ff)]3

and :

(SQ.YH-XL-a [f(AH-W)-t(AL)l ]
sail-^)QIf^A^ flAo-Ml+sVAd flAL-M]l

Let us define the following expressions :

(49)

(50)

p(W) -TU(A 0) -flA0-H)1+sKAH) -flAH ff) ul11+aS r.pAH-M -fl
A
L

l (51)
l

and :

VM=a (1-0 C-1UA) -AAo-mi1+8 VAL) SAL-mil D+ab (SAX-H)-AAL)l (52)

Inequalities (49) and (50) are then equivalent to the following inequations:

(P (40 sS (XX-XL) s^(NO

It is easy to see that:

45
I f this condition is satisfied. IFE and IBS will also be decreasing in W.

(53)
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(V0) = ^0(0)<b (XH-X^)

g(M<-Va) VW

It can also be shown that:

d^^ z0 `dWE[O,WM^]

(54)

(55)

Inequalities (49) and (50) can thus be simultaneously met for some W<_ W,,,,aX as long

as:

C 5S M2

where:

VWMax)=S (XH-XL)

(56)

(57)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequalities (47) and (56) are satisfied and consider

the following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager of the bad firm chooses to

write-down any residual goodwill. The manager of the good firm chooses to

amortise an amount of goodwill W per period. The financial market holds the

following beliefs when faced with the above-described strategies:

Jµ (GF I A)=0 if W# W
(GFJ H^= 1

(58)

It is straightforward to check that this set of actions and beliefs constitutes a PBE.

The basic model described in this paper allows therefore a continuum of PBEs, in

which the manager of the good firm chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill W

per period while the manager of the bad firm chooses to write down any residual

goodwill. Furthermore, it is easy to see that, in the separating PBE Pareto-

dominating all other separating PBE, the manager of the good financial institution

chooses to amortise an amount of goodwill W' satisfying the following equation:

(SQXH-X,-a VAH-W') -AAI)l1=a(1-()QKAo) -AAo-R'*)l+s VAL) SAL-u'`)l

(59)
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A3 Proposition 3 (Proof)

In this set of pooling PBEs, the managers of both the good and bad firms choose to

amortise an amount of goodwill W per period. By Bayes' rule, the posterior beliefs

held by the financial markets upon observing an amount of goodwill amortised W

have to be the same as the prior beliefs. Bayes' rule does however not put any

restrictions on the posterior beliefs held by the financial markets upon observing an

out-of-equilibrium amount of goodwill amortised W. The easiest way to support W

as a pooling outcome is to assign pessimistic beliefs to any out-of-equilibrium

amount amortised W.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers

of both the good and bad firms choose to amortise an amount of goodwill W per

period and the financial market holds the following beliefs :

µ(GF 1 A) = O if W#W (60)
(GF I M =P

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if, dW:

IGFEZ Max IcFn(lb

IBFE2 Max IaFn(f)

(61 )

The good firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IcFE-(xftAo -ff) +QXo -a.AAo- mil
+ CS P̂ Xy+ ( i P)XL-a 1PAAH-M +( 1 P)AAL - ff)1 ] (62)

+asAAb - K) +(a 1XX-aAAH- mil

The good firm's manager who is deviating from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:
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IGFD -afl`90- #^
+( Qjs'a-aflAo-4) +S [XL-aflAL-T^)]^ (63)

+agflAH-4)+Cg [XH-aflAH-mil

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IaFE-aflAo-M +C [Xo-aflAo-901

+0 IPXy+(l P)XL-a[PflAH-M+(1-P)flAL-M)1 (64)

+abftAL-M+(s IXL-aflAL-M]

The bad firm's manager who is deviating from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IBFD-aftAO- #) +(LYo-aftAo-4)+S [XL-af(AL-4)]1
(65)

+aSf(AL-ij^+CS [XL-aAAL-#O1

The utility functions of the managers of both the good and bad firms are maximised

when *=O and take the following values:

IcFn=aftAd +C Q.Yo - aflAd + S [XL-aflAL)]

jeFn-aftAd +C Lyo-aAAo) +s [XL-(xflAL)l D

Conditions (61) are thus equivalent to the following inequations:

P ZPl

where :

(66)

(67)

(68)

a Q(1-^) [AAd -flAo- M +a (AAH) }BAH- M] -C5 U AL) -ML-mil d (69)
Pl

CS^H
-XL -OC UAAg-^ JAL-^^1] 1

and:

P zP2

where:

(70)
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a Q(1-^) IAA^ f(Ao-M+a SAL) SAL -̂] -C S IAAL) SAL-^)1 (71)
P2 CS Q.YH-XL-a [f(AX-„1 J`AL-„1J L

Since f is concave, it is clear that p2 is higher than p,.

Conversely, it is clear that the set of strategies, in which the managers of both the

good and bad firms choose to amortise an amount of goodwill W at dates to and t,,

and the set of beliefs described by Equations (60), where p is higher than or equal

to p2, forms a PBE.

A4 Proposition 4 (Proof)

Let us consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers of both the

good and bad firms choose to write down any residual goodwill and the financial

market holds the following beliefs:

µ(GF1 i^=0 if WA0
µ(GF 10) =p

(72)

The good firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

+(HPXH+(1-P)XL-a [pftAN)+(1-P)AAL))

+aaAAHl + C s IXp-aAAp)]

(73)

The good firm's manager who is deviating from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IcFn -aflAo-+C ^Xo -aflAo -^ +a [XL - aflAL - 4)] (74)

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility :
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jaFE-aAAo) +C [Xo-aAAO)l

+C8 QlPXH+(1-P)XL-a IPAAH)+(1 P)AAL)lD (75)

+asAAL)+C a [XL-aAAL)l

The bad firm's manager who is deviating from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IBFn-aftAo- 4) +C Q.Yo- (Xf(Ao- 4) +S IXL-aftAL- 4)) ^ (76)
+« S.t^AL-M+(5 IXL-a.1^At-mi l

From the previous equations, it is clear that, dW:

IGFEZ Max IcFn*

IBFEZ Max IsFn(#O

The pooling PBE therefore always obtains.

(77)
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Appendix B

B1 Sequential Equilibrium (Proof)

Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) have shown that any Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

constitutes a Sequential Equilibrium as long as there are only two stages in the game.

B2 DI Criterion (Proof)

We first prove that no pooling PBE, in which the managers of both the good and bad

firms amortise an amount of goodwill W per period, where 0 _< W < WM,x, survives

the D1 strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987). Let us therefore

assume that such a pooling PBE does obtain and consider an out-of-equilibrium

amount amortised W in the neighbourhood of W, where W < W < WM,X. We then

define 'CB so as to satisfy the following equation:

jaFE-aflAo- H^ +C [Xo-aflAo- 4)J

+C 6 QP XH*(1 P)XL-a IMAH-M+(1 P)flAL-MI ^ (78)
+abflAL-M +Ca IXL-aflAL-M]

= aflAo-M +C yB+agflAL- A1+CS [XL- af(AL- K)l

Similarly, we define V., so as to ratify the following equation:

IcFE-aAAo- R^ + C [Xo-aAAo- 4)]

+ C8 P̂ XH+(1-P)XL-(% 1PAAX-W) + ( 1 P)AAL-M1 1 (79)

=af(Ao -N)+C VG+ a gflAH-R)+Cb [XH-aAAH-mil

By combining (78) and (79), we obtain the following equation:

C(VG-VB)=a8( 1 -C)[VAX- M}SAL- 4)1-KAH- lb
(80)

From the previous equation, since f is concave and W > W, it is clear that 'C., <VB.

The sets of market responses SZB and iZ^ inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:
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f2B=] VB, VH]

S2 G =J VG, VH]

VH=Xo-aAAo-WM.) + S [XH- af(AH-WM.) ]

and it is clear that:

SZBc0 G

(81 )

(82)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium action W, investors should therefore believe

that:

µ(GF N) =1 (83)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No pooling equilibrium, in which the managers of both the good and bad

firms amortise an amount of goodwill W per period, where 0 <_ W < WM,X, can

therefore survive the D1 strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987).

We now prove that no non-efficient separating PBE can survive Cho and Kreps' D1

criterion. Let us therefore consider a separating PBE in which the equilibrium

amount of goodwill W amortised per period by the manager of the good firm is

larger than W. Whatever the response of the financial market, no bad firm would

ever want to amortise an out-of-equilibrium amount of goodwill W per period, where

W' < W < W. This is so because W' is the value of the amount of goodwill

amortised per period for which the manager of the bad firm is indifferent between

playing his equilibrium strategy and being identified as the manager of a bad firm,

and amortising W' and being identified as the manager of a good firm. The manager

of the good firm may however find it incentive compatible to amortise W per period.

Let us define V, to satisfy the following equation:

IGF=aflAo-M+(QXo-aflAo-M +S IXH- OCflAH- M1
D

+aSflAH-Wj +CS [JIH- OCflAH- MI (84)

=af(Ap-y^+C VG+a8f(AHA^ +^5 [Xg-aflAg-#T
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The set of market responses Sla and 0,-, inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

S2B=ra

S2 G =J VG,VH]

and it is clear that:

OBcaG

(85)

(86)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium amount of goodwill amortised W, investors

should therefore believe that:

µ(GF 1 4) = 1 (87)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No non-efficient separating PBE can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' D1

criterion.

We now prove that the efficient separating PBE survives Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement.

defections W:

i) 0<W<W'

ii) W` < W

To do this, we have to consider two potential types of

i) Let us first consider a defection W, where 0 < W < W. We already know that,

in equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm is indifferent between his equilibrium

action and that of the manager of the good firm . More formally,

IBFE-aflAd +( Lyo-aflAd +B [XL-aflAL) ]D

=af(Ao-W`)+( QXo-aflAo-W`)+S [XH-aflAH-W`)l ]

+a Sf(AL-W `)+U [XL-aflAL-W `)l

Let us define V., so as to satisfy the following equation:

(88)
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IcFE-aftAo-W')+CLXo-af(Ao-W`)+S [XH-af(AH-W`)]'

+ a SAAH- W`) + (S [Xy - aflAH -W`)1 (89)

=af(Ao-y^)+C VG+aMAH-4)+(8 [XH-aAAH-mil

Similarly, let us define 'CB so as to satisfy the following equation:

IaFE- aAAo) +C ao - «f(Aa) +S [XL- aftAL)] D

=af(Ao-T^)+C yB+agf(lgL-y^+(g [XL-af(AL-mil

By combining (88), (89), and (90), we obtain:

C0VG-(B)=aS(1-^)Q^AH-R't) SAL-W`)]-[f^AH-^ }SAL-4011 (91)

From the previous equation, it is clear that `CI > VB since f is concave and W`> )k.

The sets of market responses %, and SZ^ inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

S2B=l VB, VH]

SZ G _] VG,VH]

and it is clear that:

GCB

(92)

(93)

When faced with an out-of-equilibrium amount of goodwill amortised W, investors

should therefore believe that:

µ(BF I 4) = 1 (94)

But, given these beliefs, no manager wishes to defect from his equilibrium strategy.

ii) Alternatively, let us consider a defection W, where W<\'. Even if investors

believe with probability one that the defector is a good firm, no firm will ever wish

to defect.
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It has been shown that no firm will ever wish to defect . The efficient PBE thus

satisfies Cho and Kreps' DI strategic refinement.

B3 Ultimate Divinity and NWBR (Proof)

Cho and Sobel (1990) show that, for any monotonic signalling game, criteria D 1 and

NWBR are equivalent to universal divinity.

B4 Proposition 6 (Proof)

Let us assume that a separating PBE obtains at to. Prior to to, the market value VoP

of a given firm satisfies the following equation:

Vopp Vc+(l p) VB

where:

VG=Xo- aflAo- W) + g [XH- aflAH- mil

VB=Xo-aflAO) +B [XL-aflAL)]

(95)

(96)

The good firm's market value Va; prevailing at to, on the announcement date of the

accounting choice, is V. Similarly, the bad firm's market value VoB prevailing at

to, on the announcement date of the accounting choice, is VB.

The market reactions to the announcement are therefore as follows:

VoC,-VoP=(1-P) (VG-VB)>0

[ vOB-vOP=p(vB-v<o
(97)
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Appendix C

C1 Proposition 7

The First Order Condition can be written as:

(Proo f)

d1[9,q( R),M l .- a (1-0+0
dq( ff^ I [XH-XL- a (H-AL+L+ R' `)]

dW w' dW W=W*
(98)

+ a (S [1 -q( W')] - a S ( 1-4) + a S (( 1-4)

=0

But, in equilibrium,

q[W*(q)] =q (99)

The First Order Condition may thus be rewritten as:

-A+(C-D ffl
dW

+Bq(H^=0 (100)

where:

B=a S (1-2 C) (101)
C=CS [XN-XL-a (H-AL+L)1

D=aCS

Let us assume, for a moment, that the following Inequalities are satisfied:

C-D W>0 dWE [O,WMaX] (102)

Equation (100) is therefore equivalent to the following one:

d4(V,^ _ dW (103)
A-Bq(M C-DW

If B differs from 0, solutions to this differential equation may be written as:

-^ ln(C-D ^ _ -^ In(A -B q(M) +Cte (104)
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The particular equlibrium valuation schedule q(W) which Pareto-dominates all others

is the one which has the following property:

q(0) =0

This boundary condition implies that:

1 1

The equilibrium schedule q(W) is therefore as follows:

B

q(M =

B

[1-(1-D ^ D
]

Equivalently,

D

W(q) and q thus satisfy Inequalities (102) as long asab:

< 1 + S

^ 1 +2b

(105)

( 1 06)

(107)

(108)

(109)

It can furthermore be shown that W(q) is implementable, that is, Vq W(q) <_ WMax as

long as ^ is small enough. This follows from the following derivation:

Lim W(q) = 0
C - 0

(110)

Before concluding that the equilibrium schedule q(W) meets our requirements, we

have however still to check whether it maximises rather than minimises I. In order

to check whether this condition is met, we check the Second Order Condition. The

first derivative of I with respect to W can be rewritten as:

d1[9 >4 ( ff) ,N'l .-A +(C-D 91 d4(M _Dq(M +(B+D)9 (111)
dW dW

46
The propositions developed in this sec tion can be e xtended to dea l with B =0 by taking the l imits of q(W) and W(q) when

B tends towa rd 0.
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By differentiating again with respect to W, one obtains the following equation:

d2I[q,9(M,R'l _(C-D yid
d29(FP) _2D ^(Tn

dW2 dW2 dW

But:

B
A -MD]

a^
dq(HO_A(1_Dy^n

_

dW C C

a
d 4(M

-=--(B-D)(1-D yy)

B

-
a

dW2 C2 C

By doing the appropriate substitutions, one obtains the following equation:

dW2
C(B+D)(1-CR)

(112)

(113)

( 114)

(115)

(116)

The equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) thus maximises the manager's objective

function since:

B +D >O

and :

d2l[q ,q(M ,M s0
dW2

(11 7)

(118)
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C2 Proposition 8

By differentiating V(, with respect to W , we can see that :

dW

avo + avo dq(ff)
aW aq dW

a +g [XA-XL-a (H-AL+L+H^]
^(4)

dW

+a S I 1-q(^l
> 0

Proposition 8 thus obtains.

(Proof)

(1 1 9)
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Appendix D

D1 Proposition 1 (Proof)

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

jaFE- aflAo-M + ^ [Xo-aflAo-M I

+C S [XL- aAAL- A) ] + C 8 2 [XX- aflAy+2M] (120)
+S aAAL-M +S C Q [XL -aflAL- M1 +s [XH- aflAH+2 W)] 3

+82aJ `'gH+2
M

+82
C

[Xg- «flAy+2 M]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

+C S [XH-aAAH)I +( 62[XH-aftAH))
(121)

+a aAAL) +S ^ Q [XH- aAAL) l +s IXH-aAAg)

+82aAAH) +52( LXN-aAAH) l

Since it has been assumed [Inequality (23)] that the cash-flows after managerial

compensation generated by the good firm at date t, are always higher than those

generated by the bad firm, it can be seen from the above equations that IBFV > IsFE•

Therefore no separating PBE, in which the manager of the bad firm chooses any

income-decreasing accounting procedure W and the manager of the good firm

abstains from choosing an income-decreasing accounting procedure, can possibly

obtain.

D2 Proposition 2 (Proo f)

In a separating equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm reveals his type and chooses

therefore not to take any income-decreasing measure. If he chose to act otherwise,

he would strictly gain by abstaining from taking an income-decreasing measure

because the income-decreasing measure adversely affects the component of his

objective function which depends on earnings. Conversely, the manager of the good
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firm chooses to take an income-decreasing measure. If he chose not to take an

income-decreasing measure, the equilibrium would be a pooling rather than a

separating one.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager

of the good firm adopts an income decreasing measure W and the manager of the

bad firm abstains from adopting any income-decreasing measure. The financial

market holds the following beliefs when faced with the manager's choice of

accounting procedure:

µJ (GF J #^ =0 if #F*-W (122)
(GF 1 4^ = 1

The good firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IcFE aAAo-M +C IXo-aAAo- mil
+CS [Xy- aAAX- g)] + ( 82 [XH- aAAH+2Ml (123)
+ g aAAH-M + g CQ [XX- aAAH- T^] + S [XH- a,f^AH+2^l I

+82aAAH+2
M

+
82( [XX-aAAH+2 Ml

The good firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy by

taking an income-decreasing accounting procedure W, where *#0, derives the

following utility:

+CS IXL-OGAAL-W)]
+(82 1A'H-OLAAH+2 #^1 (124)

+ g af(AH-N^+g^[[XH-aAAH-#)]+8 [XH-aAAH+2 4)]l

+82aAAH+2 4) +52C [XH-aAAH+2 #)]

The good firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy by

abstaining from taking an income-decreasing measure derives the following utility:
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+ (b [XL-(xftAL)] +

(

S2`Xy-a
ftAy)] (125)

+saf(,g H) +S ^ Q [XH-af(AH)] +S [XH- (xf(A H) ] ^
+82aflAH)+82C[XH-aflAH)1

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IBFE- aflAo)+C [Xo-aflAo) 1

+CS [XL-aAAL)]+Cs2 [XH- aflAH)J (126)
+a aflAL) + W[XL- aflAL)l +b [XH- aflAH) ] I

+SZafCAA) +a2
C [
Xg- a

fl
Ay) I

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy by

taking an income-decreasing accounting procedure W derives the following utility:

jaFn^^- aflAo-M +C [Xo-aflAo-mi]

+C 8 [XH-aflAy-9) ]+C82[3(H-aflAH+2M] (127)
+S aflAL- R)+S CQ IXL- aflAL- W)l +s IXg- OCflAX+2M

+S2aflAH+2 g)+52C IXH-aflAH+2 R) ]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility by taking an income-decreasing accounting procedure

W:

IaFn(4) aflAo-4) +C LXo'aflAo-mil

+(S IXL-OCflAL-W^1
+C8 2 I,j(H -OLflAH +2 901

(I28)

+B aflAL- 4) + S ^Q [XL- a,fCAL- N) ] +S [XH-aflAH+24)1 3

+s2aflAH+2
lb +SZC IXH-aflAH+2 4) l

A separating equilibrium can only obtain if the following condition is satisfied,

dW E [O,WM:j:

IGFE Z Max IGFD(")

IBFE Z Max IBFn(^)

( 129)

For ICFV* and I IIFL)(W) to be decreasing in W, the following condition has to be
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satisfied :

S CMI

where:

(130)

^M1=Min fXAo -A) +SfAAH-M-2 S2fXAH+2 4) (131)

S WAL - A) -4 SAXAg+2 411 +fXAo-M +SfXAX-M -282fXA$+2 M

If Inequality (130) is satisfied, a separating equilibrium can thus only exist if

IGFE ^ ICpU(0) and IbFE >_ IBFV(VV). A separating equilibrium can therefore only exist

if:

CC (l -0 C11[9A0) -AAo-mil +S IAAH) BAH-mil +82VAH) BAH+2M11 (132)
- a S Q KAL)f(AH-M] +2 S 1AAX) -AAX+2 M] 15 S (XH-XJ

and :

a(l-0 C -1QIAAO) -flAo-MI +5VAL) }SAL-mil+s2IAAH) BAH+2W)11 (133)
- a S Q KAL) f(AX-M] +2 S 1AA1Y) -flAH+2 R lI D Z 8 (XH-XJ

Let us define the following expressions :

(PM= a (1-0 C-'I [AA0) -flAo-mil+a UTAH) }BAH-mil +82IgAH) }SAX+2 4)11

-a S [VAd -flAH- M] +2 S [AAH) }OAK+2 FP)] D

and :

VW)= a O-O C-'E VAO) -AAa-ff)] +s VAL) }SAL-mil +S2KAH) BAH+2Ml ]

-a8 Q IAAL)-AAH- Tel +2 S KAH) -flAH+2 M11

Inequalities (132) and (133) are then equivalent to the following inequations:

(p(N) sS (XH-XL) s 4) ( a)

It is easy to see that :

P (0) -^ (0)<a(Xg-
X
L)(

11(PMAOM VW

It can also be shown that :

(136)

(137)
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ddw zo ewE[o,wM^] (138)

Inequalities (132) and (133) can thus be simultaneously met for a given W <_ W,,,,,X

as long as:

C S CM2

where ^MZ satisfies the following equation:

VWMa)= S (XH-XL)

(139)

(140)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequalities (129) and (138) are satisfied and consider

the following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager of the bad firm chooses to

abstain from taking any income-decreasing measure. The manager of the good firm

chooses to take an income-decreasing accounting measure. The financial market

holds the beliefs described in Equation (122). It is straightforward to check that this

set of actions and beliefs constitutes a PBE. The basic model described in this paper

allows therefore a continuum of PBEs, in which the manager of the good firm

chooses to take an income-decreasing measure while the manager of the bad firm

chooses to abstain from taking any such measure.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that, in the separating PBE Pareto-dominating all other

separating PBE, the manager of the good firm chooses to take a measure decreasing

reported income by W* at t, and t,, where W" satisfies the following equation:

^cw•)=s (xH-xL)

D3 Proposition 3

(141)

(Proof)

In this set of pooling PBEs, the managers of both the good and bad firms choose an
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income-decreasing accounting procedure W. By Bayes' rule, the posterior beliefs

held by the financial markets upon observing the choice of the income-decreasing

accounting procedure W have to be the same as the prior beliefs. Bayes' rule does

however not put any restrictions on the posterior beliefs held by the financial markets

upon observing an out-of-equilibrium accounting procedure W. The easiest way to

support W as a pooling outcome is to assign pessimistic beliefs to any out-of-

equilibrium accounting procedure W.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers

of both the good and bad firms choose an income-decreasing accounting procedure

W and the financial market holds the following beliefs:

µ (GF ^ 4) = O if W#W

(GF M =P
(142)

The good firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

+CS^PIXH-aAAX-mil +(i P)IXL-aAAL-ff)l1

+ C 82 IXly-OCAAg+2 90J +8 aAAH-M (143)

+s S E [XH- OGftAH-M I +S [,YN- UGAAH+2M J

+ 8 2lXAAH+2 W1 +52( [XH-aAAH+2 M ]

The good firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy by

choosing an income-decreasing accounting procedure * derives the following utility:

IcFn« = aflAo - 4) + C [Xo-aflAo - W) J

+(S [XL- aflAL- *)] +S 82 [Xy-OLflAX+2 #01 (144)

+aaflAH- %) +a U(XH-aflAH- *)] +a [xA-«flAH+20»

+
8
2aflAH+2 1^)

+52
C

IXH-aflAH+2 4))

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:
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IaFE- (xflAo-4) +^ [Xo-(xftAo-M1

+U QP1XH-aAAX-1M+(1 P)IXL-aflAL-1+)11
+CS 2 LXH- aflAH+2 Rol +S aftAL- R)

(145)

+"Q[XL-aflAL-NO ]+S [XN-aflAH+2Wj]D

+b2aflAv+2 N)+62Z [Xg-aflAg+2 M]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy by

choosing an income-decreasing accounting procedure W derives the following utility:

IaFn(4) aflAo- 90 +C LXo-aflAo- 4) 1

+ C8 (XL- aflA ^- g)] + Cg2 [XH - aflAy+2T^] (146)

+a aflAL- yO + g^Q[XL-aflAL-N) ] + S [XH-af(AH+2

+82«ftAH+2 „ 1 +82
C

IXH- a.llAH+2 411

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if, dW E [O,WMJ:

IGFE Z Max IGFD(;^)

IBFE Z Max IaFn^^

( 147)

For ICFV and IBS, to be decreasing in W, the following condition has to be satisfied:

SS`'Ml

where :

( 148)

f^(Ao -T^ +gf^(AH- N)-2 S 2f
^M1=Min

XAH+2 M (149)

S VA-T^ -4 Sf^(AH+2 yT)] +f^(Ao-^ +Sf^(AH-T^ -2 S 2fXAH+2 N)

If Inequality (148) is satisfied, a pooling equilibrium can therefore only exist if:

P ZPl +P3

where :

(150)

a(i-^)Q KAo) ^Ao-
M]

+5 I^AH) BAH- ^] +s2 I11`^AH) }BAH+2 Ml D (151 )
pl CS QXH-XL- a [f(AH-M -flAL)]1

and :
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P3
.-aOQVAd SAL-MI-28 [fCAX+2M-flAH)]]

(152)

0 Ex,-XL-a [KAX-NO -AAA

and :

pZpa+p3

where:

( 1 53)

a(1-0 1KAd -flAo- R)1 +8 IAAdSAL- a) ) + b 2 IAAH) -flAy+2 R)lI (154)
P2 =- 0Qxg-xL-« BAH-wOflAL)ID

Since f is concave, it is clear that pZ > p,.

Conversely, it is clear that the set of strategies, in which the managers of both the

good and bad firms choose income-decreasing accounting procedures W at dates to,

and the set of beliefs described by Equations (142), where p is higher than or equal

to p2 +p3, forms a PBE .

D4 Proposition 4 (Proof)

Let us consider the following set of strategies and beliefs . The managers of both the

good and bad firms abstain from choosing any income-decreasing accounting

procedure W and the financial market holds the following beliefs:

I

(GF I ^=0 if W#0 (155)

µ (GF 10) =p

The good firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IcFE- aAAo)+C IXo-aAAdl

+ b a ^P LXy- aAAy) I +Ci P)IXL-aAAd I J+Ca2 IXH-a.
g
AX)

]
( 1 56)

+ SOGAAH)+$CQ[XH- OCAAH)J + S IXIq - OLAAH)II

+82aAAH) +82C [XH-aAAH)]
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The good firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IcFn - aflAo- 1^) + C LXo - aflAo- 4)]

+C b EXL - aflA L- #^ * a IXN-aflAH+2 ^J D (157)

+ BaflAH- A) +SC Q [3CH- aflAH- *) ] + S [XH- aflAH+2^^D

+S2aflAN+2 1^) + 6 2C [Xg- aflAH+2 4)]

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IaFE- aflAo) +C [Xo-aftAo)l

+ b s kY[Xy- aAAy)l +(l P) IXL-affAL) l J+(82 IXH-aAAH)1 ( 1 58)
+ b af(,9 L) + S ^ Q [XL - aAAL) ] +$ [,YH- p(flAH)

+82aAAX) +82
( [
Xg- a

A
A
H) ]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IaFn- aftAo-1^) +C [Xo-aftAo-0)J

+C S QXL -aAAL-#^ + b IXy- aJ\Ay+2 (159)
+SaAAL-*)+aCQ[XL-aAAL-T^)] +s [XH-a,/lAH+2

+82aftAH+2
jj)

+ b 2
C

[XH-a./ lAH+2

From the previous equations, it is clear that, if Inequality (155) is satisfied, then,

bW:

IGFEZ Max IcFDA

IBFE Z Max IaFn*

The pooling PBE therefore always obtains.

( 160)
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Appendix E

E1 Proposition 7

The First Order Condition can be written as:

(Proof)

dI[9 ,4(TP) , R'] .- a d9(^ [gH-XL- a (H-AL+L+ W`)]
dW ^,_w. dW 1W=W* (161)

+a(S [1 -q(W`)]-a8 (1 -q) + aSC(1 -q)

=0

But, in equilibrium,

gLK' `(4)l =q

The First Order Condition may thus be rewritten as:

-A +(C-D HI
dW +Bq

( W) =0

where :

B = aS(1 -2()

D =aCS

( 162)

(163)

(164)

Let us assume, for a moment, that the following Inequalities are satisfied:

^

C-DW>O VWE[O,Wm,,] (165)

Equation (163) is therefore equivalent to the following one :

dq(M _ dW

A-Bq(M C-DW
(166)

If B differs from zero, solutions to this differential equation may be written as:

-^ ln(C -D ^ = -^ ln(A -B q(M) +Cte (167)
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The particular equlibrium valuation schedule q(W) which Pareto-dominates all others

is the one which has the following property:

q(0) =0

This boundary condition implies that:

1 1

Cte=1n(A B ) -ln(C D)

The equilibrium schedule q(W) is therefore as follows:

B

4(^=B [1-(1-D
M

Dl

Equivalently,

D

W(q) and q thus satisfy Inequalities (165) as long as4':

^^ 1+S

1+28

( 168)

( 169)

(170)

(171)

(172)

It can furthermore be shown that W(q) is implementable, that is, Vq W(q) < WM..,,

as long as ^ is small enough. This follows from the following derivation:

Lim W(q) = 0
^- 0

(1 73)

Before concluding that the equilibrium schedule q(W) meets our requirements, we

have however still to check whether it maximises rather than minimises I. In order

to check whether this condition is met, we check the Second Order Condition. The

first derivative of I with respect to W can be rewritten as:

dI[9,4(Ve),R'1=-A+(C-D 4)
dq(M

_Dq(M+(B+D)q (174)
dW dW

47 The propositions d evelop e d in thi s section can be extended to deal with B=0 by taking the limits of q(VV) and W(q) when

B tend s toward 0 .
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By differentiating again with respect to W, one obtains the following equation:

d2l[q,q(IW),M =(C-D M
d2q(M -2D d9(M

dW2 dW2 dW

But:

B

q(M=B [1-(1-D
MD

l

a^
d4(ff) _A (l_ D y^n

_

dW C C

d2q(4)A D -a

dW2 CZ
(B-D) (1-C A)

By doing the appropriate substitutions, one obtains the following equation:

dW2 C C

(1 75)

(176)

(177)

(178)

(179)

The equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) thus maximises the manager's objective

function since:

B +D>O

and:

d2I[q,q(W),W] s0
dW2

(180)

(181)
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E2 Proposition 8

By differentiating VO with respect to W, we can see that:

dW aW aq dW

= a+S [XH-XL-a (H-AL+L+M]
^(4)

dW

+as C1-4(M1
> 0

Proposition 8 thus obtains.

(Proof)

(182)
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CHAPTER 6



DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNTING CHOICES:
A DEBT-COVENANTS BASED SIGNALLING APPROACH

Abstract

This paper seeks to explain the discretionary accounting choices made by managers

in a world in which managers are endowed with private information about their

firms' future earnings. It introduces a basic model in which the manager of a firm

has to select a depreciation method, recognising that the firm has some debt

outstanding and that his objective function depends on both the true and the market-

based valuation of his firm's equity. This paper provides sufficient conditions for

the manager to credibly communicate his private information about the firm's future

earnings through his choice of depreciation method.

This paper predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which

choose the accelerated depreciation method are likely to see higher earnings in the

next periods than the firms which choose the straight-line depreciation method. It

also predicts that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal

returns around announcement dates.

This model may be extended to deal with a variety of discretionary accounting

procedures. In the extended model, the use of income-increasing or balance-sheet

strengthening accounting procedures signals unfavourable private information while

the use of income-decreasing or balance-sheet weakening accounting procedures

signals favourable private information.

6 . 1 Introduction

This paper presents a model seeking to explain discretionary accounting choices.

The model has been developed to illustrate the "information perspective" alluded to
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by Holthausen and Leftwich (1983) and is similar, in spirit, to the model developed

by Hughes and Schwartz (1988). The information perspective states that the choice

of an accounting technique reflects management's expectation of future earnings and

cash-flows. But, while Hughes and Schwartz focus on the information content of the

LIFO/FIFO choice, this paper offers an explanation for other accounting choices

made by managers.

This paper recognises that debt covenants are included in debt contracts in order to

reduce agency costs resulting from potential conflicts of interest between

shareholders and debtholders'. Negative covenants, such as the restrictions put on

dividends, keep managers from taking actions which do transfer wealth from

bondholders to stockholders. Affirmative covenants, such as working capital,

current ratio, net worth, and interest coverage covenants, increase the security of the

bondholders. Accounting-based constraints are often found in both negative and

affirmative debt covenants. The most common accounting-based restrictions,

reported by Press and Weintrop (1990) and Duke and Hunt (1990), do affect

leverage, net worth, working capital, dividends, and interest coverage.

Both negative and affirmative covenants typically restrict the ability of the firm's

manager to issue more debt, pay dividends, and give the debtholders the right to

demand early repayment of the debt issue if they become binding. Binding

covenants can be costly to the firm either because of the actions they prohibit or

because of the costs incurred when repaying or renegotiating the debt issue to

remove the covenant. The model introduced in this paper relies on the costs

incurred by the firm if it breaches its accounting-based debt covenants.

This paper is motivated by an investigation of "depreciation switch-back" firms

carried out by Holthausen (1981). The use of accelerated depreciation for financial

reporting purposes was allowed in the USA by the 1954 taxation law. A large

proportion of firms initially adopted the accelerated depreciation method.

The potential conflict of interests between stockholders and bondholders has been investigated by Jensen and Meckling

( 1976) .
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Depreciation switch-backs refer to a wave of changes in depreciation methods from

accelerated to straight-line depreciation made during the 60s. Holthausen (1981)

hypothesises that managers change depreciation methods in order to relax binding

accounting-based constraints found in bond indentures. The switch from accelerated

to straight-line depreciation is assumed in the accounting literature to reduce the

depreciation expensed, thereby decreasing the gearing ratio by increasing both net

tangible assets and shareholders' equity, and increasing the interest cover. The

depreciation switch-back thus increases the firm's ability to issue new debt, pay

dividends, merge, lease, or be construed to be in default through the leverage

restriction in bond indentures. According to Holthausen (1983), the common stock

of a firm switching back from the accelerated to the straight-line depreciation method

should therefore experience positive abnormal performance at the time of the

announcement of the change. The positive abnormal performance experienced at the

time of the announcement should furthermore be an increasing function of the firm's

leverage.

The investigation of the information content of depreciation switch-backs carried out

by Holthausen (1981) provides however evidence which is inconsistent with

Holthausen's hypothesis. A first test provides evidence that the average abnormal

performance of the switch-back firms is negative but insignificantly different from

zero around the announcement dates of the switches in depreciation methods. This

test provides however no control for surprises in current earnings. A second test,

which controls for surprises in earnings, provides evidence that the more debt a firm

has outstanding, the more negative the abnormal performance at the time of the

announcement of the change in depreciation methods.

Holthausen (1981) recognises that his empirical results may be consistent with an

information perspective . He writes that :

"One hypothesis consistent with the observed results is that firms switch

depreciation methods because the covenants of bond indenture agreements are

expected to become binding. The change in turn, conveys information to the

market concerning managers' expectations of future investment opportunities
and earnings. If the leverage of the firm is proxying for the restrictiveness

of the covenants, then the observed negative coefficient on leverage could be
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due to the market's expectation that firms with more restrictive leverage and
dividend constraints will have greater costs imposed on them because of the
poor future earnings2".

Leftwich (1981), Rusbarski (1988), Duke and Hunt (1990), and Press and Weintrop

(1990), provide some support for Holthausen's interpretation. Leftwich (1981)

reports evidence that changes in generally accepted accounting principles do affect

the equity values of firms by altering the accounting numbers defined in the

restrictive covenants in the firms' lending agreements. Rusbarsky (1988) finds that

the firms that switched from accelerated to straight-line depreciation in 1968 and

1969 had significantly higher debt-equity ratios than firms that continued using the

accelerated method. The empirical evidence reported by Duke and Hunt (1990) and

Press and Weintrop (1990) suggests that leverage is indeed related to the existence

of, and closeness to, accounting-based debt covenants.

This paper introduces a model which is consistent with Holthausen's interpretation

of the empirical evidence. The conceptual basis of the paper is that the manager of

the firm possesses private information about his firm's future earnings. The firm has

some debt outstanding. The manager selects a depreciation method, recognising that

his compensation depends on both current and future market values of his firm's

equity. The financial market values the firm's equity according to the accounting

choice announced by the manager. This paper provides sufficient conditions for

separating and pooling equilibria to obtain.

This paper shows that, in the separating equilibrium, the manager with favourable

information chooses the accelerated depreciation method and the manager with

unfavourable information chooses the straight-line depreciation method. The

manager with favourable information increases the probability of seeing his firm

breach its covenants by choosing the accelerated depreciation method. The reduction

in the market value of the firm resulting from the increase in the expected costs of

breaching the covenants is however more than compensated by the increase in the

2 The firm's deviat ion from its d ividend const rai nt does not however appear to become smal ler around the depreciation

change.
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market value of the firm resulting from the investors' beliefs that the use of the

accelerated depreciation method signals favourable information. Conversely, the

manager with unfavourable information chooses to adopt the straight-line

depreciation method because the benefits resulting from lower expected costs of

breaching the covenants exceed the cost of being recognised as the manager of a bad

firm.

Empirical evidence reported by Bowen, Noreen, and Lacey (1981), Daley and

Vigeland (1983), and Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) suggests that constraints on

key accounting variables written into debt arrangements may partially explain

management's choice among other accounting alternatives3. Bowen, Noreen, and

Lacey (1981) find that companies which do capitalise interest rates have financial

ratios consistent with being closer to violation of their debt covenants. The empirical

study undertaken by Daley and Vigeland (1983) shows that firms which do capitalise

research and development costs are more highly leveraged and have a higher ratio

of dividends to unrestricted retained earnings than firms which do expense research

and development costs. Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) find a significant

association between the choice of a firm's income strategy and the firm's total debt

to total asset ratio.

This model may be extended to deal with a variety of discretionary accounting

procedures. In the extended model, the use of income-increasing or balance-sheet

strengthening accounting procedures signals unfavourable private information while

the use of income-reducing or balance-sheet weakening accounting procedures signals

favourable private information.

The basic model is described in section 6.2. The main propositions and the intuition

behind these propositions can be found in section 6.3. An extension to a continuum

of types of firms can be found in section 6.4. A summary is provided in section

3 Healy and Palepu (1990) find however little evidence that firms which are close to their dividend covenants do change

accounting methods to inc rease earnings. But Begley ( 1 990) argues that the power of the test used by Healy and

Palepu is limited .
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6.5. The derivations supporting the various propositions can be found in Appendix

AtoC.

6.2 The Basic Model

This section introduces a simple model whose focus is on the manager's choice of

a depreciation method for his firm's stock of fixed assets in a world of asymmetric

information. In this model, the manager has private information about the firm's

future earnings and cash-flows and, under certain conditions, may credibly

communicate his information to investors through the choice of a depreciation

method. The model is simplified in order to concentrate on the informative role of

the depreciation method announced by the manager.

This model deals with a firm, a manager, and a financial market over one period.

The firm's capital structure, investment decisions, and the resulting distribution of

cash-flows are determined exogenously. Both the manager and the financial market

are assumed to be risk-neutral. The introduction of risk-aversion would generate

risk-sharing considerations which are not important in this model.

The firm's current cash-flows X0 and earnings (before depreciation) AO at date to are

known by both the manager and the financial market. There is however an

asymmetry of information between the manager and the financial market about the

firm's future cash-flows and earnings (before depreciation). The financial market

is unsure whether the firm is a 'good' firm or a 'bad' firm. The cash- flows and

earnings of both the good and bad firms follow i.i.d. distributions' from t, to t,,,

dates at which the firms are liquidated. The distributions of the two types of firms'

earnings and cash-flows differ only in their expected values. The cumulative

distribution functions of the good firm's earnings and cash-flows are assumed to

stochastically dominate in the first-order sense the cumulative distribution functions

4 Signalling could still obtain if there was an asymmetry of information between the manager of the firm and the

financ ial manager about current ea rnings or ca sh- flows.

5 The speci fic form ta ken by the earnings or ca sh-flow density func tions may be quite genera l.
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of the bad firm's earnings and cash-flows. Firms with the higher expected earnings

(before depreciation) µc, will be referred to as good firms and firms with the lower

expected earnings (before depreciation) µB will be referred to as bad firms. The

manager has perfect knowledge of the firm's type. Investors' prior beliefs are that

the firm is a good firm with a probability p.

The firm's capital structure consists of both debt and equity. The debtholders are

owed both interest payments I at dates to, t, and t2, and repayment of the principal

P at date t2. Debtholders are protected by accounting-based debt covenants, which

may or may not be breached at date t,'. The probability with which the firm

breaches its debt covenants is assumed not to exceed 0.5. These accounting-based

debt covenants may consist, for instance, of a minimum interest cover or a maximum

leverage ratio. The specific form taken by these covenants is not critical to the

success of this model as long as it is common knowledge. A breach of these

accounting-based covenants imposes exogenously defined costs C on the firm.

At time to, the manager has to report the results incurred by his firm in the period

ending at date t^. In the process, he has to choose a depreciation method for the

firm's fixed assets'. He may elect to use either the straight-line or the accelerated

depreciation method. Any choice of depreciation method made at date to cannot be

undone at date t,. If reneging on the depreciation method choice was allowed,

signalling by the means of this accounting choice would no more be credible and

would therefore not occur.

The manager is assumed to protect the interests of his firm's shareholders and to

maximise shareholders' wealth. As in Ross (1977), Miller and Rock (1985), and

6 The fact that the debt covenants can only be broken a t one date t, is not crucial to the model.

7
Manage ri al discretion in reporting is assumed to be limited to the choice of depreciation methods. The proposi tions

developed in this paper could trill obtain if this constraint was removed as long as the cho ices made by the manage r

were observa ble.

g The propositions contained in this paper would still obtain if the manager was maximising the total value of the firm

instead of the value of the firm ' s equity .
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Hughes and Schwartz (1988), the manager's objective function is assumed to depend

on both the firm's equity value at tu as inferred by the financial market and on the

firm's intrinsic equity value at to as known by the manager. More formally, the

manager of the firm chooses an accounting procedure so as to maximise the

following objective function9:

I=EM(Vo) +a En(Vo)

where:

(1)

* BM(Vo) represents the value of the firm's equity as inferred by the financial

market at time to;

* Ev(Vo) represents the intrinsic value of the firm's equity as known by the

manager of the firm at time t^;

* a represents a strictly positive constant.

The manager's objective function may be rewritten as:

where:

di,j Vii = Vi - CIi

and:

(2)

(3)

* i=B, B for Bad, or G, G for Good, represents the type of the firm;

* j =A and j =S respectively represent the choice of the accelerated and

straight-line depreciation method;

* V; represents the intrinsic equity value of a firm of type i if the accounting-

based covenants could not be breached;

* C;; represents the expected cost of breaching the debt covenants for a firm of

type i choosing depreciation method j.

9 This objective fu nc tion is eq u iva lent to the following one: k . F,,(V,)+( 1 -k). Ep(V*), where k is st ri ctly positive and

represents the weight p ut by the manager on the sha reholde rs who do sell their sha res at time to.
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In order to get non-trivial results, we will assume that the intrinsic equity value of

the good firm's equity using the accelerated depreciation method is higher than the

intrinsic value of the bad firm's equity using the straight-line depreciation method.

More formally,

VG-CGA> VB-Cas (4)

As in the accounting literature, accelerated depreciation is assumed to exceed

straight-line depreciation. The switch from the straight-line to the accelerated

depreciation method increases therefore both the probability that the firm, whatever

its type, will breach its debt covenants at date t, and the ex-ante expected costs

associated with breaching the covenants. The expected costs associated with the

switch is however higher to the bad firms than they are to the good firms since the

cumulative distribution function of the earnings (before depreciation) generated by

the good firm stochastically dominates the cumulative distribution function of the

earnings (before depreciation) generated by the bad firm. This difference in

expected costs is critical to the existence of any separating equilibrium.

The conditions under which separating and pooling equilibria do obtain are

determined in the following section. Proofs are available in Appendix A to B.

6 .3 Proposit ions

This section provides conditions under which various types of equilibria may obtain.

The equilibrium concept used in this paper is a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE).

According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a PBE is simply "a set of strategies and

beliefs such that, at any stage of the game, strategies are optimal given the beliefs,

and the beliefs are obtained from equilibrium strategies and observed actions using

Bayes' rule".

The propositions developed in this paper obtain because the adoption of the

accelerated depreciation method is costly to the managers of both the good and bad
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firms and because it is less costly to the manager of the good firm than it is to the

manager of the bad firm. Adopting the accelerated depreciation method is costly to

any manager because it shifts the earnings distribution of any firm to the left,

increases the probability that the firm will breach its accounting-based debt covenants

and therefore increases the expected costs associated with the breach of these

covenants. Adopting the accelerated depreciation method is however less costly to

the manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm because the

cumulative distribution function of the good firm's earnings (before depreciation)

first-order stochastically dominates the cumulative distribution function of the bad

firm's earnings (before depreciation).

The basic model introduced in the previous section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 1: 1 0 No separating PBE, in which the managers of the bad and good

firms respectively choose the accelerated and the straight-line depreciation methods,

can possibly obtain.

Intuition:

No separating equilibrium, in which the managers of the good and bad firms

respectively choose the straight-line and accelerated depreciation methods, can

obtain. The manager of the bad firm would find it incentive-compatible to defect

from his equilibrium strategy and pool with the manager of the good firm. By

defecting from his equilibrium strategy, the manager of the bad firm enjoys the

benefits resultingfrom both lower expected costs ofbreaching the debt covenants and

a higher market valuation.

Proposition 2:" A separating PBE, in which the manager of the good firm chooses

10
Proof of Proposition I can be found in Appendix Al .

I1
Proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A2 . The structure of the proof is as follows . In a first part, we

derive necessary conditions for a separating equilibrium to obtain given the exogenously defined beliefs formed by

investors upon observing out-of-equilibrium actions . A separating equilibrium may however obtain with more

optimistic beliefs . In a second part starting with the word 'conversely' , it can be checked that these conditions are
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the accelerated depreciation method and the manager of the bad firm chooses the

straight-line depreciation method, will obtain if:

(VG- CGA) -(VB-CBS)

CBA -CBS

:g a s
( VG-CG,,) -(VB-CBS)

CGA-CGS

(5)

Intuition:

A separating equilibrium, in which the manager of the good firm adopts the

accelerated depreciation method and the manager ofthe badfirm adopts the straight-

line depreciation method, can only obtain if it is incentive compatible for both

managers to act accordingly. The inequation on the right states that, for the

manager of the good firm not to deviate from his equilibrium policy, the marginal

gainfrom deviating, that is, the decrease in the expected costs of breaching the debt

covenants resulting from adopting the straight-line depreciation method, should be

smaller than the marginal cosyfrom deviating, that is, the decrease in the manager's

objective function resulting from his firm being identified as a bad firm.

Similarly, the inequation on the left states that, for the manager of the bad firm not

to deviatefrom his equilibrium policy, the marginal gain from deviating, that is, the

increase in the manager's objective./unction resulting from his firm being identified

as a goodfirm, should be smaller than the marginal costfrom deviating, that is, the

increase in the expected costs of breaching the debt covenants resulting from

adopting the accelerated depreciation method. These two conditions can be satisfied

simultaneously because the marginal cost of adopting the accelerated depreciation

method is higher to the manager ofthe badfirm than it is to the manager ofthe good

firm.

Proposition 3:12 A pooling PBE, in which both the managers of the good and the

indeed suffi cient for a separating eq uilib rium to obtain.

12
Proof of Proposition 3 can be found in Appendix A3. The structure of the proof is as follows. In a first part, we

derive necessa ry cond it ions for a pooling eq uilibrium to obtain given the e xogenou sly de fined out-of-equ ilib rium

beliefs. A pooling eq uil ibrium may however obtain with more optimistic beliefs. In a second part start ing w ith the

word "conversely", it can be chec ked that th ese conditions are indeed sufficient for a pooling equilibrium to obtain.
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bad firms choose the accelerated depreciation method, will obtain if investors believe

that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a bad firm and:

p
Z

(CBA -CBS) + a (CBA -CBS)

(VG-CAA) - ( VB-C&,)

Intuition:

(6)

The choice of the accelerated depreciation method is more costly to the manager of

the badfirm than it is to the manager of the good firm. It would thus appear to be

reasonable for anyfirm deviating from the pooling equilibrium strategy, in which the

managers ofboth the good and badfirms adopt the accelerated depreciation method,

to be perceived to be a badfirm by the financial market.

This pooling equilibrium can only obtain if investors' prior beliefs are that the firm

is a goodfirm with a high enough probability. Ifthis was not the case, the marginal

benefit accruing to the manager ofa badfirm deviatingfrom the pooling equilibrium

strategy, that is, the decrease in the expected costs of breaching the debt covenants

resulting from adopting the straight-line depreciation method, would exceed the

marginal cost associated with. it, that is, the decrease in the manager's objective

function resulting from his firm being valued as a badfirm by the financial market.

Proposition 4: 1 3 A pooling PBE, in which both the managers of the good and the

bad firms choose the straight-line depreciation method, will obtain if investors

believe that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a good firm and:

Z (VG-CGA^ -(VB -CBS +a ^Ccs-CcA)
p VG-C CGS) -(VB - BS)

Intuition :

(7)

The choice of the accelerated depreciation method is less costly to the manager of

13 Proof of Proposition 4 can be found in Appendix A4 . A pooling PBE in which the managers of both types of firms

choose the straight-line depreciation method may however also obta i n without any restri c tions on the prior probab i lity

p if investors believe that a firm deviati ng from its equi l ibrium strategy is a bad firm.
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the goodfirm than it is to the manager of the badfirm. It would thus appear to be

reasonablefor any firnn deviating from the pooling equilibrium strategy, in which the

managers ofboth the good and badfirms adopt the straight-line depreciation method,

to be perceived to be a good firm by the financial market.

This pooling equilibrium can only obtain if investors' prior beliefs are that the firm

is a goodfirm with a high enough probability. If this was not the case, the marginal

benefit accruing to the manager of the good firm deviating from the pooling

equilibrium strategy, that is, the increase in the manager's objective function

resultingfrom being perceived unambiguously as the manager ofa goodfirm, would

exceed the marginal cost associated with it, that is, the increase in the expected costs

ofbreaching the debt covenants resultingfrom adopting the accelerated depreciation

method.

The previous propositions provide sufficient conditions for various pooling and

separating equilibria to obtain. The following propositions deal with price reactions

to the adoption of the straight-line and accelerated depreciation methods:

Proposition 5: 14 If, prior to to, both good and bad firms are pooled - the managers

of both of them choosing the accelerated depreciation method -, the financial market

expects that a separating equilibrium is to obtain after to, and if, after to, a separating

equilibrium does indeed obtain, then:

* The market reaction to the firms staying with the accelerated depreciation

method should be positive;

* The market reaction to the firms choosing the straight-line depreciation

method should be negative.

Proposition 6: 1 5 If, prior to to, both good and bad firms are pooled - the managers

of both of them choosing the straight-line depreciation method -, and if, after to, a

14
Proof of Proposition 5 can be found in Appendix AS.

1 5 Proof of Proposition 6 can be found in Appendix AS.
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separating equilibrium obtains, then:

* The market reaction to the firms switching to the accelerated depreciation

method should be positive;

* The market reaction to the firms staying with the straight-line depreciation

method should be negative.

Intuition:

The market reaction to the announcement that a firm stays with the accelerated

depreciation method after to is positive in the separating equilibrium obtaining after

to because the manager of the good firm would have no incentive to play the

equilibrium strategy otherwise. The positive market reaction more than compensates

for higher expected costs of breaching the accounting-based debt covenants

associated with the adoption of the accelerated depreciation method.

The following proposition introduces a comparative statics result which constitutes

a "core result" of Holthausen (1981). In accordance with Kalay (1979) and

Holthausen (1981), it will be assumed that the size of the exogenously imposed costs

C on firms breaching their debt covenants is a strictly increasing function of the level

of debt a firm is endowed with.

Proposition 7: 1 6 If, prior to to, both good and bad firms are pooled - the managers

of both of them choosing the accelerated depreciation method -, and if, after to, a

separating equilibrium obtains, the abnormal share price reaction to the

announcement of a change in depreciation method is negatively related to leverage

as long as the probability of bankruptcy is small enough.

The model presented in the previous section belongs to a class of signalling models

referred to by Thakor (1991) as SMIF (Signalling Models with the Informed moving

First). The main advantage of SMIF is that the sequence of moves, the information

sets, and the beliefs can be thoroughly specified. The main disadvantage of SMIF

1 6 Proof of Prop osition 7 can b e found in Appendix AS.
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is that a large number of equilibria may potentially obtain. Furthermore, a number

of these equilibria may be sustained by "unreasonable" beliefs off the equilibrium

path. Strategic refinements are typically used in order to put "sensible restrictions"

on beliefs off the equilibrium path. The specific form taken by the model introduced

in the previous section is motivated by Holthausen (1981). Some characteristics

exhibited by the strategic space do however not allow for the effective use of most

strategic refinements". In order to introduce these techniques, one would need to

expand the strategic space.

In the remaining part of this section, we introduce a model related to the one

introduced in the previous section, in which the strategic space is expanded. In the

"original model", the manager could choose the depreciation method used to

depreciate the firm's fixed assets. In the "amended model", the manager may

choose a depreciation rate to depreciate the firm's fixed assets. The depreciation

rate v has to be chosen from the interval [v j„1jn , LM.]. The probability of seeing the

firm breach its debt covenants is furthermore assumed to be a strictly increasing

function of the depreciation rate P. The other assumptions made in the previous

section do still apply here. These assumptions enable us to derive the following

proposition's:

Proposition 8:'9 A continuum of both pooling and separating PBEs may potentially

obtain. In the separating equilibria, the manager of the bad firm chooses to

depreciate the fixed assets of his firm at the lowest depreciation rate PM;. while the

manager of the good firm chooses to depreciate the fixed assets of his firm at a

strictly higher depreciation rate.

17
All the equ ili bria derived in this section are sequentia l . Furthermo rc , a ll of them may su rvive the i ntuitive c ri terion

designed by Cho and Kreps (1987), the D I criterion designed by Cho and Kreps ( 1 987), the universal d ivinity
criterion designed by Banks and Sobel (1987), and th e NWBR criterion designe d by Kohlberg and Mertens (1986).

1 8 The demonstratio n of the fi rst pa rt o f th e proposit io n i s sim il ar to the demon st rat i on o f Propositions Ito 4 and is thu s

omitted .

1 9 Proo fs of Propositi on 8 c a n be found in Appendix BI , B3, and B3 .
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Both pooling and separating PBEs are sequential20 2 1. But the efficient separating

equilibrium and the pooling equilibrium, in which the managers of both the good and

bad firms choose to depreciate their fixed assets at the highest depreciation rate vmm,

are the only equilibria to survive the D1' criterion introduced by Cho and Kreps

(1987). These equilibria are also the only ones to satisfy Banks and Sobel's (1987)

ultimate divinity's and Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986) Never Weak Best Response

(NWBR)24 strategic refinements. Furthermore, it can be shown that the efficient

separating equilibrium is the only PBE to survive these strategic refinements as long

as there exists a depreciation rate v in the interval [vMin„ vm,,X] satisfying the following

relationship:

VG-CG(VMax +a IVB -CB(VMax)] < VB -CB(VMin +a [ vB -CB(VMine
(8)

6.4 Extension To A Continuum Of Types

The basic model introduced previously is extended to deal with a continuum of types

of firms. The type of the firm is captured by q, where q is comprised between q, and

qb and q, <q,,. Firms of types q and q', with q ^ q', differ only in the expected cash-

flows and earnings generated from t, to t„ date at which the firms are liquidated.

20
A se t of strategies and bel i efs is said to form a seque ntia l equilibrium if it i s b oth sequentia l ly rational and consistent .

A set is consiste nt if it is the limit of some sequence of mixed strategies and beliefs, where the beliefs are derived

from the app l ic ation of Bayes' ru l e.

2 1 If the manager' s set of write-downs wa s unbounded above , then the only equ ilib rium to satisfy the intu itive criterion

developed by Cho and Kreps ( 1 9 8 7) wou ld be the e ffic ient sepa rating equ i l ib rium .

22
According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the Dl criterion if it can be

sustained by beliefs satisfying the following property: 'If the set of player 2's (market) best responses that make type

0 willing to deviate to a , is strictly smaller than the set of responses that make type B ' willing to deviate, then player

2 should believe that type B' is infinitely more likely to deviate to a , than type 0 is'.

23
Using Fudenberg and Tirole ' s (1991) terminology , a sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the ultimate divinity

strategic refinement if it can be sustained by beliefs satisfying the following property : If the set of player 2 ' s (market)

best responses that make type 0 willing to deviate to a, is included in the union of sets of responses that make other

types B ' willing to deviate , then player 2 should not assign any positive weight to type B at the information set a, .

24
U sing Fudenbe rg and Tiro le ' s (1 991 ) t e rmino l ogy, a sequentia l equ il ib rium i s sa id to satisfy the NWBR criterion if

it can be su sta ined by be liefs satisfying the fol lowing property : If the set of player 2 ' s (market) best responses that

make type B ind ifferent between p laying h is equ ilibrium stra tegy and devia ting to a , is included in the union of sets

of responses that make other types 0 wi lling to deviate, then p layer ?shou ld not a ssign any posit ive weight to type

B at information set a ,.
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It will be assumed that, the higher q, the higher the expected cash-flows and

earnings, and thus the higher the value of the firm's equity. The manager has

perfect knowledge of the firm's type. The firm's type is however unknown to the

financial market.

Most of the assumptions made in the previous section are still valid. The firm's

capital structure consists of both debt and equity. Debtholders are protected by

accounting-based debt covenants. A breach of these covenants imposes exogenously

defined costs C on the firm. As in the previous section, the manager may attempt

to signal the type of his firm through his accounting choice related to fixed assets.

The manager has to choose a depreciation rate25 v, with v? pm;.. The financial

market perceives the firm's type q to be a function of the level of the depreciation

rate P. This function, which is assumed to be differentiableZb, will be referred to

as q(v).

The expected costs of breaching the debt covenants for a firm of type q choosing a

depreciation rate v, C(q,v), are assumed to satisfy the following condition:

dC(q,v)
>0 VV zvMin

dv
(9)

Furthermore, if as is assumed in the previous section the probability with which a

firm of any type breaches its debt covenants does not exceed 0.5, the following

sorting condition then holds:

c?'`C(q , v)
>0 by z v Min (10)

aqav

The manager of the firm is assumed to maximise the following objective function

with respect to v:

25
The p ropos it ions d eve lop ed i n thi s p ap er wou l d st il l ob ta i n if the deprec iati on rate n was bound ed above by vM„ a s

long as oe is large enough.

26
The propositions developed in thi s paper would still h old if q (N) wa s differentiable almost anywhere .
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I(q, v) = I "'(v) + a
ID(q,v) (11)

where 1'(q, p) and I'"(v) respectively represent the components of the managerial

objective function linked to the information sets of the manager and the financial

market. More specifically:

and:

(12)

(13)

where V(q) represents the intrinsic value of the firm of type q's equity if the

accounting-based covenants could not be breached.

The objective function maximised by the manager of the firm with respect to v can

thus be rewritten as:

I [q,q(v),v] = n4(v)l -C[4(v),vl + a [V(q) -C(4,v)J (14)

Maximising this objective function for any given market valuation schedule q(v)

determines an optimal depreciation rate v*, which depends on the type of the firm

q:

v ` = v ` (q) (15)

We are however not interested in any arbitrary market valuation schedule q(v).

Rather, we shall restrict our attention to market valuation schedules which have an

equilibrium property. A market valuation schedule q(v) is said to be an equilibrium

valuation schedule27 if the quality of the firm q is correctly identified by the market

for all values of q. More formally:

(16)

The extended model introduced in this section enables us to derive the following

27
This definition of an equilibrium valuation schedule is similar to the one provided by Leland and Pyle (1977).
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propositions:

Proposition 9: There exists a unique equilibrium valuation schedule q(v). This

equilibrium valuation schedule is furthermore a strictly increasing function of the

depreciation rate v .

Proposition 10: The abnormal share price reaction to the announcement of a choice

of depreciation rate is a strictly increasing function of the choice of depreciation rate

v.

Proofs are available in Appendix C .

4. Summary

This paper provides a debt covenants-based explanation for the discretionary

accounting choices such as the choices of accounting procedures made by managers

in a world in which managers are endowed with private information about their

firms' future earnings. It introduces a basic model in which the manager of a firm

has to select a depreciation method, recognising that the firm has some debt

outstanding and that his objective function depends on both the true and the market-

based valuation of his firm's equity. This paper provides sufficient conditions for

the manager to credibly communicate his private information about the firm's

expected future earnings through his choice of depreciation method.

This paper predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which

choose the accelerated depreciation method are likely to see higher earnings in the

next periods than the firms which choose the straight-line depreciation method. It

also predicts that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal

returns around announcement dates. The empirical predictions generated by this

paper are furthermore broadly consistent with the empirical evidence reported by

Holthausen (1981).
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This model may be extended to deal with a variety of discretionary accounting

procedures. In the extended model, the use of income-increasing or balance-sheet

strengthening accounting procedures signals unfavourable private information while

the use of income-decreasing or balance-sheet weakening accounting measures

signals favourable private information.
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Appendix A

Al Proposition 1 (Proof)

No separating PBE, in which the managers of the good and bad firms respectively

choose the straight-line and accelerated depreciation methods, can obtain. The

manager of the bad firm would find it incentive-compatible to defect from his

equilibrium strategy and pool with the manager of the good firm. By defecting from

his equilibrium strategy, the manager of the bad firm enjoys the benefits resulting

from both lower expected costs of breaching the covenants and a higher market

valuation .

More formally, the objective function of the manager of the bad firm who plays his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IBFE- ( vB
-CBA)

+a (yB-CBA) ( 1 7)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IBFD - (VG-CGS +a (VB-CBS)
(18)

It is easy to see that, since Vc, > VBand Cis < CBS < CBA, IBFV > IBS, which establishes

Proposition 1.

A2 Proposition 2 (Proof)

Let us assume that there exists a separating equilibrium in which the manager of the

good firm chooses to adopt the accelerated depreciation method while the manager

of the bad firm chooses to adopt the straight-line depreciation method.

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes then the following value:
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IGFE-(VG-CGA) +a (VG -CGA)
( 19)

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IGFD-(VB-CBS+a (VG-CGS
(20)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes the following value:

jBFE-(vB-CBS) +a (VB-Cs)
(21)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IBFD-(VG -CGA) +a (Va-Cap) (22)

A separating equilibrium can only obtain if IGFE ?I0FV and IBFE _ IBFD. This set of

conditions is equivalent to the following one:

VG-VBZ(1 +a) CAA-CBS -a CGS

VG-VBSCGA+a Cap-(i+a) CBS

(23)

(24)

Since CBA-CBS _ CAA-C(-,s and VC,-CAA >_ VBCam, there will always be a range of values

of a for which the above-located inequalities will be satisfied:

(VG-CGA) -(VB-CBS)
:9a_<

(VG-CG,,) -(VB-CBS)

CBA-CBS CGA-CGS

(25)

Conversely, it is clear that the set of strategies, in which the manager of the good

firm chooses to adopt the accelerated depreciation method and the manager of the

bad firm chooses to adopt the straight-line depreciation method, constitutes a PBE

as long as Inequalities (25) are satisfied.
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A3 Proposition 3 (Proof)

Let us assume that there exists a pooling equilibrium in which both the good and the

bad firms choose to adopt the accelerated depreciation method and in which investors

believe that any firm deviating from the equilibrium strategy is a bad firm.

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes then the following value :

IGF'=[P (v(,-CGA) +' ( 1 p) (VB-Cg,A)l +a (VG-CGA)
(26)

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IGFD -(vB-CBS) + a ( VG -CAS) (27)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes the following value:

IBFE- lt' ( VG-CGA) + ( 1 p) (Vg -CB,qA +a ( Vg
-C.)

(28)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IBFD-(VB
-CBs) +OC ( VB -CBs) (29)

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if IGFE>IGFV and IBFE _ IBFV. The first of these

conditions implies that :

PzPl

where:

(CBA -CBS)+a (CGA -CAS)
pl.

(VG -CGA) -(VB-CBA)

(30)

(3 1 )
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The second of these conditions implies that:

P zP2

where:

(CBA -CBS) +a (CBA -CBS)

PZ (VG-CGA) - (VB-CBA)

(32)

(33)

Since pZ> p,, a necessary condition for the pooling equilibrium to obtain is thus that:

P>
(CBA -CES) +a (CBA -CBS)

(VG -CGA) -( VB-CBA)
(34)

Conversely, it is clear that the set of strategies - the managers of both the bad and

good firms choose to adopt the accelerated depreciation method - , and beliefs - any

firm deviating from the equilibrium strategy is a bad firm - constitutes a pooling

PBE as long as Inequality (34) is satisfied.

A4 Proposition 4 (Proof)

Let us assume that there exists a pooling equilibrium in which both the good and the

bad firms choose to adopt the straight-line depreciation method and in which

investors believe that any firm deviating from the equilibrium strategy is a good

firm.

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes then the following value:

IGFE- LY (VG -CGg) +(i P) (VB-CBS)] +OC
(
VG-L'GS) (35)

The objective function of the manager of the good firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IGFD -( VG -CGA) +a (VG -CGA)
(36)
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The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who plays his equilibrium

strategy takes the following value :

IBFE-lPC VG -CGS) +(1-P)(vB-CBS)]+a (VB-CBS) (37)

The objective function of the manager of the bad firm who deviates from his

equilibrium strategy takes the following value:

IBFD -(VG -CCA) +a (VB-CBA) (38)

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if IcFE _ IGFV and IBFE _ IBFD. The first of these

conditions implies that :

P zP3

where :

[(VG -CAA) -( VB - Cam)]+a (CAS-CAA)
P3=

(VG-CGS)-(VB-CBS)

The second of these conditions implies that:

p zpa

where :

C(VG -CAA)-(VB-CBS)] +a (CBS -CBA)

P4 V
G
-C

GS) - (
V
B
-C

BS)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

Since p3 > p4 i a necessary condition for the pooling equilibrium to obtain is thus that:

P Z
I(VG -CGA) -(VB -CBS)] +a (CAS-CAA)

(VG-CAS)-(VB-CBS)
(43)

Conversely, it is clear that the set of strategies - the managers of both the bad and

good firms choose to adopt the straight-line depreciation method - , and beliefs - any

firm deviating from the equilibrium strategy is a good firm - constitutes a pooling

PBE as long as Inequality (43) is satisfied .
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AS Propositions 5. 6, and 7 (Proof)

Let us assume that, prior to t^, all firms are pooled - the managers of both types of

firms using either the accelerated or straight-line depreciation methods. Let us also

assume, that after to, a separating equilibrium, in which the managers of the good

firms choose the accelerated depreciation method and the managers of the bad firms

choose the straight-line depreciation method, obtains.

If, prior to to, the financial market expects that a separating equilibrium is to obtain,

the market value of a pooled firm is given by:

VppP(VG-CGA) +(1-P)(VB-CBS)

After to, the market values of the good and bad firms are as follow:

VOG=VG -CGA
VoB=VB-CBS

(44)

(45)

The market reaction to the news that a given firm stays with the accelerated

depreciation method is therefore as follows:

- Vop=(1 P) ITG-CAA)-(VB-CBS)l >0VOG (46)

In the separating equilibrium, the market reaction to the accelerated depreciation

announcement is therefore always positive.

Similarly, the market reaction to the news that a given firm switches to the straight-

line depreciation method is therefore as follows:

VoB-Vop= PVVG-CAA)-(VB-CBS)]<0 (47)

In the separating equilibrium, the market reaction to the news that that a given firm

switches to the straight-line depreciation method is therefore negative.

Moreover, it is clear that:
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d(VB-Vop)
=P1 -

d(CcA-CBS) d(VG-VB)

dD dD dD
I

<0

(48)

as long as the size of the exogenously imposed costs C of breaching the debt

covenants is a strictly increasing function of the level of debt and the probability of

bankruptcy is small enough.
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Appendix B

B1 Sequential Equilibrium Proo

Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) have shown that any Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

constitutes a Sequential Equilibrium as long as there are less than two stages in the

game.

B2 Dl Criterion (!!root)

We first prove that no pooling equilibrium, in which the managers of both the good

and bad firms choose to depreciate their fixed assets at v, where v < v,,,,., survives

the D1 strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987). Let us therefore

assume that such a pooling PBE does obtain and consider an out-of-equilibrium

depreciation rate Pd in the neighbourhood of v, where v < vd < vm,X . We then define

'VG so as to satisfy the following equation:

IGF - VG+a IVG-CG(V d)] (49)
=P[VG-CC,(V)] +(1 P) I VB-CB(V)] +a IVY - CC,(v )l

Similarly, we define D'B so as to satify the following equation:

-P IVG -CG(V )l +(1 P) [VB-CB(V)l +a IVB-CB(V)l

By combining (49) and (50), we obtain the following equation:

VG-VB = a Q[CG(vd)-CG(V)] -[CB(Vd) -CB(V)I]
(51 )

From the previous equation, it is clear that '0'., < VB. The set of market responses

iZB and SZ.; inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to defect from their

equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:
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S2B = ] V^VG]

in C, = ] VG,Vc']

and it is clear that:

OBcoG

(52)

(53)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium depreciation rate vd, investors should

therefore believe that:

µ(GFlvd)=1 (54)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No pooling PBE, in which the managers of both the good and bad firms

choose to depreciate their fixed assets at v, where v < vM,x, can therefore survive the

D1 strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987).

We now prove that no non-efficient separating PBE can survive Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement. Let us therefore consider a separating PBE in which the

depreciation rate v chosen by the manager of the good firm is larger than v*.

Whatever the response of the financial market, the manager of the bad firm would

never want to choose an out-of-equilibrium depreciation rate vd, where v* < Pd < v.

This is so because v* is the value taken by the depreciation rate for which the

manager of the bad firm is indifferent between playing his equilibrium strategy and

being identified as the manager of a bad firm, and choosing v* and being identified

as the manager of a good firm. The manager of the good firm may however find

it incentive compatible to report vd. Let us define Vc, to satisfy the following

equation:

= VG+OC
I V', -CG(V d)l

(55)

The set of market responses OB and Q., inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:
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B = O

i2c- ^ VcIVcI

and it is clear that:

OBcaG

(56)

(57)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium write-off vd, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ(GF j vd) =1 (58)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No non-efficient separating PBE can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement.

We now prove that the efficient separating PBE survives Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement.

defections vd:

i) O<vd<v*

ii) v* < Pd

To do this, we have to consider two potential types of

i) Let us first consider a defection vd, where O < Vd < v*. We already know that, in

equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm is indifferent between his equilibrium

action and that of the manager of the good firm. More formally,

IBF = IVB -CB(V Mine +a IVg -CB(VMinh

Let us define `nG so as to satisfy the following equation:

Similarly, let us define V. so as to satisfy the following equation:

(59)

(60)
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IBF - 1 VB -CB(VMine +a IVB -CB(V.n)l

By replacing (60) and (61) into (59), we obtain:

VG-VB = a Q [CB(v `)-CG(v *)] -ICB(Vd)-CG(V d
)] 1

(61 )

(62)

From the previous equation, it is clear that V. > VB since v`> vd. The set of market

responses Q. and SZc, inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to defect from

their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows :

S2B = ] VB,VG]

aG - I vG' VGI

and it is clear that:

QGcSaB

(63)

(64)

When faced with an out-of-equilibrium depreciation rate vd, investors should

therefore believe that :

µ(BFIvd) = 1 (65)

But, given these beliefs, no manager wishes to defect from his equilibrium strategy.

ii) Alternatively, let us consider a defection Pd, where v* < vd. Even if investors

believe with probability one that the defector is a good firm, no firm will ever wish

to defect.

It has been shown that no firm will ever wish to defect. The efficient PBE thus

survives Cho and Kreps ' D1 strategic refinement .

B3 Ultimate Divinity and NWBR (Proof)

Cho and Sobel (1990) show that, for any monotonic signalling game, the universal

divinity and NWBR criteria are equivalent to the D1 criterion.
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Appendix C

C1 Riley Conditions roo

Riley (1979) provides a number of conditions guaranteeing both the existence and

the unicity of an equilibrium valuation schedule. The purpose of this section is to

check that the model described in this paper meets the six assumptions stated by

Riley. Since the manager's objective function may be written as follows,

I(4,V j M
)
- I M + a l

D(Q,V)

Riley's assumptions may be rewritten as follows:

(66)

C.1.1 The unobservable parameter q is distributed on a closed interval according

to a strictly increasing distribution function;

C.1.2 The functions I(.) and Iv(.) are infinitely differentiable in all variables;

C.1.3 I3>0;

C.1.4 ID(q, v) > 0 , ID (q, v) > 0;

C. 1.5 The partial derivative of -IZ/I3 with respect to q is negative;

C.1.6 I [q, v, I°(q, v)] has a unique maximum over P.

Assumptions C.1.1 to C.1.4 are trivially satisfied. Assumption C.1.5 is satisfied

because:

12

aq 13 aq

= a (q,v)
aqav

<0

(67)

Assumption C.1.6 is satisfied since v=vM;. is the only maximum of I [q, v, ID(q,v)].

As Riley's conditions are satisfied, there exists a unique equilibrium valuation

schedule q(v). This unique equilibrium valuation schedule is characterised in

Appendix C2.
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C2 Characterisation (Proof)

The First Order Condition states that the following condition has to be satisfied at

v=v

dI[q,v ,I M(q,v)] = E dY [q(v)] - aC[9(v) ,v ] D d'q(V)_ ac[9(v),v]- a -'C(Q,v)
dv dq coq dv av c^v (68)

= 0

But:

The valuation schedule q(v) thus satisfies the following relation:

d4(v) (I +a)
ac

[q(v),v]

dq aq

(69)

(70)

The quality of the firm is thus a strictly increasing function of the level of the

depreciation rate P.

The unique equilibrium valuation schedule thus satisfies Equation (70). Since in

equilibrium the manager of the worst firm reveals the quality of his firm through his

choice of depreciation rate, the equilibrium valuation schedule also satisfies the

following condition :

q(vmi,,) -qc
(71)

Conversely, the equilibrium valuation schedule q(v) is the only valuation schedule

satisfying Equations (70) and (71).
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C3 Proposition 10 (Proof)

By differentiating IM [q(v),v ] with respect to v, we can see that:

(72)=a ^(q,v)
>0

Proposition 8 thus obtains.
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CHAPTER 7



DISCRETIONARY PROVISIONS:
A SIGNALLING APPROACH

Abstract

This paper introduces a model seeking to explain the discretionary provisions and

other write-downs and write-offs of non-depreciable assets reported by managers of

firms in difficulty. It introduces a firm, its manager, and a financial market. The

firm is currently undergoing a crisis. The manager is endowed with some private

information about the firm's likely recovery. He chooses whether or not to report

a provision, recognising that his compensation depends on both current and future

reported earnings and firm's equity market values. The financial market values the

firm according to the accounting choice made by the manager. This paper provides

sufficient conditions for separating and pooling rational expectations equilibria to

obtain.

This paper predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which do

report discretionary provisions are likely to see higher cash-flows and (fiscal)

earnings in the next periods than the firms which do not report any. It also predicts

that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal returns

around the announcement dates of the provisions. These testable implications differ

from those derived from Healy (1985) and are consistent with journalistic accounts

and casual empiricism.

7.1 Introduction

The increasing number of asset write-downs, write-offs, and other restructuring

provisions has captured the attention of the financial community. According to

Strong and Meyer (1987), American corporations have taken after-tax write-offs

of over $10 billion over the five years from 1982 to 1987. Accountants have been

increasingly concerned that these disclosures often occur significantly after the
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related asset impairment, tend be reported late in the fiscal year, and are

frequently in excess of the reduction needed to reflect the new, lower market

values of the impaired assets. This paper presents a model seeking to explain the

discretionary provisions and other write-downs and write-offs of non-depreciable

assets reported by managers of firms in difficulty.

According to the accounting literature, as illustrated by Zucca and Campbell

(1992), discretionary provisions, write-offs, and other write-downs may be

motivated by earnings management, be it income-smoothing or income-bathing.

Dye (1988) and Trueman and Titman (1988) propose various theories explaining

how income-smoothing may arise as rational equilibrium behaviour. Fewer

papers explain why managers may engage in income-bathing. Healy (1985)

develops a model in which managers may rationally want to take a bath when

they are rewarded with capped accounting bonus schemes. Managers are shown

to have the incentive to further reduce the current earnings of their firms as long

as they are not in a position to get a bonus whatever the accounting procedures

they select. DeAngelo (1988) hypothesises that "dissidents elected in proxy fights

tend to take an immediate earnings bath which they typically blame on the poor

decisions of prior management and which enables them to report an earnings

turnaround the following year".

Journalistic accounts and casual empiricism do suggest that provisions, write-offs,

and other write-downs are "good news". According to Elliott and Shaw (1988),

"The financial press frequently treats (these) write-offs as though they are viewed

favourably by the securities market". According to Zucca and Campbell (1990),

"Several articles indicated that the stock market reacts positively to asset

writedowns. A Wall Street Journal article indicated that the stock price for five

large companies rose 4-7% three days after the announcement of write-downs.

Another article indicated that a $500 million write-down recorded by Warner

Lambert in 1985 resulted in a 12% stock increase. Unfortunately, none of these

articles examines whether there may be a similar number of writedowns which

resulted in stock price decreases".
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Existing empirical work in this area remains partial and inconclusive. So far, few

empirical studies have been published in academic journals'. The few which

have been published tend furthermore to disagree on most counts. A first

empirical study based on both accounting and market returns published by Elliott

and Shaw (1988) and focusing on large write-downs suggests that write-downs are

"bad news". Elliott and Shaw find that, throughout the three years which

preceded the announcements of the write-downs, both the accounting and share

price returns were below industry median. They report significant one- and two-

day negative share price returns on average around the write-down disclosure

dates. Write-down firms are furthermore shown to underperform their industries

during the eighteen months following the announcement dates.

A second empirical study based on both accounting and market returns published

by Zucca and Campbell (1989) provides evidence that is more difficult to

interpret. Zucca and Campbell find that firms disclosing write-downs are not as

financially healthy as firms in the same industry classification which did not write

down any impaired assets. They do not find evidence of significant excess returns

around the announcement dates of the write-downs. They do however report that

differences in performance between the small (large) write-down group and the

control group become smaller (larger) as time passes after the write-down.

A third empirical study based on both accounting and market returns published

by Strong and Meyer (1987) reports some evidence suggesting that write-downs

may serve as signals for future earnings. It provides evidence of positive

abnormal share price reactions to write-downs. The larger the write-down, the

greater the announcement period excess return.

These differences in empirical results led the accounting community to call for

more theory. As of 1988, Waymire already reports that:

"Much of the (conference) discussion focused on how alternative write-offs

1 Elliou and Shaw (198 8). Strong a nd Meyer (1987). Zucca and Campbell (1992)
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may differ, and, in turn, lead to differences in earnings or stock price
performance...In my opinion, the primary concern underlying the
conference discussion is the failure to identify and consider managers'
economic incentives in making decisions to affect income via large write-
offs".

This paper focuses on discretionary provisions (involving no cash) and other

write-downs and write-offs of non-depreciable assets reported by managers of

firms in difficulty and which will be referred to in the remaining part of this

paper as (discretionary) provisions. It identifies managerial compensation plans

as the economic incentive for reporting provisions. It introduces a basic model

adopting the "information perspective" alluded to by Holthausen and Leftwich

(1983). It considers a firm undergoing a crisis in a one-period economy

consisting of a manager, a firm, and a financial market. The firm is currently

assumed not to be in atom-paying position. The firm's manager is assumed to

have taken a number of actions to lead his firm out of its current crisis and is

endowed with private information concerning the outcome of his actions, that is,

the likelihood of his firm experiencing a successful turnaround, that is, high cash-

flows, high earnings, and taxable profits.

The first part assumes that the manager knows whether his firm is a good or a

bad firm, a good firm being more likely to experience a successful turnaround by

the end of the period. At the current date, the manager has to decide whether

or not to report a discretionary provision. If the manager abstains from reporting

a provision at the current date, he does not have to report one at the later date.

The manager makes his choice, recognising that his compensation depends on

both current and future reported earnings and stock prices. The financial market

values the firm according to the reporting choice announced by the manager.

The paper provides sufficient conditions for separating and pooling rational

expectations equilibria to obtain.

Reporting a provision reduces current earnings, and thus, the accounting-based

component of the manager's objective function. Reporting a provision may

however provide the manager with deferred benefits . If the firm generates
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(enough) taxable profits at the end of the period, its manager will he able to

recognise for financial reporting purposes the taxation credit associated with the

provision, which will increase the end-of-period accounting-based component of

the manager's objective function. Reporting a provision is thus less costly to a

manager, whose firm is more likely to he in a tax-payable position at the end of

the period. Reporting a provision may thus enable the manager to signal his

private information concerning his firm's recovery.

The model predicts that, amongst the firms which go through a crisis and are

making fiscal losses for fiscal purposes, those which do report discretionary

provisions are more likely to see higher earnings in the next periods than those

which do not report any. The model also predicts that, amongst the firms which

go through a crisis and are making losses for fiscal purposes, those which do

report discretionary provisions should see, on average, positive abnormal returns

on the announcement date of their decisions.

The second part of the paper extends the basic model to deal with a continuum

of types of firms. The manager of a firm of type q believes that his firm has a

probability q of experiencing a successful turnaround. In this model, the manager

finds it incentive-compatible to report a discretionary provision as long as the

probability q is strictly positive. The higher the probability, the larger the

provision. The abnormal share price reaction to the announcement of the

discretionary provision is furthermore an increasing function of the size of the

provision.

A description of the basic model dealing with two types of firms is developed in

section 7.2. The main propositions and the intuition behind them can be found

in section 7.3. The extension of the basic model to deal with a continuum of

types of firms is provided in section 7.4. A summary is provided in section 7.5.

The derivations supporting the various propositions are contained in Appendix.
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7.2 The Basic Model

This section introduces a simple model focusing on the manager's choice of

discretionary provisions and other write-downs of non-depreciable assets in a

world of asymmetric information. In this model, the manager has private

information about the firm's future earnings and cash-flows, and, under certain

conditions, may credibly communicate his information to investors through his

choice of provisions. The model is simplified in order to concentrate on the

informative role of the manager's provision policy.

This model deals with a firm, a manager, and a financial market over one period,

from the current date to to t,, date at which the firm is liquidated. Both the

manager and the financial market are assumed to be risk-neutral. The

introduction of risk-aversion would generate risk-sharing considerations which are

not important in this model. The firm's investment decisions, capital structure,

and the resulting distribution of cash-flows are determined exogenously. In order

to simplify the analytical derivations contained in this paper, it is assumed that

the capital of the firm consists only of equity and that the firm's cash-flows are

distributed as they are generated. The propositions developed in this paper

would however still obtain if these assumptions were relaxed.

The firm is assumed to go through a crisis. The cash-flows X0 and the earnings

before any discretionary provisions AO to be announced by the manager for

financial reporting purposes at the current date, to, do reflect this situation. The

firm is furthermore making losses Eo for taxation purposes. The firm's current

cash-flows X0, financial earnings Ao, and fiscal losses Eo are assumed to be known

by both the manager and the financial market2.

The manager has taken some actions prior to to to head his firm out of the crisis

2
This assumption is made to simpl i fy t he a nalytical derivations contained i n th is paper. Signal l ing could still obtain

if th ere was an asymmetry of information between the ma nager of t he firm and the financial manager about 7Ca,

Aa, or E,.
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it currently finds itself to be in. There is however an information asymmetry

between the manager of the firm and the financial market about the outcome of

these actions. The good firm has a probability pH of generating cash-flows X„

financial earnings Al, and fiscal profits E, at date t, of XH, AH, and EH, and a

probability 1-pH of generating cash-flows X„ financial earnings A„ and fiscal

losses E, at date t, of X„ AL, and EL. The bad firm has a probability PL of

generating cash-flows X,, financial earnings A„ and fiscal profits E, at date t, of

XH, AH, and EH, and a probability 1-PL of generating cash-flows X,, financial

earnings A„ and fiscal losses E, at date t, of XL, AL, and EL3. XH, AH, and pH

are assumed to exceed XL, AL, and PL- Similarly, A,, is assumed to be smaller

than AH. The manager has perfect knowledge of his firm's type. Investors' prior

beliefs are that the firm is a good firm with a probability p.

At date to, the manager has to report his firm's results relating to the financial

exercise closing at date to. The manager of the firm is assumed to be able to

report a discretionary "restructuring" provision W, where W<_ W,N,X, which has no

"direct" impact on future income and does not involve any cash expenditures. If the

manager abstains from taking a provision at date to, he does not have to take it

at date t,. This "stylised" provision models any general provision or any write-

down or write-off of non-depreciable assets. It is assumed not to be allowable

for taxation purposes' S. Since there are currently no taxable profits, it is also

assumed that the taxation credit associated with the provision cannot be

recognised for financial reporting purposes at date tab '. Managerial discretion

3 The same propositions would obtain had probability distributions rather than discrete probabilities been used.

4 This assumption is a feature of most Anglo-Saxon GAAPs. In the UK and US , genera l p rov i sions a re typical ly not

tax-a llowa ble.

5 The proposit i ons derived in this pape r would however sti l l obta in if provisions were tax-a l lowable.

6 This is consistent w ith UK pract ice. It i s a lso consistent w ith U S sta ndards and practice p revailing in the US during

the 8 0s. Under APB 11, the tax effects are not recognised because there is no assura nce tha t they will be rea l i sed .

There is only one exception to not recognising the efface of a loss carryforward The tax effects of a loss

ca rryfonvard may be realised in th e book of accounts provid ing th at the rea lisa tion is a ssured beyond any real isab le

doubt.
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in reporting is furthermore assumed to be limited to the choice of whether or not

to report the discretionary provision W8.

The manager is rational and decides whether or not to report a discretionary

provision W taking into account the impact of the provision on his objective

function. His objective function is assumed to depend on both the equity value9

of his firm and the financial earnings reported both at dates to and t,. The

component of the manager's objective function which depends on financial

earnings reflects the fact that the manager may derive some utility from both

fixed compensation, bonus plans, and perquisites. This component is further

assumed to be an increasing function of reported earnings. It could be either

linear or concave10. The component of the manager's objective function which

depends on the firm's market value reflects the fact that the manager derives

some utility from stock participation plans and other stock options.

The specific form taken by the manager's objective function is determined

exogenously in this model. It would however appear to be compatible with the

compensation schedules observed empirically. A substantial proportion of firms

provide their directors with both stock-options and bonus schemes based on

accounting figures. The manager's objective function may also be justified on

more theoretical grounds. The game analysed in this paper may be considered

as a sub-game of a larger game involving a moral hazard problem between the

firm's manager and shareholders. In such an environment characterised by a

separation between ownership and management, the manager's optimal

7
It is implicitly assumed that the past periods did not see enough taxable profits to enable the firm to carry- back

the provisi on .

$ The propositions developed in this paper could however still obtain if this constraint was removed as long as the

choices made by the manager were observable.

9 The propositions developed in this paper would still obtain if the manager's objective function depended on the

firm's total market value.

10 The propositions developed in this paper could still obtain if this function was convex Linearity or concavity

enables us however to capture the "Spence-Mirrlees" sorting condition in a simple framework.
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compensation schedule may depend on both stock prices and reported earnings,

despite the fact that stock prices impound all available information including

earnings [Kim and Suh (1993), Bushman and Indjejikian (1993)]. Even if there

is no hidden-action or hidden-information problem, the manager's optimal

compensation schedule may still depend on both stock prices and reported

earnings as long as the principal is risk-averse, and the process followed by

earnings differs from the process followed by stock prices.

More formally, the manager of the firm is assumed to maximize I(W), the

conditional expected value of the following objective function:

afJAo(Ml+C Vo+6afIAI(M1+8C Vl

where :

* a and ^ are constants, satisfying the following relationships:

0<a<1 and 0<^<1;

( 1 )

'r Ao(W) and AI(W) respectively represent the earnings - after the effect of

any discretionary provision W - reported by the manager of the firm at

dates to and t,;

* Vo and V, respectively represent the market value of the firm's equity at

dates to and t ,;

f[Ao(W)] and f[A,(W)] respectively represent the accounting-based

component of the manager's compensation package prevailing at to and

t,;

* S represents the manager's rate of time preference.

By discounting free cash-flows, one may rewrite the manager's objective function

introduced earlier as:

AM = a.flAo(Ve)] + C[Xo-aAAo(M] I+ C r ` E^;X1-aAAl(Ml IWI (2)
+ SEDQaAAl(Ml + C Rl -aftA^)) I

where:

* EM[. I W] represents the financial market's conditional expectation upon
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observing W;

* EU[.] represents the manager's expectation;

In order to get non-trivial results, one further assumption is made. The cash-flow

after managerial compensation obtaining at time t, is assumed to be higher for

the good firm than for the bad firm:

XH- a ' XL-aAAr) (3)

The first-order effect" of a provision W is to reduce ti's earnings by W and thus

the to earnings-related component of the manager's objective function by a.[f(Ao)-

f(Ao-W)]. The manager of any firm may however derive deferred benefits from

the provision W made at date to. With a probability pH (pL,), the good (bad) firm

sees taxable profits at date t, and the manager is thus able to recognise for

financial reporting purposes the taxation credit associated with the provision W.

With a probability pH (PL), the manager of the good (bad) firm thus sees earnings

at date t, increase by W.Tc. and the accounting-based component of his objective

function related to t, increase by Sa[f(AH+W.Tc)-f(AH)], where Tc is the

corporation tax rate prevailing in the economy.

The conditions under which separating or pooling equilibria do obtain are

determined in the following subsection. Proofs are available in the attached

Appendix.

7.3 Propositions

This subsection provides conditions under which various types of equilibria may

obtain. The equilibrium concept used in this paper is a Perfect Bayesian

Equilibrium. According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a Perfect Bayesian

1 1
There is al so a second-order effect: The decrea se in the manager ' s compensation increases the value of the firm ' s

equity, other things being equal.
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Equilibrium (PBE) is simply "a set of strategies and beliefs such that, at any stage

of the game, strategies are optimal given the beliefs, and the beliefs are obtained

from equilibrium strategies and observed actions using Bayes' rule".

The game introduced in the previous section belongs to a class of signalling

models referred to by Thakor (1991) as SMIF (Signalling Models with the

Informed moving First). It is furthermore monotonic12. The main advantage

of SMIF is that the sequence of moves, the information sets, and the beliefs can

be thoroughly specified. The main disadvantage of SMIF is that a large number

of equilibria may potentially obtain. This section therefore contains strategic

refinements which attempt to put "sensible" restrictions on beliefs off the

equilibrium path.

The effect of any provision W is to reduce earnings reported at date to by W and,

thus, the accounting-based component of the manager's objective function by

a[f(Ao)-f(Ao-W)]. The manager of any firm may however derive deferred

benefits from the provision W made at date to. With a probability PH (PL), the

good (bad) firm sees taxable profits at date t, and the manager is thus able to

recognise for financial reporting purposes the taxation credit associated with the

provision W. With a probability pH (PL), the manager of the good (bad) firm

thus sees earnings at date t, increase by W.Tc and the accounting-based

component of his objective function related to t, increase by S«[f(AH+W.T,)-

f(AH)], where Tc is the corporation tax rate prevailing in the economy. Reporting

a discretionary provision W is thus costly to any manager. It is however less

costly to the manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm.

The basic model introduced in the previous section enables us to derive the

following propositions:

12
According to Cho and Sobel (1990), " A signalling game is said to be monotonic if a ll sender types have the same

preferences over the receiver's mixed strategy best responses".
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Proposition 1: 1 3 No separating PBE, in which the manager of the bad firm

chooses to report a provision and in which the manager of the good firm chooses

not to report a provision, may possibly obtain".

Intuition:

No separating equilibrium in which bad firms report provisions and good firms do

not report provisions can obtain because the managers of the bad forms would find

it incentive-compatible to defect from their equilibrium strategies. The manager of

the bad arm would find it incentive-compatible to defect from his equilibrium

strategy and pool with the manager of the good firm. By defecting from his

equilibrium strategy, the manager of the bad firm enjoys the benefits resulting from

both higher reported earnings and a higher market valuation.

Proposition 2: 1 5 For any given set of a and r, a separating PBE, in which the

manager of the good firm reports a discretionary provision W and the manager

of the bad firm abstains from reporting any discretionary provision, will obtain

as long as investors believe that any deviating firm is a bad firm and the

discretionary provision W satisfies the following inequations:

SC(pHpL)(XH-XJz a (l-C)'KAd -AAo-mil +aPHIAAH) BAH+WTC)I]
(4)

- S a C [PLAAH) PHAAH+WTC)+(pHpL)AAL)]

and if:

SC(PHPL)(XH-XL) S a(1-0QIAAd -AAo-T4')]+8PLVAH)-AAg+WTdlD (5)
- S a C IPLAAH) PHAAH+ R'TC) +(PHPL)AAL)l

There will always exist a set of equilibrium provisions W, where W is smaller than

1 3
Proof of Proposition I can be found in Appendix Al .

14 A more general proposition obtains: There cannot be any separating equilibrium in which the manager of the

bad firm chooses to report a larger provision than the manager of the had firm.

15
Proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A2. The structure of the proof is as follows. In a first pa rt, we

derive necessa ry conditions for a separating equilibrium to obtain given the exogenously defined beliefs formed by

investors upon observing out-of-equilibrium actions. A separating equilibrium may however obtain with more

optimistic beliefs. In a second pa rt sta rting with the word "conversely", it can be checked that these conditions a re

indeed sufficient for a separating equilibrium to obtain.
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WM., if ^ is small enough 16 . A continuum of separating equilibria may therefore

potentially obtain. In the separating equilibrium Pareto-dominating all other

separating PBEs, the manager of the good firm reports therefore a provision W',

where:

SC (pHPL) (X,-XL) = a('-WKA)-AAo-A'`)I+aPLV^AH) - AH+R'`TC)ll
- S a C [pLAAH)-pLIKAH+W ` TC)+(pX-pL).AAL)]

(6)

Intuition :

A separating PBE in which good firms report provisions and bad firms do not report

provisions can only obtain if it is incentive-compatible for both the managers of the

good and bad firms to act accordingly. The first equation states that for the

manager of the good firm not to deviate from his equilibrium policy, the marginal

gain from deviating, that is the increase in the manager's compensation resulting

from abstracting from reporting a provision, should be smaller than the decrease in

the manager's compensation accruing from the depreciation in the market value of

the firm.

Similarly, the second equation slates that for the manager of the bad firm to deviate

from his equilibrium policy, the marginal gain from deviating, that is, the increase

in the manager's compensation resulting from the appreciation in the firm's market

value, should be smaller than the marginal cost due to the decrease in the manager's

compensation resulting from the impact of the provision on the firm's reported

earnings.

Proposition 3: " A pooling PBE, in which the managers of both types of firms

16 The precise threshold value can be found in Appendix A2

17
Proof of Proposition 3 can be found in Appendix A3. The structure of the proof is as follows. In a first part, we

derive necessary conditions for a pooling equilibrium to obtain given the exogenously defined out-of-equilibrium

beliefs. A pooling equilibrium may however obtain with more optimistic beliefs. In a second part start ing with the

word "conversely", it can be checked that these conditions are indeed sufficient for a pooling equilibrium to obtain.
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choose to report a discretionary provision W, will obtain if investors believe that

a firm deviating from a provision policy is a bad firm, and if the prior probability

p is large enough. A continuum of pooling PBEs may therefore potentially

obtain.

Intuition:

Provisions are more costly to the managers of bad firms than they are to the

managers of the good firms. Any firm deviating from the pooling equilibrium

strategy which consists of reporting provisions will therefore be perceived to be a bad

firm by the financial markets.

A pooling equilibrium in which firms of all types report provisions can therefore only

obtain if investors' prior beliefs are that the firm is a good firm with a high enough

probability. If this was not the case, the marginal benefit accruing to the manager

of a bad firm deviating from the equilibrium strategy, that is, the increase in the

manager's compensation resulting from abstractingfrom reporting provisions, would

exceed the marginal cost resulting from being valued as bad firm.

Proposition 4:'g A pooling PBE in which the managers of both types of firms

do abstain from reporting any discretionary provisions will obtain if investors

believe that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a bad firm.

Intuition:

Provisions are less costly to the managers of good firms than they are to the

managers of the bad firms. Any firm deviating from the pooling equilibrium strategy

which consists of abstracting from reporting provisions will therefore be perceived to

be a good firm by the financial markets.

18 Proof of Proposition 4 can be found in Appendix A4 . A pool ing equ i librium in which the managers of both the good

and bad firms choose to ab sta in from reporting any write-d owns may howeve r be susta ined by more optimisti c out-of-

equilibrium beliefs.
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Proposition 5:19 Both pooling and separating PBEs are sequentia120 Z'. But

only the pooling equilibrium in which both firms report provisions amounting to

Wm,x and the efficient separating PBE do survive the D122 criterion introduced

by Cho and Kreps (1987). These equilibria are also the only ones to satisfy

Banks and Sobel's (1987) ultimate divinity23 and Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986)

Never Weak Best Response (NWBR)24 strategic refinements. Furthermore, it

can be shown that the efficient separating equilibrium is the only PBE to survive

these strategic refinements as long as there exists W satisfying the following

relationship:

S C (PHPL) (XH-XI)s a(l-C)T VAo-M -flAu-R'M,,,)l

+ 8pLVAH+WTdBAH+WM=Td]1 ('n

- S a C [PLAAH+ wTC) PHAAH+ w,x.Tc) +(PHPL)flAL)l

Proposition 6:25 If a separating equilibrium obtains, then:

* The market reaction to the announcement of a discretionary provision

should he positive;

19
Proofs of Proposition 5 can he found in Append ix B I a nd B2.

20 A set of strategies and beliefs is said to form a sequential equilibrium if it is both sequentially rational and

consistent . A set is consistent if it is the limit of some sequence of mixed strategies and beliefs , where the beliefs

are derived from the application of Bayes ' rule .

21
If the manager's set of write-downs was unbounded above, then the only equilibrium to satisfy the intuitive criterion

developed by Cho and Kreps (19 8 7) would he th e effic ient sepa rating equi l ib rium.

22
Accord i ng to Fudenberg and Tirole ( 1 991), a sequenti al eq uilibrium is sa id to satisfy the D1 c rite rion if it can be

sustained by beliefs satisfying the fol l owing property: " If the set of player 2's (market) best responses that make type

B willing to deviate to a , is strictly smaller than the set of responses that make type B willing to deviate, then player

2 should believe that We 0 is infinitely more likely to deviate to a, tha n type 0 is ' .

23
Using Fudenberg and Tirole's terminology. a seq uenti a l equilibrium i s sa id to sa tisfy the ul t imate divinit( 1991 ) SY• ul Y Y

strategic re finement if it can be sustained by beliefs satisfying the following prop erty: If the set ofplayer?'s (market)

best responses that make type 0 will i ng to deviate to a , is i ncluded in the u nion of se ts o f responses that make other

types 0 willing to devi ate, then p layer 2 shoul d not a ssign any positiv e weight to type 0 at the informat ion set a ,.

24
Using Fudenberg and Tirole's (1991) terminology, a sequential equilibrium is said to satisfy the NWBR criterion if

it can be sustained by beliefs satisfying the following property: If the set of player 2's (market) best responses that

make type 0 indifferent between playing his equilibrium strategy and deviating to a, is included in the union of sets

of responses that make other types B' willing to deviate, then player ?should not assign positive weight to type B at

information set a ,.

25
Proof of Prop osition 6 c an be found in Append i x B3 .
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The market reaction to the lack of announcement of a discretionary

provision should be negative.

7.4 Extension To A Continuum Of Firms

The simplified model considered previously is extended to deal with a continuum

of firms. It introduces a firm of type q, where q is comprised between 0 and 1,

which has a probability q of experiencing a successful turnaround by t,, date at

which the firm is liquidated. The manager of a firm of type q knows that his firm

has a probability q of generating cash-flows X,, financial earnings A„ and fiscal

profits E, at date t, of XH, AH, and EH, and a probability 1-q of generating cash-

flows X,, financial earnings A,, and fiscal losses E, at date t, of XL, AL, and EL26.

XH, AH, and pH are assumed to exceed XL, AL, and PL. A0 is also assumed to be

lower than AH. The manager of the firm has perfect knowledge of his firm's

type. The type of the firm is unknown to the financial market. Investors' prior

beliefs are that the firm is a good firm with a probability p.

Most of the assumptions made in the previous section are still valid. As in the

previous section, the manager may attempt to signal the type of his firm by

reporting a discretionary provision W. He decides whether or not to report a

provision taking into account the impact of the announcement on his objective

function, which is similar to the one introduced in the previous subsection. The

function f is assumed to take a linear formZ' Zg. The financial market perceives

the firm's type q to be a function of the size of the write-down W. This function,

which is assumed to be differentiable29, will be referred to as q(W).

26
The sa me proposit i ons wou l d obtain ha d probabi li ty dist ri b uti ons rat her t han discrete probabi l ities been used .

27
Th is pa rticu la r fun ct ional forth has been ch osen to obtai n aclosed -forth sol u t i on .

28 I t ca n be checked from the Riley cond itions tha t t he propositions derived in this paper would still obtain if f was

concave .

29 The propos i tions developed in th is paper do stil l hold if q (W) is d i fferentia ble almost anywhere.
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The manager of the firm is assumed to maximise the following objective function

with respect to W:

with :

(8)

I °(4,ff^ =a [Ao(H^+HJ+aa [A1(4,M+H11+6^ [X1(4)-a (A1(4,FP)+H1)l (9)

and :

I M(H) =C Q[Xa-a (Ao(HO +H)l +r`IXI(M -a (A1(9) +H1)]1 (10)

where:

Ao(A)=Ao-W

A1(4,M =q (AH+WTc) +(1-q)AL

A1(NO =4M (AH+WTC)+(1-4(K))Ar.

XI(R)=4XH+(1-q)Xc
X,(M -glWl Xjj+ ( 1 -glRl) XL

( 11 )

I°(q,V) represents the component of the managerial objective function linked to

the information set of the manager. Conversely, I'(W) represents the

component of the managerial objective function linked to the information set of

the financial market.

The objective function maximised by the manager of the firm with respect to W

can be rewritten as:

I(q,q(ff),R)= a (Ao-W+H.) +C [Xo-a (Ao-W+HdI

+ 8C [q(H) Xg+( l-q(M) XL1

- 8,m C [9(40 (AH+WTC+H) +(1-4(M) SAL+HI) l (12)

+ a a Iq (AH+WTc +H1) +(1-4) (AL+H) ]

+ S( Q4XH+(1-4)XL-a[9(AH+WTc +H1) +(1-4)(AL+H) l^

Maximising this objective function for any given market valuation schedule q(W)

determines an optimal provision W', which depends on the quality of the firm q:
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W' =W'(4) (13)

We are however not interested in any arbitrary market valuation schedule q(W).

Rather, we shall restrict our attention to market valuation schedules which have

an equilibrium property. A market valuation schedule q(W) is said to be an

equilibrium valuation schedule30 if the quality of the firm q is correctly identified

by the market for all values of q. More formally:

q [W*(q)] =q
(14)

The extended model introduced in this subsection enables us to derive the

following propositions:

Proposition 7: There exists a unique equilibrium valuation schedule q(W). This

equilibrium valuation schedule is a strictly increasing function of W. It is

implementable, that is, the equilibrium provision reported by the manager of the

best firm does not exceed WM., as long as ^ is small enough.

Proposition 8: The abnormal share price reaction to the announcement of a

provision is an increasing function of the size of the provision reported.

Proofs of Propositions 7 and 8 are available in Appendix C.

7.5 Summary

This paper introduces a model seeking to explain the discretionary provisions and

other write-downs and write-offs of non-depreciable assets reported by managers

of firms in difficulty. It introduces a firm, its manager, and a financial market.

The firm is currently undergoing a crisis. The manager of the firm is endowed

with some private information about the likelihood of recovery from the crisis.

He chooses whether or not to report a provision, recognising that his

30
This defin ition of an equ i l i brium va lua tion sch edu l e is similar to the one provided by Leland and Pyle (1 977).
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compensation depends on both current and future reported earnings and firm's

equity market values. The financial market values the firm according to the

accounting choice made by the manager. This paper provides sufficient

conditions for separating and pooling rational expectations equilibria to obtain.

The model predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which

do report discretionary provisions are likely to see higher cash-flows and earnings

in the next periods than the firms which do not report any provisions. It also

predicts that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal

returns around the announcement dates of the provisions. The testable

implications derived from this paper are thus consistent with journalistic accounts

and casual empiricism.

The model introduced in this paper deals with the decision whether or not to

report a discretionary provision. It can however be extended to deal with a world

in which the manager must report a provision (or any write-down, or write-off of

any depreciable assets), but may exercise some discretion over the timing of

recognition of the provision.
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Appendix A

Al Proposition 1 (Proof)

No separating equilibrium in which bad firms report provisions and good firms

do not report provisions can obtain because the managers of the bad firms would

find it incentive-compatible to defect from their equilibrium strategies. Bad firms

would pool with good firms.

More formally, let us assume that there exists a separating PBE in which the

manager of the bad firm reports a provision W and in which the manager of the

good firm abstains from reporting a provision.

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IsFE- aAAo - FP) + C IXo- aAAo - mil
+ CSQpL[XH- aAAH+ WTC)l + ( l PL)IXL-aAAJl 1 (1 5)
+ S a [pLAAg+WTC) +( 1 PL)AAL)1
+ SC QPL IXX-aAAH+WTC)l +(1 PJ[XL-a(f1J] ]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

jaFn- aAAd +CIXo-aftAd1
+

C a ^PH [Xy-OCAAH)] +(1 PH)[XL-aAAL)13 ( 1 6)

+ aa[PLAAH)+(i PL)AAL)l

+ a CQPL[X$-aAAH)] +(1 PL)IXL-a (AL)l 3

But,

PH IXA-aflAH)1 + ( 1 PX)IXL-aflAJ l

Z pH [XN-aflAH+WTc)J +( 1 Pil)[XL- aflAL)I
z pL [XH- aflAH+R'TC)J + ( 1-PL)[XL-aflAL)l

Proposition 1 thus obtains.

(1 7)
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A2 Proposition 2 (Proof)

In a separating equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm reveals his type and

chooses therefore not to report any provision. If he chose to report a provision,

he would strictly gain by abstaining from reporting a provision because reporting

a provision decreases reported earnings. Conversely, the manager of the good

firm chooses to report a provision W. If he chose not to report a provision, the

equilibrium would be a pooling rather than a separating one.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The

manager of the bad firm chooses to abstain from reporting any provision. The

manager of the good firm chooses to report a provision W. The financial market

believes that any firm reporting a provision *,,I- W is a bad firm.

The good firm's manager who is playing his separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IGFE - aflAO-WI +C IXo-aftAo-M]

+ C 8 Qpy[XH-aftAH+WTC)1 +(1 PH)IXL-aftAdl l (18)
+ 8a [pHflAH+WTC)+C1 PH)AAL)l
+ SC([pH[XN-aAAH+WTdl +(i PH) IXL-a (AAD

The good firm's manager who deviates from his separating equilibrium strategy

by abstaining from reporting any provision derives the following utility:

IcFn a.^Ao)+C IXo-a.^Ao)l
+ C 8 IIpL[XH-aflAH)1 +(1 PL)IXL-«AAL)l (19)

+ 8 a IPHflAg) +(1-PH)AAL) I

+ 8C^PH[XH-aAAH)l+(17PH)[XL-oc(AL)]D

The bad firm's manager who is playing his separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:
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IaFE- aAAd + C [Xo-aAAdl
+ CSQpL [Xy-aAAH)] +(1 PdIXL - «AAL)]I (20)
+ a a [PLAAH) + ( 1 PL)AAL) l
+ g C^PL IXX-ocAAH)l +(1 pL)IXL-a (AL)l 1

The bad firm's manager who deviates from his separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

jaFn- aAAo-FP)+C[Xo-aAAo-M1

+ CS (^pH[XH-aAAH+WTC)]+(1 PH) IXL-aAAL)l I (21)
+ 8a[pLAAH+WTC)+C1 PdAAL)l

+ WPLIXH-aAAH+K'Tdl+(i PL)[XL-a(AL)11

A separating equilibrium can only exist if IcFE _ IGFD and IBFE _ IaFD• A separating

equilibrium can therefore only exist if:

O(PHPL)(XH-Xd Z a('-C)QIAAO) -AAo-MI+SPHIAAH) f(AX+WTC)l^ (22)
- aCS [pLAAH) pHAAH+WTC)+(pXpL)AAL)]

and :

( S(PHpL)(XH-XL)s a(1-C)QKAO) -AAo-M]+8PLKAH)-AAH+WTC)l1 (23)
- a (S [pL-AAH) PLIgAH+WTC) +(pHpL),AAL)]

Let us define the following expressions:

(P(W) a(1-0C-WAd -AAo'MI+sPHKAH) }SAN+WTC)l1 (24)
-aS [PL-AAH) PHAAH+WTC)+(pH pL)AAL)]

and:

Vff) = a G -0C-1 119A0) -AAo - 41J +3PL KAH) -AAg+ WTC)1D (25)
- aS [pLAAg) PHflAH+WTC) +(PHpL)AAL)l

Inequalities (22) and (23) are then equivalent to the following Inequalities:

(P(^Ss(PHPd (XA-Xds4)(ffO

It is easy to see that:

(26)
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(P(O) 4(0)< 8 (Pp PL) (XH-XL)

(P^^<VM VW
dt(R

z0 t1W
dW

(27)

Inequalities (26) can be simultaneously met for some W smaller or equal to WM.

as long as:

( MaxSc

where ?-,.,X satisfies the following Equation:

VWMax) = S (PH PL) (XH-
X^

(28)

(29)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequality (28) is satisfied and consider the

following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager of the bad firm chooses to

abstain from reporting any provision. The manager of the good firm chooses to

report a provision W satisfying Inequalities (22) and (23). The financial market

holds the following beliefs when faced with the above-described strategies:

Jµ (GF 1 ^ =0 if W#W (30)
(GFIM = 1

It is straightforward to check that this set of actions and beliefs constitutes a

PBE. The basic model described in this paper allows therefore a continuum of

PBEs, in which the manager of the good firm chooses to report a provision W

while the manager of the had firm chooses to abstain from reporting any write

down.

A3 Proposition 3 (Proof)

In this set of pooling PBEs, the managers of both the good and had firms do

report a provision W. By Bayes' rule, the posterior beliefs held by the financial

markets upon observing W have to he the same as their prior beliefs. Bayes' rule

does however not put any restrictions on the posterior beliefs held by the
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financial markets upon observing an out-of-equilibrium provision W. The easiest

way to support W as a pooling outcome is then to assign pessimistic beliefs to

any out-of-equilibrium provision W.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The

managers of both the good and bad firms do report a provision W. The financial

market holds the following beliefs when faced with provisions:

Jµ(GFIN)=O if W#W
(GFI W)P

(31)

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if vW, Ic;FE _ Max IcFDand IBS _ Max IBS.

The good firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IcFE- aAAo- N) +C IXa-aAAo-M I

+ C SP QPH [XH - aAAH+ K'TC)l +(1 PH) [XL-aAAL) ] ^

+ C 8 (1 P)^PL [XB-aAAH+ K'TC)I +C1 PL) IXL-aAAL) l ^ (32)

+ b a [pSAAX+WTC) +( 1 Py)AAL)J

+ 8C LPH IXg-aAAR+ R'TC) l + ( l PH)IXL-aAAL)l ^

The good firm's manager who deviates from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IcFn- aAAo- 4) + C[Xo - aflAo- WTI)]

+ CS QpL [XH-aflAX+ WTC)] + ( 1 PL)IXL- aflAL)I] (33)

+ aa (PHflAg+ #) +( i PH)ffAL)1

+ SC QPH IXH-aflAg+WTC)l +( 1 PH) [XL-a (AL) ] l

The bad firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:
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jaFE- aflAo-19 +^ [Xo-aflAo-M I

+ C gp([pN[XX-aflAH +WTC)]+(l PH)IXL-aflAd l

+ C S (1 P)QPL[XH-aflAH +N'TC)l +(l pL) [XL-aflAJ] D (34)

+ S a [pLflAH+R'TC) +(17PL)flAd]

+ SC QPL[XH-aflAH+R'TC)]+(1 PL)[XL-aflAd 11

The had firm's manager who deviates from his pooling equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

+ C S ^pL[XH-aAAH+WTC)l +(i PL) IXL-aAAl)J1 (35)

+ S a [pLAAH+K'Td+(1-PL)AAL)1

+ ac^PL[XH-«AAH+K'TC)]+(1-pL)[XL-a(AJ]]

The utility functions of the managers of both the good and bad firms who

deviates from their equilibrium strategies are maximised when W=O. They then

take the following values:

IcFn- aAAo)+QXo-aAAd l
+ C6 (p̂L [Xy- aAAH) 1 +C1 PL) [XL-aflAL)l I (36)

+ Sb^VglXg-aJIAH)J +(l PH)IXL-a (AL)l 1

IBFn- aAAo) + C [Xo-aflAd I

+ C r'^PL IXH-OCA'4y) I + C 1 PL)IXL-aAAA (37)

+ S C QPL IXH-aftAH)l + C i PdIXL-a (AL)l D

For any pooling equilibrium to obtain, the following conditions need thus to be

met :

P ZPl

where:

(38)
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a ( 1 - ^) Q UCA^^Ao-^^ -SPH I^AH+R'T^)^AN)l D+ a ( r+PL 1AAH+A'Td -AA
Pl

^ r ` (pHpL) QJfH-XL- a VAH+WTd -AAL)] D

(39)

The second of these conditions implies that:

P ZP2

where:

(40)

a ( i KAO) -flAo- a)I -$PLKAy+R'Tc) -AAX)l I + a( r`PLIAAH+WTc)-AA
P2 =

^ r' (pHpL) QXH-XL- a KAH+A'7'C) -AAL)] D

(41)

From the previous equations, it is clear that:

Pa'Pi

A necessary condition for the pooling equilibrium to obtain is therefore that:

(42)

a (1-^)1V^Ad -f^Ao-MI -SPLIf^AX+WT^)^AH)] 1+aCr'PLV^AH+WTC) -Al
PZ

Cr`(pHpXXA-XL-aKAX+WTd AAL)1'

(43)

This condition can always be met if.

a s aMax

where «,,,,.,, satisfies the following Equation:

P2 (a = aM. , W=WMar) = 1

(44)

(45)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequality (44) is satisfied. It is then clear that the

set of strategies, in which the managers of both the good and bad firms choose to

report a provision W, and beliefs described by Equations (31), where p is higher

than or equal to p2, forms a PBE.
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A4 Proposition 4 (Proof)

Let us consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers of both the

good and bad firms choose not to report any provision while the financial market

holds the following beliefs:

I

(GF1^ =O if W#0

µ(GFI O) =p
(46)

The good firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

+ CsPQPyIXg-aAAg)1 +Ci PH)[XL-aAAJJI

+ C s(l P)QPL IXX-aAAH)I +(1-pL) [XL-aAAL) ] ^ (47)

8C^PH IXH-«AAH)l+(1 pH) IXL-«AAL)J1

The good firm's manager who deviates from his pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IcFn- aflAo-4) +C LXo-aflAo-mil

+ CS IIpL[XH-aflAH+WTC)l +(1 -PL) IXL-aflAl)l D (48)
+ S a [pHflAA+WTc) +(1-pH)flAL) l

+ SC ^PHIXH-aflAH+WTC)l+(l PH)IXL(AL) I^

The bad firm's manager who is playing his pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IaFE- «flAd +C IXo-aflAd I

+ OPQPH IXH-aflAH)I+(1 PH) [XL-acflAL)lI

+ 0 (1 P) QPL IXg- affAgl ] +(l PL) IXL- aflAL) l 1 (49)

+ S a IPLflAH)+(1-PL)flAL) l

+ S C^PL IXg-aflAg)] +( i PL)IXL-aflAL)l L

The bad firm's manager who deviates from his pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility :
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IaFn aAAo-4)+CIXo-aAAo-0)1

+ C8QpL[Xy-aAAH+WTC)]+(1-PL)IXL-aAAL)lI (50)

+ S a [pLAAH+ K'Td +( 1-PL)AAL) J

+ S C^PL[%g-aAAH+WTC)l +(1 PL)[XL-a (Adl I

It is clear from the previous equations that IcFE _ Ic;FDand that IBS _ IBFD.

The set of strategies and beliefs considered in Appendix A4 thus constitutes a

pooling PBE.
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Appendix B

B1 Sequential Equilibrium (Proof)

Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) have shown that any Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

constitutes a Sequential Equilibrium as long as there are only two stages in the game.

B2 D 1 Criterion (Proof)

We first prove that no pooling equilibrium, in which both the managers of the good

and bad firms do report a provision W, where 0<_ W < W,r,,x, satisfies the D1

strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987). Let us therefore assume

that such a pooling PBE does obtain and consider an out-of-equilibrium provision W

in the neighbourhood of W, where W < W < Wm,X. We then define '0'.; so as to

satisfy the following equation :

IGF= aAAo-#)+( VG+8 a1pHA4X+1kTd+C1 PH)flAL)l

+ 8CQPHIXH-aAAH+R'Td1+C1 Py)IXL-aAAdlD
= aAAo-R)+C[Xo-aAAo-M1

+ (aP^PAIXR-a.1^AH+u'T^)1 +C1 PX)IXL-a.^AJ]D
(51)

* (s (l P)QPLIXX-aAAX+u'TC)l +(1 PL)[XL-aAAL)l T
+ b a- [pHflAH+WTd+(1-PH)AAL)l

+ aCQPAIXH-aflAX+W7'C)]+(1-PH)[XL-a.f(AL)]D

Similarly, we define V. so as to satify the following equation:

IBF aAAo-4) +C VB+Sa(pLflAX+K'Td +(1 PL)AAL) ]

+ SC QPLIXH-aAAH+WTC)1 +0 Pd IXL-aAAL)I^
= aAAO - ff^ +C [Xo- aAAo -M ]

(52)
+ C aPQPHIxA-aAAH+R'TC)l +Cl PH) IXL-aAAL)l ^

+ C 50 P)^PL[XH -aAAH+K'?'C)I +(1 PL)IXL-aAAL)lD

+ 8a [pL-AAH+WTd +( 1-PL)AAL)l

+ 8C QPLIXH-aAAH+WTC)l+(1-PL) IXL-aflAL)l^
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By combining (51) and (52) , we obtain the following equation :

C (VG-VB) =S a C1-0 KPHPL) UTAH+WTd}BAH+WTd)
(53)

From the previous equation, it is clear that VI, < VB since W > W. The sets of

market responses iZB and il,, inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to

defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

S2B=JVB,VH]

52G =]VG, VH]

where :

(54)

VH=Xo-aAAo-a) +8 I[pH IXH- C1CAAK+WTd 1 +0PH) [XL-aAAL)l D (55)

and it is clear that:

SZBciZG (56)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium provision W, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ(GF 1 4) = 1 (57)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No pooling PBE, in which both good and bad firms do report a provision

W< W,r,., can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' D 1 criterion.

We now prove that no non-efficient separating PBE can survive Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement. Let us therefore consider a separating PBE in which the

equilibrium provision reported by the manager of the good firm is larger than W.

Whatever the response of the financial market, no bad firm would ever want to

report an out-of-equilibrium provision W, where W' < W < W. This is so because

W' is the value of the provision for which the manager of the bad firm is indifferent

between playing his equilibrium strategy and being identified as the manager of a bad

firm, and reporting W' and being identified as the manager of a good firm. The

manager of the good firm may however find it incentive compatible to report W.
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Let us define '0'G to satisfy the following equation:

IGF= a,fCAo- #^ +( VG+ Sa [pHflAH+ WTd+(1 PH)flAL) l

+ SC ^PgIXly- aflAg+WTC) 1 +0 PH)[JCL- aflAL) ] 1

= aflAo- H) +C Lxo-aflAo- mil
+ C$VH 1XH -0.flAH+WTd1 + ( 1 Pp) IXL - aflAL)l

+ S a [pHflAH+WTC) +( 1 -pH)f(A L)J
+ BC QPH IXH-aflAH+ WTd l +('PH) IXL- aflAJ l

(58)

The sets of market responses SZE, and SZ,, inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

S2B=m

SZG =] VG , VH]

and it is clear that :

SZBCQ G

(59)

(60)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium provision W, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ(GF I A1= 1 (61)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No non-efficient separating PBE can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' D 1

strategic refinement.

We now prove that the efficient separating PBE survives Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement.

defections W:

i) 0<W<W'

ii) W<\'

To do this, we have to consider two potential types of

i) Let us first consider a defection W, where 0 < W c W'. We already know that,

in equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm is indifferent between his equilibrium

action and that of the manager of the good firm. More formally,
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IBF= aAAd + CIXo-aAAdl

C a P̂L IXy-aAAH)] +0PL) IXL-aftAdl D

8 a[pLAAH) +0 PdAAJ I
BC ^PL [Xg-«AAH) l +(1 pH) [xL-«AAd 1]

«AAo-W*) +C [Xo- aAAo- W')1

C a P̂H IXN-aAAN+w* TC)1 +0PH) IXL-aAAL)l I
S a [pLAAA+W` Tc) +(1 pdAAd]

BCQpL [XH-aAAH+W' TC) l +Ci PL) IXL-aAAL) l ^

Let us define Vc; so as to satisfy the following equation:

IGF

A

aftAo - 4) +C VG+Sa[p.,^,AA H+WTc) +( 1 PH)ftAL)l

+ 6 C P̂X IXH-aAAH+WTC)l + ( 1 PH)[XL-aAAL)]]

+ ( a ^PH IXy- aAAy+W;Td] + ( i PH)IXL -a.AAL)l I

+ S a [PHflAH+w` TC) + C 1 PH)AAL)l

+ 8 CQPHIXA- aAAX+N'` TC)) +0PH)IXL - aAAL) I D

Similarly, let us define V. so as to satisfy the following equation:

IBF= aAAo - #) + C VB+ 8 a[pLflAH+WTC) +(1 PL)flAL)]

+ s C QPL IXH-aAAX+ K'TC)l + C i PL) IXL-aAAL)I D

aAAO) +C [Xo-aftt1O) I

+ CS QpL [XH-aAAH)] +(1 PL)IXL-(XAA L) ] D

+ SC P̂L IXg-fXAAH) I +( 1 pL) [XL- aAAJ 1 1

By replacing (63) and (64) into (62), we obtain:

C (VG-VB) =S a('-() KPHPL) If(AK+AW-'TC) -flAH+WTC) l

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

From the previous equation, it is clear that VG> VB since W'> W. The sets of

market responses 0B and iZ^ inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to

defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:
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SIB=] VB, VH]

S2G=J VG , VH]

where :

(66)

VH=Xo-aftAo-W')+gQpH[,YH-aAAH+W`Tdl+Cl PH)IXL-aAAL)]] (67)

and it is clear that:

Q GcoB (68)

When faced with an out-of-equilibrium provision W, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ (BF J 1^)=1
(69)

But, given these beliefs, no manager wishes to defect from his equilibrium strategy.

ii) Alternatively, let us consider a defection W, where W` < W. Even if investors

believe with probability one that the defector is a good firm, no firm will ever wish

to defect.

It has been shown that no firm will ever wish to defect. The efficient PBE thus

survives Cho and Kreps' D1 strategic refinement.

B3 Ultimate Divinity and NWBR roo

Cho and Sobel (1990) show that, for any monotonic signalling game, criteria D1 and

NWBR are equivalent to universal divinity.

B4 Proposition 6 (Proof)

Let us assume that a separating equilibrium obtains at t^. Prior to to, the market

value of a given firm satisfies the following equation:
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vop=P VH+ ( 1 p) VL

where:

(70)

VX=IXo-aAAo-mil +b ^pH[XH-aAAH+WTC)l +(i Pte) IXL-a.AAL)1 D (71)
VL=[Xo-a,fCAO)]+8QpL IXL - OCAAH)] +(1 PL)[•YL-acAAL)]1

The good firm's market value Vor, prevailing at to, on the announcement date of the

accounting choice, is VH. Similarly, the bad firm's market value VOB prevailing at

to, on the announcement date of the accounting choice, is VL.

The market reactions to the announcement are therefore as follows:

Vow-V,=(1P) (V"-VL)>0

VOB- VOpp(VL- VX)<O

(72)
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Appendix C

C 1 Proposition 7

The First Order Condition can be written as :

dW w=w•

(Proof)

+s ( d4(111 l
[XH-XL -OC (AH-AL+W ' T,)] (73)

dW w=w-

= 0

But, in equilibrium,

q[W*(q)] = q

The First Order Condition may thus be rewritten as:

-A + (C-D 9)
dW +84

(M = 0

where :

A=a(l-C)
B=Sa(1-2()Tc

C= S C [(XH-XL) -a (AH-AL)l

D=SaCTc

Let us assume, for a moment, that the following Inequalities are satisfied:

^

C-DW>O VWEF[O,W,,,]

Equation (75) is therefore equivalent to the following one:

dq(4) _ dW

A-Bq(K) C-DW

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)
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If B differs from zero, solutions to this differential equation may be written as :

-^ ln(C -D ^ _ -^ ln(A -Bq(M) +Cte (79)

The particular equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) which Pareto-dominates all others

(the efficient one) is the one which has the following property:

q(0) = 0

The boundary condition implies that:

1 1

The efficient equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) is therefore as follows:

B

q(M = B [1-(1-D ^ D
]

Equivalently,

D

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

W(q) and q thus satisfy Inequalities (77). It can furthermore be shown that W(q) is

implementable, that is, Vq W(q)_W,,,,,., as long as ^ is small enough31. This

follows from the following derivation:

Lim W(q) = 0
C ~ O

(84)

Before concluding that the equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) meets our

requirements, we have however still to show that it maximises rather than minimises

I. In order to check whether this condition is met, we check the Second-Order

Condition.

3 1 The propositions developed in this section can be extended to d eal with B =0 by taking the limi ts of q (W) and W(q)

when B tends toward 0.
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The first derivative of I with respect to W can be rewritten as:

d1[9,q(M,R'] =
-A+(C-D M d4(91 _Dq(M +(B+D)9 =0 (85)

dW dW

The second derivative of I with respect to W can thus be written as:

d2j [q,9( FP) , R'1 = _(C _D yid d2q( %) _2D ^
(ff)

dW2 dW2 dW

But :

B

d4(9) = A (1 _ D D

dW C C

2
d 4(9)

A (B-D)(1-D

a
y^-a

dW2 CZ C

By doing the appropriate substitutions, one can write that:

d2l[q,q(M, R'1 =-A (B +D)C -D(C_D
^D-i

dW2

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

The equilibrium valuation schedule W(q) maximises the manager's utility function

since :

B+D>0

and :

d2l [q,q( R^ , R'1 s0
dW2

(91 )

(92)
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C2 Proposition 8

By differentiating Vo with respect to W, we can see that:

dW
avo + avo dq(9)
aw aq dW

roo

a C[1-8 4(HI Tel + 8 [XH-XL -a (AH-AL+WTc)] ^
w

0

Proposition 8 thus obtains.

(93)
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CHAPTER 8



DISCRETIONARY WRITE-DOWNS:
A SIGNALLING APPROACH

Abstract

This paper introduces a model seeking to explain the write-downs, write-offs, and

other provisions reported by managers. It introduces a firm, its manager, and a

financial market. The manager of the firm is endowed with some private

information about the firm's future earnings. He chooses whether or not to report

a discretionary write-down, recognising that his compensation depends on both

current and future reported earnings and firm's equity market values. The financial

market values the firm's equity according to the accounting choice made by the

manager. This paper provides sufficient conditions for separating and pooling

rational expectations equilibria to obtain.

This paper predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which do

report discretionary write-downs are likely to see higher earnings in the next periods

than the firms which do not report any discretionary write-downs. It also predicts

that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal returns

around the announcement dates of the discretionary write-downs. These testable

implications differ from those generated by Healy (1985) and are generally consistent

with the evidence reported by the empirical literature.

8.1 Introduction

The increasing number of asset write-downs, write-offs, and other restructuring

provisions has captured the attention of the financial community. According to

Strong and Meyer (1987), American corporations have taken after-tax write-offs of

over $10 billion over the five years from 1982 to 1987. Accountants have been

increasingly concerned that these disclosures often occur significantly after the
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related asset impairment, tend be reported late in the fiscal year, and are frequently

in excess of the reduction needed to reflect the new, lower market values of the

impaired assets. This paper presents a model seeking to explain the discretionary

write-offs, write-downs, and other non-recurring charges which may or may not have

been consciously increased beyond their correct but unobservable level, and which

will be referred to in the remaining part of this paper as write-downs.

According to the accounting literature, as illustrated by Zucca and Campbell (1992),

discretionary write-downs may be motivated by earnings management, be it income-

smoothing or income-bathing. Dye (1988) and Trueman and Titman (1988) propose

various theories explaining how income-smoothing may arise as rational equilibrium

behaviour. Fewer papers explain why managers may engage in income-bathing.

Healy (1985) develops a model in which managers may rationally want to take a bath

when they are rewarded with capped accounting bonus schemes. Managers are

shown to have the incentive to further reduce the current earnings of their firms as

long as they are not in a position to get a bonus whatever the accounting procedures

they select. DeAngelo (1988) hypothesises that "dissidents elected in proxy fights

tend to take an immediate earnings bath which they typically blame on the poor

decisions of prior management and which enables them to report an earnings

turnaround the following year".

The few empirical studies that have been published disagree however on most

counts. A first empirical study based on both accounting and market returns

published by Elliott and Shaw (1988) and focusing on large write-downs suggests

that write-downs are "bad news". Elliott and Shaw find that, throughout the three

years which preceded the announcements of the write-downs, both the accounting

and share price returns were below industry median. They report significant one-

and two-day negative share price returns on average around the write-down

disclosure dates. Write-down firms are furthermore shown to underperform their

industries during the eighteen months following the announcement dates'.

1 Elliott and Shaw attrib ute this result to the fact that a ft-us on large w rite-offs will identify e xtreme case s which are likely

to be worse than expected.
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A second empirical study based on both accounting and market returns published by

Zucca and Campbell (1989) provides evidence that is more difficult to interpret.

Zucca and Campbell find that firms disclosing write-downs are not as financially

healthy as firms in the same industry classification which did not write down any

impaired assets. They do not find evidence of significant excess returns around the

announcement dates of the write-downs. They do however report that differences

in performance between the small (large) write-down group and the control group

become smaller (larger) as time passes after the write-down.

A third empirical study based on both accounting and market returns published by

Strong and Meyer (1987) reports some evidence suggesting that write-downs may

serve as signals for future earnings. It provides evidence of positive abnormal share

price reactions to write-downs. The larger the write-down, the greater the

announcement period excess return. It also lends some support for the notion that,

although write-down firms are not the best performers in their industries, they are

also not the worse and tend to cluster in the middle quintiles.

These differences in empirical results led the accounting community to call for more

theory. As of 1988, Waymire already reports that:

"Much of the (conference) discussion focused on how alternative write-offs

may differ, and, in turn, lead to differences in earnings or stock price

performance...In my opinion, the primary concern underlying the conference

discussion is the failure to identify and consider managers' economic incentives

in making decisions to affect income via large write-offs".

This paper identifies managerial compensation plans as the economic incentive for

reporting discretionary write-downs. It adopts the "information perspective" alluded

to by Holthausen and Leftwich (1983). It considers a one-period economy consisting

of a manager, a firm, and a financial market, in which the manager is endowed with

some private information about the firm's future earnings, and hence, the likelihood

of the firm getting in difficulty by the end of the period.

The first part of the paper considers two types of firms: a good and a bad firm. A

good firm is less likely to get in difficulty than a bad firm. The type of the firm is
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known to the manager only. The manager chooses whether or not to report a

discretionary write-down recognising that his compensation depends on both current

and future reported earnings and stock prices. The earnings-related component of

the manager's objective function is assumed to be capped below. The financial

market values the firm's equity according to the reporting choice announced by the

manager. The paper provides sufficient conditions for separating and pooling

rational expectations equilibria to obtain.

The effect of any discretionary write-down consists in transferring expenses from the

end-of-period date, t,, to the current date, to. The effect of any discretionary write-

down on the earnings-related component of the manager's objective function thus

consists in both a reduction in the earnings-based compensation component related

to to and in a potential increase in the earnings-based compensation component

related to t,. The likelihood of this increase depends on the type of the firm. The

good firm is less likely to get in difficulty by the end of the period, and the end-of-

period earnings generated are thus more likely to exceed the lower bound of the

earnings-related component of the manager's objective function. The manager of the

good firm is thus more likely to benefit at date t, from any write-down reported at

date to. Reporting a discretionary write-down W is costly to any manager. It is

however less costly to the manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the

bad firm. The reporting decision concerning write-downs may thus enable the

manager to signal his private information.

This paper predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms which do

report discretionary write-downs are likely to see higher earnings in the next periods

than the firms which do not report any write-downs. The paper also predicts that

the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal returns around

the announcement dates of the discretionary write-downs while those which choose

not to report any write-downs should experience, on average, negative abnormal

returns.

The testable implications generated by this paper may explain why write-downs are
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"good news" in Strong and Meyer (1987) and "not so good news" in Elliott and

Shaw (1988) and Zucca and Campbell (1989). Strong and Meyer report that,

although the write-down firms are not the best performers in their industry, they are

not in the bottom quintile either, but tend to cluster in the middle quintiles. Strong

and Meyer write-down firms are thus similar to the ones modelled in this paper.

Elliott and Shaw and Zucca and Campbell however report that write-down firms

experienced lower earnings when compared to industry medians. Write-downs are

unlikely to be costly to the managers of firms reporting already low earnings. This

paper thus does not predict positive abnormal share price reactions, on average,

around the announcement dates of this type of firms' write-downs.

The second part of the paper extends the previous model to deal with a continuum

of types. The manager of a firm of type q believes that his firm is a good firm with

a probability q. In this model, the manager finds it incentive-compatible to report

a discretionary write-down as long as the probability q is strictly positive. The

higher the probability, the larger the write-down. The abnormal share price reaction

to the announcement of the discretionary write-down is furthermore an increasing

function of the size of the write-down.

A description of the basic model dealing with two types of firms is developed in

section 8.2. The main propositions and the intuition behind them can be found in

section 8.3. An extension of the basic model to a continuum of types of firms is

provided in section 8.4. A summary is provided in section 8.5. The derivations

supporting the various propositions are contained in Appendix A to C.

8.2 The Basic Model

This section introduces a simple model focusing on the manager's choice of write-

downs in a world of asymmetric information. In this model, the manager has private

information about the firm's future earnings and cash-flows, and, under certain

conditions, may credibly communicate his information to investors through his

choice of write-downs. The model is simplified in order to concentrate on the
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informative role of the manager's write-down policy.

This model deals with a firm, a manager, and a financial market over one period,

from the current date to, to t,, date at which the firm is liquidated. Both the manager

and the financial market are assumed to be risk-neutral. The introduction of risk-

aversion would generate risk-sharing considerations which are not driving the

propositions derived in this model. The firm's investment decisions, capital

structure, and the resulting distribution of cash-flows are determined exogenously.

In order to simplify the analytical derivations contained in this paper, it is assumed

that the capital of the firm consists only of equity and that the firm's cash-flows are

distributed as they are generated. The propositions developed in this paper would

however still obtain if these assumptions were relaxed.

The firm's current operational cash-flows X0 and earnings A0, at date to, are assumed

to be known by both the manager and the financial market2. There is however an

asymmetry of information between the manager and the financial market about the

firm's future earnings and cash-flows. The financial market is unsure whether the

firm is a good or a bad firm. The firm is said to be a good firm if t,'s cash-flows

(earnings) X, (A,) are expected to be high, XH (AH), with a probability pH, and low,

XL (AL), with a probability 1-pH. The firm is said to be a bad firm if t,'s cash-flows

(earnings) X, (A,) are expected to be high, XH (A,.,), with a probability PL, and low,

XL (AL), with a probability 1-PL. The probability pH is assumed to exceed the

probability PL. The manager has perfect knowledge of his firm's type. Investors'

prior beliefs are that the firm is a good firm with a probability p.

At date to, the manager has to report his firm's results relating to the financial

exercise closing at date to. The manager of the firm is assumed to be able to report

a discretionary write-down W, (1-T.).W after corporate taxes, where W<_WM,x.

Managerial discretion in reporting is furthermore assumed to be limited to the choice

2 S i gnalling cou ld still obtain if t h ere was a n asymmetry of information between the ma nager o f the firm and the

fin ancial market about current earnings or cash- fl ows.
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of whether or not to report this discretionary write-down W3.

The manager is rational and decides whether or not to report a discretionary write-

down W taking into account the impact of the announcement on his objective

function. His objective function is assumed to depend on both the equity value of

his firm and the earnings reported both at dates to and t,. The component of the

manager's objective function which depends on reported earnings reflects the fact

that the manager may derive some utility from both fixed compensation and a bonus

plan. This component is furthermore assumed to be capped below and linearly

increasing in the firm's reported earnings when earnings exceed a given threshold.

The component of the manager's objective function which depends on the market

value of the firm's equity reflects the fact that the manager derives some utility from

stock participation plans and other stock options.

The specific form taken by the manager's objective function is determined

exogenously in this model. It would however appear to be compatible with the

compensation schedules observed empirically. A substantial proportion of firms

provide their directors with both stock-options and bonus schemes based on

accounting figures. The manager's objective function may also be justified on more

theoretical grounds. The game analysed in this paper may be considered as a sub-

game of a larger game involving a moral hazard problem between the firm's

manager and shareholders. In such an environment characterised by a separation

between ownership and management, the manager's optimal compensation schedule

may depend on both stock prices and reported earnings, despite the fact that stock

prices impound all available information including earnings [Kim and Suh (1993),

Bushman and Indjejikian (1993)]. Even if there is no hidden-action or hidden-

information problem, the manager's optimal compensation schedule may still depend

on both stock prices and reported earnings as long as the principal is risk-averse, and

3 The proposit ions developed in t his paper cou l d s t ill obtai n if t h i s constrai n t was removed as long as the choices made

by the manager were observa bl e.

The proposit i ons developed in th is pa per would stil l obtai n if t h e manager's object ive fun ct i on depended on the firm 's

tota l market value.
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the process followed by earnings differs from the process followed by stock prices.

More formally, the manager of the firm is assumed to maximise I(W), the

conditional expected value of the following objective function:

afTAo(g)] +C Va+S aftAl(M) +SC Vl

where:

* « and ^ are constants, satisfying the following relationships:

0<a<1 and 0<^<1;

(1)

* Ao(VV) and A,(VV) respectively represent the earnings - after the effect of any

discretionary write-down W - reported by the manager of the firm at dates to

and t,;

* Vo and V, respectively represent the market value of the firm's equity at dates

to and t,;

* f[AO(W)] and f[A,(W)] respectively represent the accounting-based component

of the manager's compensation package prevailing at to and t,;

* S represents the manager's rate of time preference.

The function f is assumed to take the following functional forms 6:

f[A i(M] = Max[L,A i(M +Hi ] For i =0, 1

where:

* L represents the lower bound of f;

* H; (i =0, 1) represent constants.

The parameters L and H; are assumed to satisfy the following inequations:

5
The specific form taken by the function f is similar to the one introduced by Healy (1985) .

(2)

6 The linearity off is not required . It has been assumed to capture the idea of convexity of the manager's objective function

in a simple framework .
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Leo-w(i-Tc)+xo

LzAL+ W(1 -Tc) +Hl

t/WE [O,WM.]

(3)

By discounting free cash-flows, one may rewrite the manager's objective function

in the following way:

1(V,,)= a[Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho]+(QXo-a[Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ha]I

+ SCEMQXI-aMax[L,AI+W(1-Tc)+Hl] IWD (4)
+ SaEDQMax[L,Al+W(1-Tc)+Hl]1

+ SCEDQXI-aMaz[L,Al+W(1-Tc)+Hl]1

where:

* EM[. IW] is a function representing the financial market's conditional

expectation given W;

* ED[.] represents the manager's expectation;

In order to get non-trivial results, one further assumption is made. The cash-flows

after managerial compensation obtaining at date t, are assumed to be higher when

earnings and cash-flows before managerial compensation are higher:

XH- a [AH+WM.(1-Tc)+Hl] >XL- a L `d WE [O,Wm,,] (5)

The effect of any discretionary write-down W reported at date to on reported

earnings thus consists in transferring earnings of W.(1-T.) from to to t,. The first-

order effect of a write-down W on the manager's objective function thus consists in

both a reduction in the earnings-based compensation component related to date to

[a.W.(1-Tc)] and in an increase in the earnings-based compensation component

related to date t,. The magnitude of this increase depends on the type of the firm.

The manager of the good firm obtains an increase of a.pH.W.(1-T(,) while the

manager of the bad firm obtains an increase of a.pL.W.(1-Tc). Reporting a

discretionary write-down W is thus costly to any manager. It is however less costly

to the manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm.
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The stylised assumptions introduced in this section enable us to derive the conditions

under which separating and pooling equilibria do obtain. These propositions are

driven by the fact that the earnings-related component of the manager's objective

function is capped below. Signalling could however still obtain with the introduction

of risk-aversion, non-linearity of the earnings-related component of the manager's

objective function in reported earnings, and distributions of cash-flows and earnings.

8.3 Propositions

This section provides conditions under which various types of equilibria may obtain.

The equilibrium concept used in this paper is a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE)

is simply "a set of strategies and beliefs such that, at any stage of the game,

strategies are optimal given the beliefs, and the beliefs are obtained from equilibrium

strategies and observed actions using Bayes' rule".

The game introduced in the previous section belongs to a class of signalling models

referred to by Thakor (1991) as SMIF (Signalling Models with the Informed moving

First). It is furthermore monotonic'. The main advantage of SMIF is that the

sequence of moves, the information sets, and the beliefs can be thoroughly specified.

The main disadvantage of SMIF is that a large number of equilibria may potentially

obtain. This section therefore contains strategic refinements which attempt to put

"sensible" restrictions on beliefs off the equilibrium path.

The propositions developed in this paper obtain because, though any discretionary

write-down W reported at date t. is costly to any manager, it is less costly to the

manager of the good firm than it is to the manager of the bad firm. The first-order

effect of a write-down W is to reduce earnings reported at date to by W.(1-T.) and

to increase earnings reported at date t, by the same amount. The first-order effect

of a discretionary write-down W on the earnings-related component of the manager's

7
Accord ing to Cho and Sobel (1990). ' A signa lling game is sa id to be monotonic i f a ll sender types have the same

preferences over the receiver's mixed strategy best response s".
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objective function thus consists in both a reduction in the earnings-based

compensation component related to date to [a.W.(1-Tc)] and in an increase in the

earnings-based compensation component related to date t,. The magnitude of this

increase depends on the type of the firm. The manager of the good firm obtains an

increase of a.pH.W.(1-Tc) while the manager of the bad firm obtains an increase of

«.pL.W.(1-Tc). At date t,, the manager of the good firm thus derives higher benefits

from the discretionary write-down W reported at date to than the manager of the bad

firm.

The basic model introduced in the previous section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 1:8 No separating PBE, in which the manager of the bad firm chooses

to report a discretionary write-down and in which the manager of the good firm

chooses not to report a discretionary write-down, may possibly obtain9.

Intuition:

No separating equilibrium, in which the manager of the bad firm reports a

discretionary write-down while the manager ofthe goodfirm abstainsfrom reporting

any discretionary write-down. , can obtain because the manager ofthe badfirm would

find it incentive-compatible to defectfrom his equilibrium strategy. By defectingfrom

his separating equilibrium strategy and pooling with the manager of the good firm,

the manager ofthe badfirm enjoys the benefits resulting from an increase in both the

component of his objective function related to earnings and the component of his

objective function related to the firm's equity market value.

8 Proof of Proposition I can be found in Appendix Al .

9 A more general proposit i on obta ins: There canno t be any sepa ratin g equi l ibrium in which the manager of the bad firm

chooses to report a larger write-down than the manager of the bad firm.
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Proposition 2:11' For any given set of a and ^, a separating PBE, in which the

manager of the good firm reports a discretionary write-down W and the manager of

the bad firm abstains from reporting any discretionary write-down, will obtain as

long as investors believe that any deviating firm is a bad firm and the discretionary

write-down W satisfies the following inequations:

sC(PHPL) [(X,-XL)- a (AX+HI-L)] za W(i-TC)[(1-C)( 1 -S pH)+8CPH 1 (6)

and:

SC (PHPL) [(XX-XL) -a(AH+HI-L)]saW(l-TC)[(1-()(1-SpL) +SZpH] (7)

There always exists a set of equilibrium write-downs W, where W is smaller than

W,,,,.,, if the set of a and ^ satisfies the following relationship:

^ s a (1-Spy) (1-Tc) Wm.
(8)

8 (pHPL) [(XH-XL)-a (AH+hTI -L))+a (1-T'c) I1-S (PLVA WMar

A continuum of separating equilibria may therefore potentially obtain. In the

separating equilibrium Pareto-dominating all other separating equilibria, the manager

of the good firm reports therefore a write-down W', where:

[a ( i-00 - Spy)+aPHI

Intuition:

(9)

A separating PBE, in which the manager of the good firm reports a discretionary

write-down while the manager ofthe badfirm abstainsfrom reporting a discretionary

write-down, can only obtain if it is incentive-compatiblefor both the managers ofthe

good and badfirms to act accordingly. The first equation states thatfor the manager

of the good firm. not to deviate from his equilibrium policy, the marginal gain from

deviating, that is, the increase in the earnings-based component of the manager's

1 0
Proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A2. The structure of the proof is as follows. In a first part , we de rive

necessary conditions for a sep a rating eq uilibrium to obtain given the exogenously define d beliefs formed by investo rs upon

observ ing out-of-equilibrium actions. A separating equilibri um may however obtain with more optimistic beliefs. In a

second part sta rting with the word 'conversely". it can be checked that these conditions are indeed sufficient for a

separating equilibrium to obtain.
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objective function resulting from abstaining from reporting a discretionary write-

down, should be smaller than the marginal costfrom deviating, that is, the decrease

in the manager's objective function resulting from his firm being identified as a bad

fin.

Similarly, the second equation states thatfor the manager of the badfirm to deviate

from his equilibrium policy, the marginal gain from deviating, that is, the increase

in the manager's objective function resulting from the appreciation in the form's

market value, should be smaller than the marginal cost from deviating, that is, the

decrease in the earnings-based component of the manager's objective function

resulting from the impact of the write-down on the firm's reported earnings.

Proposition 3:" A pooling PBE, in which the managers of both types of firms

choose to report a discretionary write-down W, will obtain if investors believe that

a firm deviating from a write-down policy is a bad firm, and if:

PZ

a U -TC) (1-0 1-8 pl) +b CPL] W (10)

a C (PH-PL) I(XH-XJ-a (AH+(1-Tc) K'+Hl -L)]

A continuum of pooling PBEs may therefore potentially obtain.

Intuition:

A pooling equilibrium, in which firms of both types report write-downs, can only

obtain if investors' prior beliefs are that the firm is a goodfirm with a high enough

probability. If this was not the case, the marginal benefit accruing to the manager

of a badfirm deviating from his equilibrium strategy and abstaining from reporting

any discretionary write-down, that is, the increase in the earnings-based component

of the manager's objective function resulting from abstaining from reporting any

discretionary write-down, would exceed the marginal cost resultingfrom being valued

as the manager of a bad firm.

1 1
Proof of Proposition 3 can be found in Appendix A3 . The structure of the proof is as fo llows . In a first part , we derive

necessary conditions for a pooling eq uilib riu m to ob ta i n g iven the exogenous ly defined out-of-equil ibrium be l iefs . A

pooling equ ilibrium may however obta i n with more optimisti c beliefs. In a second part start ing with the word

'conversely", it can be checked that these conditions are indeed wfficient for a pooling equilibrium to obta in.
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Proposition 4: 1 2 A pooling PBE, in which the managers of both types of firms do

abstain from reporting any discretionary write-downs, will obtain if investors believe

that a firm deviating from its equilibrium strategy is a bad firm.

Intuition:

This pooling equilibrium is sustained by pessimistic out-of-equilibrium beliefs

imposing costs on any deviating firm. No firm will ever want to deviate since a

would-be deviatingfirm has nothing to fainfrom any deviation. The manager ofany

firm, who deviates from his equilibrium strategy by reporting a discretionary write-

down W, suffers from a decrease in both the component of his objective function

related to earnings and the component of his objective./unction related to the firm's

equity market value.

Proposition 5:13 Both pooling and separating PBEs are sequential14 15. But only

the pooling equilibrium, in which both firms write down WM.,., and the efficient

separating equilibrium do survive the D116 criterion introduced by Cho and Kreps

(1987). These equilibria are also the only ones to satisfy Banks and Sobel's (1987)

12
Proof of Proposition 4 can be found in Appendix A4. A pooling equilibrium in which the managers of both the good and

bad firms choose to abstain from reporting any write-downs may however be sustained by more optimistic out-of-

equilibrium beliefs.

13
Proofs of Proposition 5 can be found in Appendix Bl. B2. and 133.

14 A set of strategies and beliefs is said to form a sequential equilibrium if it is both sequentially rational and consistent.

A set is consistent if it is the limit of some sequence of mixed strategies and beliefs, where the beliefs are derived from
the application of Bayer' rule.

15
If the manager's set of write-downs was unbounded abovz, then the only equilibrium to satisfy the intuitive criterion

developed by Cho and Kreps (1987) would be the efficient separating equilibrium.

16
Acco rding to Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), a sequential equilibrium is sa id to satisfy the D 1 cri terio n if it ca n be susta ined

by bel iefs satisfyi ng the following prapz ny: if the set of player 2's (market) best responses that make type 0 wil ling to

deviate to a, is strictly sma ller tha n the sat of responses tha t make type 0 willing to deviate, then player 2 shou ld be lieve

that type 0 is infinitely more likely to deviate to a than type 0 is'.
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ultimate divinity" and Kohlberg and Mertens' (1986) Never Weak Best Response

(NWBR)'$ strategic refinements. Furthermore, it can be shown that the efficient

separating equilibrium is the only PBE to survive these strategic refinements as long

as there exists W satisfying the following relationship:

bC(PHP^I(XX-X^-a(AH+Hi-L)lsa(^'M^-^(1-T,)[(1-()(1-Sp^+gCp^^]i)

Proposition 6: 1 9 If a separating equilibrium obtains, then:

* The market reaction to the announcement of a discretionary write-down should

be positive;

* The market reaction to the lack of announcement of a discretionary write-down

should be negative .

8.4 Extension To A Continuum Of Types

The basic model considered previously is extended to deal with a continuum of types

of firms. The manager of a firm of type q, where q is comprised between 0 and 1,

knows that his firm has a probability q of generating cash-flows X, and earnings A,

at date t, of XH and AH, and a probability 1-q of generating cash-flows X,, and

earnings A, at date t, of XL and AL. The type of the firm is unknown to the

financial market.

Most of the assumptions made in the previous section are still valid. As in the

1 7 Using FudenberS and Tiro1e's ( 1 991) terminology, a sequentia l equ ilib rium is sa i d to satisfy the ulti mate d ivini ty strategic

refinement if it can be susta ined by beliefs sa t i sfy ing the following property: If th e set of p layer 2 ' s (market) best responses

that make type B willing to deviate to a , is included in the union of sets of responses that make other types B ' willing to

deviate , then player ?should not assign any positive weight to type 0 at the information set a ,.

i s
Using Fudenberg and Tirole's (1991) ttrminology, a sequentia l equilibrium is said to satisfy the NWBR criterion if it can

be sustained by beliefs satisfying the followi ng property : If the set of p l ayer 2' s (market) best responses that make type

B indifferent between playing his equilib rium strat egy and dev ia ting to a , i s included i n the union of set s of responses that

make other type s B' w i l l ing to deviate, th en p layer 2 should not assign any posi tive weight to type 0 at information set a ,.

1 9 Proof of Proposition 6 can be found in Appendix B4 .
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previous section, the manager may attempt to signal the type of his firm by reporting

a discretionary write-down W, (1-Tc).W after corporate taxes, where W 5 Wm... He

takes his decision, taking into account the impact of the announcement of his

decision on his objective function, which is similar to the one introduced in the

previous section. As in the previous section20, the component of the manager's

objective function which depends on earnings is again assumed to be capped below

and linearly increasing in the firm's reported earnings when earnings exceed a given

threshold. The financial market perceives the firm's type q to be a function of the

size of the write-down W. This function, which is assumed to be twice

differentiab1e21, will be referred to as q(W).

The manager of the firm is assumed to maximise the following objective function

with respect to W:

where:

(12)

I°(4,R^ =aAo(M +SaAI(4,9) +SC IX1(4)-aA1(9,M 1 (13)

and :

jM(M =CEXo-aAo(R0 +8 [ Xl(M -aA l(Ml l

with :

X1(q) =qXx+(1-q)Xc
X^ - 9(MXg+ [ 1-q(M ] XL

(14)

(15)

ID(q,W) represents the component of the managerial objective function linked to the

20 The linea rity of f is not required. I t has been assumed to capture the idea of convexity in a simple framework . It also

enables us to d erive a closed-forni solution.

21 The propositions developed in this paper would still hold if q(N ) was d ifferentiable almost anywhere.
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information set of the manager. Conversely, I'(VV) represents the component of the

managerial objective function linked to the information set of the financial market.

The objective function maximised by the manager of the firm with respect to W can

be rewritten as :

II4,4(M,A'l= a [Ao-W(1-TC)+H^ +C Q3Co-a [AO-W(1-TC)+H^^

+ 8 S[g(9) Xg+ ( i-g(9)) XLI

- 8 CaI4(M (AH+W(1-Tc) +Hl)+(1-q(HO)Ll (16)

+ 8 aQq[AX+W(1-Tc) +Hl]+(1-q)LI

+ 8 CQ4XH+(1-4)XL-a[9(AH+R'(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1-4)L]D

Maximising this objective function for any given market valuation schedule q(W)

determines an optimal write-down W', which depends on the quality of the firm q:

W`=W'(4) (17)

We are however not interested in any arbitrary market valuation schedule q(W).

Rather, we shall restrict our attention to market valuation schedules which have an

equilibrium property. A market valuation schedule q(W) is said to be an equilibrium

valuation schedule" if the quality of the firm q is correctly identified by the market

for all values of q. More formally:

q[W*(q)] =q (18)

The extended model introduced in this section enables us to derive the following

propositions:

Proposition 7: There exists a unique equilibrium valuation schedule q(W). This

equilibrium valuation schedule is a strictly increasing function of W. It is

implementable, that is, the equilibrium write-down reported by the manager of the

best firm does not exceed Wm,.,, as long as ^ is small enough.

Proposition 8: The abnormal share price reaction to the announcement of a write-

22
This de finit ion of an equilibrium valuat ion sc hedule is similar to the one provid ed by Leland and Pyle ( 1977).
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down is a strictly increasing function of the size of the write-down reported.

Proofs are available in Appendix C.

8.5 Summary

This paper introduces a model seeking to explain the discretionary write-downs,

write-offs, and other provisions reported by managers. The model introduces a firm,

whose current performance may be subpar, but could also be potentially much

worse. The model predicts that, when a separating equilibrium prevails, the firms

which do report discretionary write-downs are likely to see higher earnings in the

next periods than the firms which do not report any discretionary write-downs. It

also predicts that the former firms should experience, on average, positive abnormal

returns around the announcement dates of the discretionary write-downs. The

testable implications derived from this paper are thus consistent with the evidence

provided by the financial press23.

The testable implications generated by this paper may also explain why write-downs

are "good news" in Strong and Meyer (1987) and "not so good news" in Elliott and

Shaw (1988) and Zucca and Campbell (1989). Strong and Meyer report that,

although the write-down firms are not the best performers in their industry, they are

not in the bottom quintile either, but tend to cluster in the middle quintiles. Strong

and Meyer write-down firms are thus similar to the ones modelled in this paper.

Elliott and Shaw and Zucca and Campbell however report that write-down firms

experience lower earnings when compared to industry medians. Write-downs are

unlikely to be costly to the managers of firms reporting already low earnings. This

paper thus does not predict positive abnormal share price reactions, on average,

23
According to Elliott a nd Shaw (1988). The financial press frequently treats (these) write-offs a s though they a re viewed

favourably by the securities market'. According to Zucca and Campbell (1990). "Severa l a rt icles indicated that the stoc k

ma rket reacts posi t ively to a sset writedowns. A Wall Street J ourna l article indicated that the stoc k pri ce for five large

companies rose 4-7% three days after the announcement of wnte-downs. Another article i nd icated that a 5500 mi l l ion

wri te-down record ed by Warner Lambert in 1985 resulted in a 12% stock increase. Unfortunately, none of these articles

examines whe ther there may be a similar number of writedowns which resulted in stock p rice dec rea ses".
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around the announcement dates of this type of firms' write-downs.

The propositions derived in this model are driven by the convexity of the function

modelling the earnings-related component of the manager's objective function.

Convexity of the manager's objective function with respect to earnings may however

be obtained in other ways. For instance, the same propositions would still obtain if,

for instance, the manager was to be replaced if reported earnings did not exceed a

given threshold.
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Appendix A

Al Proposition 1 (Proof)

No separating equilibrium, in which bad firms report discretionary write-downs

while good firms do not report any discretionary write-downs, can obtain because

the managers of the bad firms would find it incentive-compatible to defect from their

equilibrium strategies. Bad firms would pool with good firms.

More formally, let us assume that there exists a separating PBE, in which the

manager of the bad firm reports a discretionary write-down W and in which the

manager of the good firm abstains from reporting a discretionary write-down.

The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility :

jaFE- a [Ao-W(1-Tc)+Hj +( [Xo-a (AO-W(1-Tc)+HO)l

+
8 QPLXX+(1 Pd XL-a[pL(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pdL]^ (19)

+ SQpL[AH+pLyy(1-TC)+Hl]+(1 pL)LI

+ 8 ^1pLxH+(17pL) XL-a[pL(AH+W(1-TC)+Hl)+(1
pL) L]^

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

IsFn- a (Ao+Ho) +C [Xo-a (Ao+Hd]

+ S S ^PyXy + ( i py) XL- a LPy(Ay +Hi) + ( l Py)Ll 1 (20)

+ S a [pL (AH+HI) +(1 pL)L

+ 8(QpLXH+(1 pL)XL-a [pL(AH+HI)+(1 pL)L]I

But ,

pHIXH-a (AH+HI)l +(l PH) [XL-a L]

>PL [XH-a(AH+H)] +(1 PL)IXL - a L]

>pL[XH-a(AH+W(1-Tc)+H11 +(1 PL)LXL-aALI

Proposition 1 thus obtains.

(21 )
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A2 Proposition 2 (!!roof)

In a separating equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm reveals his type and chooses

therefore not to report any discretionary write-down. If he chose to report a write-

down, he would strictly gain by abstaining from reporting a write-down because

reporting a write-down decreases the earnings-related component of his objective

function. Conversely, the manager of the good firm chooses to report a

discretionary write-down W. If he chose not to report a write-down, the equilibrium

would be a pooling rather than a separating one.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The manager

of the bad firm chooses to abstain from reporting any discretionary write-down. The

manager of the good firm chooses to report a discretionary write-down W. The

financial market holds the following beliefs when faced with discretionary write-

downs:

(GF 1 4) =0 if W#W (22)
(GFI M = 1

The good firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy thus

derives the following utility:

IcFE- a [Ao-R'(1-TC)+g^+( [Xo-a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+Hdl

+ SC QPAXg+ (1 Py)XL-a [py(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 PH)L]l (23)
+ SaQpH[AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1 pX)L1

+ 8CEpHXH+(1 pH)XL-a[pH(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pH)L]^

The good firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy by

abstaining from reporting any write-down derives the following utility:

jcFn a (Ao+Hd +C [Xo- « (Ao+Ho)l
+

8 C
P̂L
X
H+(1pL) XL- a[pl (Ay+H) +(1 pL) L] D (24)

+ S { EpgXH
+
(
l pH

)
XL -OG [PH (AX+HI ) +( 1 pH) LJ I
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The bad firm's manager who is playing the separating equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

+ -Pd8(25)
+ 8aIPL(A1,r+H)+(1 pJLI

+ gCQpLXH+(1-Pd XL-a[pL(AH+HI)+(1 pL)L]l

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the separating equilibrium strategy

derives the following utility:

jaFn a [Ao-W( 1 -Tc) +Ho] +( [Xo-a (Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho) l

+ 8CQPHXy+ ( 1-pH) XL-a[pH(AH+ W(1 -TC) +Hl) +(1 -pH) L] D (26)
+ 8 a QpL [AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl ] +( 1 pd L 1

+ 8 CQpLXH+(1 pL) XL-a [pL(AN+ yV( 1 -Tc)+Hl)+(1 p^ L] ^

A separating equilibrium can only exist if IGFE _ IGFD and IBFE _ IBFV. A separating

equilibrium can therefore only exist if:

8C (PH-PL) [(XX-XL) - a (AH+HI-L)] Z aW(I-Tc)((1-C)( 1 -S pH)+ S CPHI (27)

and:

S( (PHP) I(XH-XL)-a(AH+HI-L)]_<aW(i-Tc)[(1-0 (1-8 pL)+8 CPH] (28)

Inequalities (27) and (28) can be simultaneously met for some W smaller or equal

to Wm. as long as :

C MaxSc

where:

(29)

a ( 1- SpL) ( 1 - Tc) WM..

CMax S KPHpL)[(XH-XL) - a (AH+HI-L)l +a (1-Tc) [ 1- S (pL+pH)] K Max

(30)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequality (29) is satisfied and consider the following

set of strategies and beliefs. The manager of the bad firm chooses to abstain from

reporting any discretionary write-down. The manager of the good firm chooses to

report a discretionary write-down W satisfying Inequalities (27) and (28). The
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financial market holds the beliefs described in Equations (22). It is straightforward

to check that this set of actions and beliefs constitutes a PBE.

The basic model described in this paper allows therefore a continuum of PBEs, in

which the manager of the good firm chooses to report a discretionary write-down W

while the manager of the bad firm chooses to abstain from reporting any

discretionary write-down. In the separating equilibrium Pareto-dominating all other

separating equilibria, the manager of the good firm reports therefore a write-down

W', where:

[a(i-C)(1-8pL)+8pH]

A3 Proposition 3

(3 1 )

(Proof)

In this set of pooling PBEs, the managers of both the good and bad firms do report

a discretionary write-down W. By Bayes' rule, the posterior beliefs held by the

financial markets upon observing W have to be the same as their prior beliefs.

Bayes' rule does however not put any restrictions on the posterior beliefs held by the

financial market upon observing an out-of-equilibrium write-down W. The easiest

way to support W as a pooling outcome is then to assign pessimistic beliefs to any

out-of-equilibrium write-down W.

Let us therefore consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers

of both the good and bad firms do report a write-down W. The financial market

holds the following beliefs when faced with write-downs:

µ (GF 1 4) =O if W#W

(GF I FP) P
(32)

A pooling equilibrium can only obtain if bW, IGFE _ Max IGFV and Ian _ Max IBS,.

The good firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:
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IcFE- a [AO-W(1-Tc)+Hol +( [Xo-a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho)l

+ 8 b TP4PgXH+(l PK)XLI +(1 P)[PLXX+(1 PL)XLI^
- SaCTIPPH+(l P)PLI LAH+K'(1-Tc)+Hll +(P(1 PH)+(1 P)(1 PJILD(33)

+ 8 aI[pR[Ay+W(1-Tc)+H,]+(1 py)LI

+ S C Qj)HXH+ (
1 -pH)XL-a [PH (AH+ W( 1 - TC) +HI)+(1-pH)L]1

The good firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility :

IcFn- a [Ao-W(1-Tc)+H^+([Xo-a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+Hdl

+ 8(QpLXX+(1 pJXL-a[pL(AH+W(1-TC)+Hl)+(1-pdL]I (34)

+ 6a^pg[AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1-pH)LI

+ 8(QpHXN+(1 PH)XL-a(pH(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1-pH)L]I

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IaFE- a [Ao-W( 1 -Tc)+Ho] +( [Xa- a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho) l

+ 8 CQPIPHXH+(i PH)XLI +(1 P) IPLXH+(1-PdXLI I
- 8 aC Q 1PPH+(1 P)PLIIAH+ R'(1-TC)+H1l + [P(1 PX)+(1 P)(1 PL)] LD (35)

+ S a l[pL [AH+W(1- Tc)+Hj] +(1-pL) L I

+ aC 1pLXb+0 pL) XL- a[pL(AH+W( 1 - Tc)+Hl)+( 1 pL) L]

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IsFn- a [Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho]+([Xo-a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho)I

+ 8 ( QpLXN+( 1 -pL) XL- a[pL(AH+ 4r(1 -TC)+Hl)+( 1 pL) L] I (36)
+ S4pL [AH+W( 1 -Tc)+Hl]+( 1 -pL) L I

+ $ b EPLXg+ (1 PL)XL- a [pL(AH+ K'(1-TC)+Hl)+( 1 -pL) L]

The utility functions of the managers of both the good and bad firms who deviates

from their pooling equilibrium strategies are maximised when *=O. They then take

the following values:
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IcFn- a (Ao+Ho)+C [Xo- « (Ao+1YO) l
+ $( QPLXII +( 1 pL) XL- a [pL(AH+Ht)+( 1 pL) L] ] (37)

+ 8C EpgXg+( 1 -pH)XL- a [pX(Ag+HI) +( 1 pH) L] 1

IsFn- a (Ao+Ho)+([Xo-a (Ao+Ho)]

+ bC^PLXH+(I PL)XL-a[pL(AH+HI)+(1 PL)L]D (38)

+ 8CEpLXH+(1 pL)XL-a[pL(AH+HI)+(1 pL)L]1

For any pooling equilibrium to obtain, the following conditions need thus to be met:

P ZPl

where:

(39)

a(' -TC) I(1-C) (1-8 pH)+a (PLI W (40)
$
C(P

H-PL) I(XH-XL) - a (Ag+(1-TC) i';'+Hl -L)lP1=

The second of these conditions implies that:

P zP2

where :

(41)

a (1-Td P -0 (1-S pL)+S CPJ W (42)

P2 S C KPHPdI(Xg-XL) - a (Ag+(i -TC) K'+Hl -L)l

From the previous equations, it is clear that:

p2'Pi

A necessary condition for the pooling equilibrium to obtain is therefore that:

(43)

P2!
a (1-TC) R1-0 (1-8 pL) +8 CPL] W

(44)

C (PH -PL) [(XH-X^-« (AH+(1-Tc)W+HI-L)(
44)
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This condition can always be met if:

a s a Max

where:

(45)

8 C (PH PL) (XH-XL) (46)

M_ (1-TC) I(1-^)(1-SpL)+SCPLI K'M,,,+SC(Px-Pr)(Ax+WM,,,,( 1 -TC)+Hl-L)

Conversely, let us assume that Inequality (44) is satisfied. It is then clear that the

set of strategies, in which the managers of both the good and bad firms choose to

report a discretionary write-down W, and beliefs described by Equations (32), where

p is higher than or equal to pZ, forms a PBE.

A4 Proposition 4 (Proof)

Let us consider the following set of strategies and beliefs. The managers of both the

good and bad firms choose not to report any discretionary write-down while the

financial market holds the following beliefs :

t

µ(GF14^ =0 if 47#0 (47)

(GF J0) =p

The good firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

IcFE- a (Ao+Ho) + C IXa-a (Ao+H)I

+ s C ^P IYHXH+(l PH) XLl +(l P) [PLXX+(1-PL) XL11
- 8 a C Q [ppH+(1 P)PL] (AX+HI)+LP (1 PH)+(1 -p) (1-PL)l L1 (48)

+ 8 aIPH(f1X+H1)+(1-P1j)L]

+ $CQPHA'H+(1 PH)
XL-a[pH(AH+HI)+(1-pH)L]^
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The good firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

IcFn alAo-W(1-Tc)+Ho]+C [Xo-a(Ao-W(1-TC)+HO)l

+ o CQpLXX+(1 pdXL-aIpL(AH+W(1TC)+Hl)+(1 pL)L] ^ (49)

+ 8 aI[pg[AH+K'(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1 pH)L^

+ 8{QpHXH+(1 pH)XL-a[pN(Ag+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pg)L]l

The bad firm's manager who is playing the pooling equilibrium strategy derives the

following utility:

jaFE- a (Ao+Hd +C [Xo-a (Ao+HdI

+ SC[PIE'gXH+(i PH)XLI +0 P)[PLXH+(1 PL)XLI]
- 8aC[1PPH+(1 P)PLI(AH+HI)+[P(1-PH)+(1 P)(1 PL)l L^ (50)

+ 8CQPLXX+(1 pL)XL-aIPL(AH+lYI)+(1 Pd LJ

The bad firm's manager who deviates from the pooling equilibrium strategy derives

the following utility:

jaFV- alAo-W(1-Tc)+HJ+C[Xo-a(Ao-W(1-Tc)+Ho)l

+ 0 CEpLXy+(1 pL)XL-a[pL(Ay+W(1-TC)+Hl)+(1 pdL]I (51)

+ 84pL[AX+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1 pL)LI

+ 8CEpLXH+(1 pL)XL-a(pL(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pL)L]I

It is clear from the previous equations that vW, IGFE _ IGFV and IBFE _ IBFD.

The pooling PBE therefore always obtains.
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Appendix B

B1 Sequential Equilibrium (Proo f)

Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) have shown that any Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

constitutes a Sequential Equilibrium as long as there are less than two stages in the

game.

B2 DI Criterion (Proof)

We first prove that no pooling equilibrium, in which the managers of both the good

and bad firms do report a discretionary write-down W where 0:5 W < WM., satisfies

the Dl strategic refinement designed by Cho and Kreps (1987). Let us therefore

assume that such a pooling PBE does obtain and consider an out-of-equilibrium

write-down W in the neighbourhood of W, where W < W <W. We then define

'0'G so as to satisfy the following equation:

jGF
a[Ao-W(1-Tc)+Hj +C VG+8 a QpH[AX+yV(1-TC) +H1]+(1 pH)LI

6 CQpHXH+ (l-py)XL-OL
[P
H (AH+W(1-TC) +H,)+(1 pH)L ] I

a (Ao-W(1-Tc)+HJ+(QXa-a [Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho]I

S C ^P lE'HXH+(i PH)Xll +(1-P) IPLXH+(1 PL)XLI' (52)

Sa( QIPPN+(l P)PLl BAH+K'(1-Tc)+Hll+(P(1-PH)+(1-P)(1 pL) ]LI

S a I[pH[AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1-pH)LI

8CQpHXg+(1-pH)XL-a[pH(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pH)L]]

Similarly, we define CB so as to satisfy the following equation:

IaF- a[Ao-W(1-TC)+1y^ +( VB+8 a^pL[AH+y"y(1-TC)+Hl]+(1 pL) LD

+ S b Qj)LXH+(1-pL)XL-a [pL(AH+W(1-TC)+Hj)+(1-pL) L] D

«[Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho]+CQXo-a [AO-W(1-TC)+Hjj

+ 8CEPIPgX2Y+(1-PH)XLI+(1-P)IPLXN+C1 PJXJD
(53)

- SaCQIPPH+(l-P)PLI[AN+H'(1-Tc)+Hl)+LP(1-PH)+(1 P)(1 pd]LD

+ 8a[pL[AH+W(1-Td+Hl]+(17pL)LI

+ 0 CEpLXH+(1 pL)XL-a[pL(AH+yV(1-Td+Hl)+(1-pL)L]1
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By combining (52) and (53), we obtain the following equation:

(VG-VB)=aS(1-0 (PHPL)(w-90 (1-T,) (54)

From the previous equation, it is clear that VG < VB since W > W. The sets of

market responses "Band 0. inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to

defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

S2B=]VB , VH]

RG=]VG, VX]

where:

(55)

+ aQPgXH+ ( l
-pH) XL-a l!'X(AH+WMax (l-Tc)+Hi)+(i pH)LI]

and it is clear that:

OBcaG (57)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium write-down W, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ(GF j A)=1 (58)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No pooling PBE, in which both good and bad firms do report a

discretionary write-down W < WM,x, can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' DI

criterion.

We now prove that no non-efficient separating PBE can survive Cho and Kreps' D1

criterion. Let us therefore consider a separating PBE in which the equilibrium write-

down reported by the manager of the good firm is larger than W'. Whatever the

response of the financial market, no bad firm would ever want to report an out-of-

equilibrium write-down W in the neighbourhood of W, where W' < * < W. This

is so because W' is the value of the write-down for which the manager of the bad

firm is indifferent between playing his equilibrium strategy and being identified as
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the manager of a bad firm, and reporting W' and being identified as the manager of

a good firm. The manager of the good firm may however find it incentive

compatible to report W. Let us define Vc, to satisfy the following equation:

IGF= a[Ao-W( 1 - TC)+HJ+C VG+ Sa QpH [AH+W( 1 -Tc)+Hl] +( 1 pH) L I

+ 8 CQpHXB+(1 pH)XL- a (pH(AH+W(1-TC)+Hl)+(1 pH) L] ^

= a [Ao-W( 1 -Tc)+HJ+CQXo-a [Ao- R'(1-Tc)+Hj D (59)
+ $(QpHXH +(1-pH) XL- a[pH(AH+W( 1 -Tc)+H,)+( 1 pX) L] D

+ S a QpH [AH+W( 1 -TC)+Hl ] +(1 pH) L I

+ 8CQpHXH+(1-pH) XL- a [pX(AH+W( 1 -Tc)+Hl)+( 1 pX)L] ]

The sets of market responses SZ B and S2(-, inducing the managers of the bad and good

firms to defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

SIB=e

aG=]VG ,VH]

and it is clear that:

OBcaG

(60)

(61)

When faced with the out-of-equilibrium write-down W, investors should therefore

believe that:

µ (GF 1 4) =1 (62)

But, these beliefs induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium

strategy. No non-efficient separating PBE can therefore survive Cho and Kreps' D1

strategic refinement.

We now prove that the efficient separating PBE survives Cho and Kreps' D1

criterion. To do this, we have to consider two potential types of defections W:

i) 0<W<W'

ii) W`<VJ

i) Let us first consider a defection W, where 0 < W < W. We already know that,

in equilibrium, the manager of the bad firm is indifferent between his equilibrium
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action and that of the manager of the good firm. More formally:

+ b C QpLXH+(1 PL)XL-a [pL (Ay+H,)+(1 P,)L]

+ g « [PL (AH+HI) +(1 PL) Ll
+ $C IIpLXH+ (1 pL) XL-a[pL(AH+HI)+(1 pL) L]I

= a[Ao-W*(1-TC)+H^ +C IXo-a[Aa-W'(1-TC)+Hj^
(63)

+ SCQpHXH+ (l pN)XL - a [pH (Ay +w'(1-TC)+Hj)+(1 pH)L]]

+ 8 aQpL[AH+W`(1-TC)+H1]+(1 pL) LI

+
8 C^pLXH+(1 pL)XL-a[pL(AH+W`(1-TC)+Hl)+(1 pJL]I

Let us define V., so as to satisfy the following equation:

IGF= a[Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho]+C VG +SaQpH[AN+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1 pX)LI

+ 8CEpHXH+(1 pH)XL-a1pH(AH+tiV(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pH)L]]

= a[Aa-W'(1-Tc)+Ho]+CEXo-a[Ao-W'(1-Tc)+Ho]1 (64)

+ S C EPyXg+ ( i Py) XL-a lPp(Ay+W`(1-TC)+Hl)+C1 PH)L^ ^

+ 8 aQpH[AH+W`(1-Tc)+H1]+(1 pH)LI

+ SC EpHXH+(1 pH)XL-a [pH(AH+W'(1-TC)+H) +(i pX)L]^

Similarly, let us define '0'B so as to satisfy the following equation:

IBF= a[Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho]+C VG +SaQpL[AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl]+(1 pdLD

+ SC ^pLXH+(1 pL) XL-a[pL(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1-pL)L]

= a (Ao+Hd +C IXo-a (Ao+Hd I (65)
+ 8 ^QpLXH+(1 PL)XL-a [pL(AH+Hj)+(1 PL)L]D

+ S a IPL (AH+H) +(1 pL) Ll

+ 8C QpLXH+(1 pL) XL-aIpL(AH+HI)+(1 pJL]^

By replacing (64) and (65) into (63), we obtain :

C OVG-V^ =8a C1-0 (1-TC) KPH-Pd(N'` -;^)
(66)
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From the previous equation, it is clear that V1 >'CB since W'> W. The sets of

market responses SZ. and SZc, inducing the managers of the bad and good firms to

defect from their equilibrium actions are therefore as follows:

aB =] VB1 VH]

52G =] VG , VH]

where :

(67)

VH° Xo-a IAo-A'mr. (1-?'c)+Hil

+ sQpHXx+ ( i pH) XL- a [PH(AH+WMaz (l-Tc)+Hi)+(l pH)LlD
(68)

and it is clear that:

S2GcS3B (69)

When faced with an out-of-equilibrium write-down W, investors should therefore

believe that :

µ (BF J 4) = 1 (70)

But, given these beliefs, no manager wishes to defect from his equilibrium strategy.

ii) Alternatively, let us consider a defection W, where W' < W. Even if investors

believe with probability one that the defector is a good firm, no firm will ever wish

to defect .

It has been shown that no firm will ever wish to defect. The efficient PBE thus

satisfies Cho and Kreps' D 1 strategic refinement.

B3 Ultimate Divinity and NWBR (Proof)

Cho and Sobel (1990) show that, for any monotonic signalling game, criteria D1 and

NWBR are equivalent to universal divinity. The equivalence between D1 and

universal divinity is trivial to establish in games comprising two types of players,

since with two types of players the definitions of the D1 and universal divinity
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criteria do not differ. For illustration purposes only, we shall prove the equivalence

of the D 1 and NWBR in the context of our model .

We first prove that no pooling PBE, in which the managers of both the good and bad

firms do report a discretionary write-down W where W < Wm., satisfies the NWBR

strategic refinement designed by Kohlberg and Mertens (1986). Let us therefore

assume that such a pooling PBE does obtain and consider an out-of-equilibrium

write-down W in the neighbourhood of W, where W <* < Wm,x. Let us consider

V'B , as defined by Equation (53) and representing the financial market's valuation of

the bad firm for which the manager of the bad firm would be indifferent between

playing his pooling equilibrium strategy and deviating to the out-of-equilibrium

write-down W. It is clear that VB is included in 52, the set of market responses for

which the manager of the good firm would be willing to play the out-of-equilibrium

write-down W. When faced with an out-of-equilibrium write-down *, the financial

market should thus believe that any defector is a good firm. But these beliefs do

induce the manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium strategy when

W is close enough to W. No pooling PBE, in which both good and bad firms do

report a discretionary write-down W < W,,,,,x , can therefore survive Kohlberg and

Mertens' NWBR criterion.

We now prove that no non-efficient separating PBE can survive Kohlberg and

Mertens' NWBR criterion. Let us therefore consider a separating PBE in which the

equilibrium write-down reported by the manager of the good firm is larger than We.

Let us also consider the out-of-equilibrium write-down W, where W=W'. We then

consider VB representing the financial market's valuation of the bad firm for which

the manager of the bad firm would be indifferent between playing his separating

equilibrium strategy and deviating to the out-of-equilibrium write-down W. It is

clear that VB=VH is included in SZc,, the set of market responses for which the

manager of the good firm would be willing to play the out-of-equilibrium write-down

W. When faced with an out-of-equilibrium write-down *, the financial market

should thus believe that any defector is a good firm. But these beliefs do induce the

manager of the good firm to defect from his equilibrium strategy. No non-efficient
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separating PBE can therefore survive Kohlberg and Mertens' NWBR criterion.

We now prove that the efficient separating PBE survives Kohlberg and Mertens'

NWBR criterion. To do this, we have to consider two potential types of defections

W:

i) 0<W<W'

ii) W* <W

i) Let us first consider a defection W, where 0 < W < W'. From Equation (66), it

is clear that V., representing the financial market's valuation of the good firm, for

which the manager of the good firm would be indifferent between playing his

separating equilibrium strategy and deviating to the out-of-equilibrium write-down

W, exceeds CE, representing the financial market's valuation of the bad firm, for

which the manager of the bad firm would be indifferent between playing his

separating equilibrium strategy and deviating to the out-of-equilibrium write-down

W. V. is therefore included in SIB, the set of market responses for which the

manager of the bad firm would be willing to play the out-of-equilibrium write-down

W. When faced with an out-of-equilibrium write-down W, the financial market

should thus believe that any defector is a bad firm. But, given these beliefs, no

manager wishes to defect from his equilibrium strategy.

ii) Alternatively, let us consider a defection W, where W` < W. Even if investors

believe with probability one that the defector is a good firm, no firm will ever wish

to defect .

It has been shown that no firm will ever wish to defect. The efficient PBE thus

survives Kohlberg and Mertens' NWBR strategic refinement.
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B4 Proposition 6 (Proof)

Let us assume that a separating equilibrium obtains at to. Prior to to, the market

value of a given firm satisfies the following equation :

VOP p VG + (1 p) Va

where :

(71)

VG= Xo-a [Ao-W(1-TC)+Ho]

+ 6 QpXXH+(1 pX)XL-a [py(AH+W(1-Tc)+Hl)+(1 pH)L]D (72)

VB° Xo-a(Ao+H^+S^pLXH+(1-p^XL-a[pL(AH+HI)+(1 pJL]^

The good firm's market value Va; prevailing at to, on the announcement date of the

accounting choice, is Vc,. Similarly, the bad firm's market value V(,B prevailing at

to, on the announcement date of the accounting choice, is VB.

The market reactions to the announcement are therefore as follows:

VoB-Vopp(VB-Vd<0
(73)
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Appendix C

C1 Proposition 7

The First Order Condition can be written as :

(Proof)

dI[4,4(M,K'] I
dW w=w•

+aC d9(H^1 Q(XH-Xd-a [AN+W'(1-TC)+Hl-L]1 (74)
dW w=w•

= 0

But, in equilibrium,

4[R' *(q)] =4

The First Order Condition may thus be rewritten as:

-A +(C-DW)
dW +Bq

(M =O

where:

A=a(1-()(1-Tc)

B=Sa(1-2()(1-TC)

D=SaC(1-Tc)

Let us assume, for a moment, that the following Inequalities are satisfied:

^

C-DW>O VWe[O,Wm,,]

Equation (76) is therefore equivalent to the following one :

d4(M _ dW

A -Bq(M C-DW

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)
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If B differs from zero, solutions to this differential equation are as follows:

-^ ln(C-D ^_-^ ln(A-Bq(^)+Cte (80)

The particular equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) which Pareto-dominates all others

(the efficient one) is the one which has the following property:

q(0) =0

The boundary condition implies that:

1 1

The efficient equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) is therefore as follows:

B

q(^=B I 1- (1-D N^ DI

Equivalently,

D

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

W(q) and q thus satisfy Inequalities (78). It can furthermore be shown that W(q) is

implementable, that is, Vq W(q) S WM,x, as long as ^ is small enough24 . This

follows from the following derivation:

Lim W(q) = 0
C - 0

(85)

Before concluding that the equilibrium valuation schedule q(W) meets our

requirements, we have however still to show that it maximises rather than minimises

I. In order to check whether this condition is met, we check the Second-Order

Condition.

24
The proposi tions deve loped in th is sec t ion can b e exte nded to d ea l w ith B =0 by tak ing the l imi t s of q (W) and W(q) when

B tend s toward 0 .
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The first derivative of I with respect to W can be rewritten as:

dI[q ,9 ^^,M .-A +(C-DYE d4(4) _Dq(M +Eq=O (86)
dW dW

where:

A =-a ( 1 -() ( 1 -TC)

D =S a C ( 1 -TC)

E=8 a ( 1 - ()( 1 - Tc)

The second derivative of I with respect to W can thus be written as:

d2I[q,q(ff),W1=(C-DA) d29(M -2D d9(M
dW2 dW2 dW

But :

B

B
d4(4) _ A D D-

dW C C
M

s

dW2 C2 C

By doing the appropriate substitutions, one can write that:

d2^9,4(M,R'1=-A(B+D)C D(C -DMp
- 1

dW2

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

(9 1 )

(92)

The equilibrium valuation schedule W(q) thus maximises the manager's utility

function since :
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B+D>O

and :

d2l[q,q(M,R'1 s0
dW2

C2 Proposition 8

By differentiating Vo with respect to W, we can see that:

(93)

(94)

(Proof)

dVo [4(Vr), R'1 aVo aVo d4

dW aW aq dW

= a ( 1 - Tc) C 1- 8q( W)I + 8 1XH-XL- a[AH+ W(1 -Tc) +Hl-L] l
dW

> 0

Proposition 8 thus obtains .

(95)
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CHAPTER 9



DISCRETIONARY ACCOUNTING CHOICES:
A UNIFYING FRAMEWORK

The previous chapters introduce a number of models seeking to explain discretionary

accounting choices in a world in which there is an asymmetry of information

between the manager and the financial markets about the firm's future earnings and

cash-flows. The aim of this chapter is to bring together and assess the relative

merits of the various signalling mechanisms introduced in this thesis. The first part

of this chapter introduces necessary conditions for accounting choices to act as

signals. It then provides a non-exhaustive list of accounting choices which may be

used by managers to signal their private information. The second part of this

chapter provides a comparative analysis of a number of signalling mechanisms

including the one developed by Hughes and Schwartz (1988) and those introduced

in the previous chapters. It associates each signalling mechanism with accounting

choices which may potentially be used as signals. These potential signals may then

be used to test the various models discussed in this chapter. The third and last part

of this chapter provides testable implications of these models versus the main

alternative categories of discretionary accounting choice models and offers an

interpretation of the implications of the existing empirical work for the relative merit

of the various models.

9.1 Discretionary Accounting Choices As Signals

The existing empirical literature on discretionary accounting choices focuses on

choices related to depreciation, interest, inventory valuation, investment tax credits,

oil and gas exploration costs, and unfunded pension liabilities. Managers do indeed

make choices of accounting policies in such areas as inventory valuation, FIFO

versus LIFO; depreciation, accelerated versus straight-line; or the treatment of

investment tax credits, flow-through versus deferral. In addition to the selection of

accounting methods, managers may also exercise discretion over intramethod

variations, such as the length of amortising periods and the choice of residual values,
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over the timing of write-downs for recognising asset value impairments, and over the

level of anticipated loss reserves. Last but not least managers may exercise some

discretion over the timing of recognition of both revenue and costs.

For accounting choices to serve as signals, changes must be "visible". Investors

must be able to infer from the financial statement that a change took place. Investors

must also be able to quantify the effect of a change. Changes in accounting methods

meet these requirements both in the UK and in the US. US accounting standards,

APB Opinion No 20, call for the use of the current effort method in order to account

for changes in accounting policies. The use of the current effort method requires

that pro-forma data on income and earnings per share be displayed for all prior

periods presented. APB Opinion No 20 permits in a limited number of

circumstances the use of the retroactive method. The use of the retroactive method

requires the restatement of the financial statements of all prior periods presented and

the disclosure in the year of change of the effect on net income and earnings per

share for all prior periods presented. UK accounting standards, SSAP 2, require that

prior year adjustments be made with respect to changes in accounting policies. In

any case, investors are provided with information on the effect of a change in

accounting policy.

Material changes in estimates do also pass the "visibility test". US accounting

standards (APB Opinion No 20) explicitly state that "Disclosures should be made in

current period financial statements of the effects of a change in an accounting

estimate on income before extraordinary items, net income, and earnings per share

data. If a change in an accounting estimate affects future periods, the effect should

be disclosed on income before extraordinary items, net income, and earnings per

share data in the income statement".

For accounting choices to serve as signals, they must also be discretionary. The

conceptual accounting framework does indeed allow the rule of preferability to

supersede the principle of consistency. In other words, consistency does not

constrain change in the presence of a preferred accounting choice. The presumption
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in both the UK (SSAP 6) and US (APB Opinion No 20) conceptual accounting

frameworks is that an accounting procedure or an intramethod variation should not

be changed once it has been accepted. This presumption is sustained by the

pervasive principle of consistency. An accounting procedure or intramethod

variation may however be changed if the alternative procedure is preferable, that is,

if the alternative procedure possesses a higher degree of representative faithfulness.

Measuring the degree of representative faithfulness exhibited by a given accounting

procedure or intramethod variation is however not an easy task. This problem of

measurability provides managers with some discretion and enables them to change

a given accounting procedure. They would however not be allowed to reverse their

decisions in the subsequent periods.

The Appendix to this chapter reviews some selected areas in which managers may

exercise some discretion over "visible" accounting choices such as choices of

accounting procedures both in the United Kingdom and the United States. For each

of these discretionary accounting choices, it specifically describes the effect of the

choice on reported income and some key accounting variables used in debt

covenants.

This section introduced a number of accounting choices which may be considered as

income-decreasing under "mild" regularity conditions. Most of these income-

decreasing accounting choices are also balance-sheet weakening. Exceptions include

the capitalisation and amortisation of goodwill, the recognition of specifically

identifiable intangible fixed assets, and the revaluation of depreciable fixed assets,

which are income-decreasing and balance-sheet strengthening. The use of one of

these income-decreasing accounting choices, the FIFO inventory valuation method,

has furthermore a positive effect on cash-flows.

9.2 A Comparative Summary Of The Existing Signalling Mechanisms

In both the signalling models presented in the last chapters and the signalling model

introduced by Hughes and Schwartz (1988), there is an information asymmetry
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between the manager and the financial market about the firm's future performance.

The manager of the firm has some inside information about future earnings and cash-

flows, but cannot directly communicate it without moral hazard. It is the choice of

an accounting procedure or intramethod variation which enables the manager to

credibly reveal his private information.

In the model presented by Hughes and Schwartz [HS,(1988)], the manager of the

firm has to choose between the FIFO and LIFO methods of valuing inventory. He

takes his decision, recognising that his compensation function depends on both the

current and future market value of his firm. In the separating equilibrium, firms

with good prospects can signal their quality by choosing FIFO. The mechanism by

which these firms identify themselves is that they forego the tax benefits associated

with LIFO. This, in turn, makes it more likely that they will be unable to meet their

debt repayment requirements and incur bankruptcy costs.

Hughes, Schwartz, and Thakor [HST, (1991)] extend HS to cope with a continuum

of types of firms by allowing managers to communicate the quality of their firms by

using both capital structure and inventory accounting methods as signalling devices.

When allowed to use both capital structure and accounting methods as signals,

managers select the most efficient signalling mechanisms with which to reveal their

quality by trading off the costs of FIFO with the costs of debt. As stated by HST,

"Managers of high quality firms who find signalling with debt under LIFO to be too

costly - because they must employ very high debt levels to discourage mimicry - may

find it optimal to impair firm value with FIFO so that signalling can be achieved

with lower debt".

In both HS and HST, there is no uniqueness of the FIFO signal. The FIFO choice

is not more effective than other means of impairing the firm's value. Bar-Yosef,

Hughes, and Venezia [BHV,(1993)] provide the accounting literature with a model

offering both a unique signalling explanation for the use of the FIFO accounting

choice and an extension of HS to a continuum of types. In this model, the choice

of FIFO signals low growth of nominal production costs. The manager of a firm
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with low growth of nominal production costs chooses FIFO because the tax

advantage from using LIFO is smaller for his firm than it is for less efficient firms.

In all the models derived from Hughes and Schwartz (1988) - that is, HS, HST, and

BHV - the choice of FIFO as a method of valuing inventory is essentially a decision

to reduce cash-flows. The effect of the accounting choice on the firm's financial

statement is not relevant. Conversely, in the models introduced in the previous

chapters of this thesis, the accounting choice is essentially a decision to affect the

firm's reported income or balance sheet. The accounting choice has no direct effect

on the firm's cash-flow. In contrast to the HS, HST, and BHV, it is the adoption

of conservative accounting policies which signals strength in each of the models

introduced in the previous chapters. The adoption of conservative accounting

policies may be interpreted in the context of this thesis as the adoption of either

earning-reducing or balance sheet weakening policies. This interpretation is broadly

in line with the meaning of conservative accounting used in the accounting jargon.

Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (GAAP) recommend that directors

recognise immediately all potential costs and liabilities and defer the recognition of

revenue until revenue accrues.

In the model presented in Chapter 5, which will be referred to as Model A, signalling

is driven by either the concavity of managers' compensation plans such as bonus

plans or risk-aversion. The manager of the firm must select an accounting procedure

to account for the firm's economic earnings. He takes his decision, recognising that

his decision affects his compensation which is assumed to depend on both the firm's

stock price and reported earnings. Selecting an income-decreasing accounting is

costly to the manager of any firm because of the adverse impact of the accounting

choice on reported earnings, and thus, on the manager's compensation. Selecting

an income-decreasing accounting is however less costly to the manager of a firm

expecting higher economic earnings in the future than it is to the manager of a firm

expecting lower economic earnings in the future because of the concavity of

managers' compensation plans such as bonus plans or risk-aversion. In a separating

equilibrium, the manager of a firm with good prospects may thus signal the quality
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of his firm by selecting an income-decreasing accounting procedure.

In the model presented in Chapter 6, which will be referred to as Model B, signalling

is driven by costs of breaching debt covenants. Chapter 6 introduces a firm whose

capital structure includes some debt. Debtholders are protected by accounting-based

debt covenants. As in Chapter 5, the manager of the firm must select an accounting

procedure to account for the firm's economic earnings. The accounting procedure

chosen by the manager may or may not be conservative, a conservative accounting

procedure being income-decreasing or balance-sheet weakening. The manager takes

his decision, recognising that his objective function depends on both the intrinsic and

market values of his firm's equity. Selecting a conservative accounting procedure

is costly to the manager of any firm because of its adverse impact on the probability

of seeing his firm breach its accounting-based debt covenants. Selecting a

conservative accounting procedure is however less costly to the manager of a firm

expecting higher economic earnings in the future than it is to the manager of a firm

expecting lower economic earnings in the future as long as the probability of seeing

the firm breach its debt covenants does not exceed 0.5. In a separating equilibrium,

the manager of a firm with good prospects may thus signal the quality of his firm

by selecting conservative accounting procedures.

In the model presented in Chapter 7, which will be referred to as Model C,

signalling is driven by rules governing the recognition for financial reporting

purposes of the taxation credit associated with provisions. Chapter 7 introduces a

firm undergoing a crisis and finding itself in a non-tax paying position. The

manager may report a provision, write-down or write-off of a non-depreciable asset,

which will be referred to as a discretionary provision. If the manager abstains from

reporting a discretionary provision at the current date, he does not have to report one

at a later date. The manager takes his decision, recognising that his decision affects

his compensation which is assumed to depend on both the firm's stock price and

reported earnings. Reporting a discretionary provision is costly to the manager of

any firm because of the adverse effect of the provision on reported earnings, and

thus, on the manager's compensation. Reporting a discretionary provision is
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however less costly to the manager of a firm expecting higher earnings in the future

than it is to the manager of a firm expecting lower earnings in the future because the

manager of the firm expecting higher earnings is more likely to see taxable profits

in the future and is thus more likely to benefit from a deferred benefit associated

with the discretionary provision. This deferred benefit consists of the recognition

for financial reporting purposes of the taxation credit associated with the

discretionary provision. In a separating equilibrium, the manager of a firm with

good prospects may thus signal his quality by reporting discretionary provisions.

In the model presented in Chapter 8, which will be referred to as Model D,

signalling is driven by the fact that the recognition of expenses at a later date rather

than at the current date is more beneficial to managers of firms expecting poorer

future earnings. This property may for instance be induced by managers' bonus

plans which are capped below. In this model, the manager of the firm must decide

whether or not to report a write-down, write-off, or any other provision, which will

be referred to as a discretionary write-down. If he abstains from reporting this

write-down at the current date, he will have to report it at a later date. The manager

takes his decision, recognising that his decision affects his compensation which is

assumed to depend on both the firm's stock price and reported earnings. Reporting

a discretionary write-down is costly to the manager of any firm because it consists

in transferring earnings from the current date, date at which marginal earnings make

a positive contribution to the manager's compensation, to a later date, date at which

marginal earnings may not make a positive contribution to the manager's

compensation. Reporting a discretionary write-down is however less costly to the

manager of a firm expecting higher earnings in the future than it is to the manager

of a firm expecting lower earnings in the future because the manager of a firm

expecting higher earnings in the future is more likely to benefit from incremental

earnings obtaining at later dates. In a separating equilibrium, the manager of a firm

with good prospects may thus signal the quality of his firm by reporting a

discretionary write-down.
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9.3 Testable Implications

The signalling models derived from Hughes and Schwartz (1988) explain why some

firms continue to use the FIFO inventory valuation procedure, foregoing significant

tax savings. These same models predict that firms switching to the LIFO inventory

valuation procedure should see lower cash-flows in the subsequent periods than those

continuing to use the FIFO inventory valuation procedure. These same models thus

predict that LIFO adoptions should be accompanied by negative stock price

changes'.

In the signalling models derived from Hughes and Schwartz (1988), it is the use of

LIFO, a conservative inventory valuation procedure, which conveys bad news to the

financial market. In contrast to Hughes and Schwartz (1988), it is the use of

conservative accounting procedures which conveys good news to the financial market

in the signalling models introduced in the previous chapters.

Model A explains why some firms switch to income-decreasing accounting

procedures. Model A predicts that firms switching to income-decreasing (income-

increasing) accounting procedures should see higher (lower) earnings and cash-flows

in the subsequent periods than those continuing to use more income-increasing

(income-decreasing) accounting procedures. This same model thus predicts that

switches to income-decreasing (income-increasing) accounting procedures should be

accompanied by positive (negative) stock price changes. The more income-

decreasing or income-increasing the accounting procedure, the larger the price

change.

Model B explains why some firms switch to more conservative, that is, to income-

increasing or balance-sheet weakening, accounting procedures. Model A predicts

that firms switching to more (less) conservative accounting procedures should see

1 Hughes and Schwartz (1988) claim that LIFO adop tions could also be accompanied by positive stock price changes .

Positive stock price change s may however only occur if th e separating equilibrium was not anticipated by investors .
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higher (lower) earnings and cash-flows in the subsequent periods than those

continuing to use less (more) conservative accounting procedures. This same model

thus predicts that switches to more (less) conservative accounting procedures should

be accompanied by positive (negative) stock price changes. The more conservative

the accounting procedure, the larger the price change.

Model C explains why some firms undergoing difficulties report discretionary (non-

cash) provisions. Model C predicts that firms which do report discretionary

provisions should see higher earnings and cash-flows in the subsequent periods than

those who do not report any discretionary provisions. This same model thus predicts

that discretionary provisions should be accompanied by positive stock price changes.

The larger the discretionary provision, the larger the price change.

Model D explains why some firms, whose earnings are neither abnormally low nor

abnormally high, report discretionary write-downs, write-offs, and other provisions.

Model D predicts that firms which do report discretionary write-downs should see

higher earnings and cash-flows in the subsequent periods than those who do not

report any discretionary write-downs. This same model thus predicts that

discretionary write-downs should be accompanied by positive stock price changes.

The larger the discretionary write-down, the larger the price change.

9.4 Empirical Evidence

Most empirical studies provide tests of the opportunistic behaviour perspective.

These studies take the firm's observed contracts as given and then determine

managers' incentives for accounting choices. Managers are thus assumed to choose

accounting methods to transfer wealth to themselves or to existing shareholders at

the expense of another party to the firm or the economy. In the management

compensation hypothesis, managers are assumed to choose income-increasing

accounting procedures to increase the present value of their bonuses. In the lending

agreements hypothesis, managers are assumed to choose income-increasing

accounting procedures to relax debt constraints and reduce the expected costs of
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technical default. In the political visibility hypothesis, managers are assumed to

choose income-decreasing accounting procedures to minimise any present or future

political costs that could be imposed on them.

A number of recent empirical studies, such as Malmquist (1990) and Mian and Smith

(1990), do however provide tests of the efficient contracting perspectives. But, as

reported by Watts and Zimmerman (1990), "No study to date has explained both the

ex-ante choice of the accepted set (of accounting methods) and the ex-post choice of

accounting methods from within the accepted set". Distinguishing empirically

between the opportunistic behaviour and the efficient contracting perspectives then

turns out to be difficult2. Few, if any, of these empirical studies do succeed in

determining which of these two competing perspectives is more consistent with the

reported empirical evidence. This issue is highlighted by Holthausen (1990) in the

context of the lending agreements hypothesis. Malmquist (1990), for instance,

claims that:

"Besides the issue of negative equity, the active monitoring of debt covenants
can be problematic for both the lender and the borrower if the accounting
values being monitored contain large components of white noise variation
relative to variation in the underlying values of these phenomena. False
signals of financial distress can cause unnecessary default and costly
renegotiation proceedings that are better avoided...".

Malmquist (1990) then observes that firms with high debt to equity ratios will tend

to present exaggerated variance in this variable under the successful efforts method

and hypothesises that "Ceteris paribus, the higher the debt to equity ratio, the greater

the likelihood that a firm will choose full cost". For similar reasons, Malmquist

(1990) hypothesises that "Ceteris paribus, the greater the proportion of a firm's

resources devoted to drilling and exploration, the greater the likelihood it will choose

full cost". Holthausen (1990) states however that:

"Lilien and Pastena (1982)...take the opportunistic behaviour perspective for

at least some of their predictions... They argue that (oil and gas) firms with

2
It cou ld even be argued that it is impossible to distinguish betwee n the oppo rtunist ic behaviour and the efficient

contracting perspectives since the oppo rtunistic behaviour perspective may be consi d ered as a sub-percpective of the

efficient contract i ng perspective. The reason for this is that, in a principal-agent framework , the se t of equ ilib rium

(optima l) strategies may require from the agent that he behaves opportunisti,.ally.
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high debt to equity ratios are closer to default and will thus want to relax

those constraints by choosing full cost. Moreover, they argue for similar

reasons that firms with more explanatory risk will be more likely to choose

full-cost. While Malmquist (1990) and Lilien and Pastena (1982) do not use

precisely the same measures of explanatory risk and debt-to-equity ratios, the

predictions of the two papers with respect to the association between

accounting method choice and these variables are identical. Moreover, both

find evidence consistent with their hypotheses. Unfortunately, since the

predictions of the Malmquist and Lilien and Pastena papers are identical,

there is no way to determine which of these competing, but not mutually

exclusive hypotheses is more consistent with the data".

Casual empiricism and journalistic accounts provide some support to the signalling

version of the information perspective. In a discussion of the mechanistic

perspective, Kieso and Weygandt (1992) state, for instance, that:

"In fact, research in this area reports just the opposite. One study showed

that companies that switched from accelerated to straight-line experienced

declines in stock value after the change [Kaplan and Roll, (1972)]. Others

have noted that switches to more liberal accounting policies have resulted in

lower stock market performance. One rationale is that such changes signal

that the company is in trouble and also leads to skepticism about

management's attitudes and behaviour [Hawkins and Campbell (1978),

Harrison (1977)]".

Kieso and Weygandt's comments may reflect casual empiricism and journalistic

accounts. Their interpretation of the evidence provided by the papers quoted in the

above paragraph may however be challenged. The problem with their interpretation

is that, although these empirical papers do indeed provide evidence of negative share

price reactions to switches to more liberal accounting policies, the negative share

price reactions tend to occur weeks after the announcements. These empirical

studies present furthermore a few problems, one of the most important being the fact

that they do not control for surprises in current earnings.

Few empirical studies provide direct tests of the signalling version of the information

perspective. Most of those which do provide direct tests of the signalling version

of the information perspective deal either with discretionary write-downs or with

choices of inventory valuation procedures. Empirical tests of choices of inventory

valuation procedures provide some support to the models derived from Hughes and

Schwartz (1988) [Dopuch and Pincus (1988)]. Empirical tests of discretionary write-
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downs would also appear to provide Model D with some support [Elliott and Shaw

(1988), Strong and Meyer (1987), and Zucca and Campbell (1992)].

It can furthermore be argued that the evidence reported in the empirical literature is

at least "weakly" consistent with the signalling version of the information

perspective. In the context of the management compensation hypothesis, early cross-

sectional studies, such as the one published by Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981),

show that managers of firms endowed with bonus plans are more likely to select

income-increasing accounting procedures. This evidence is consistent with the

predictions of Model A. In Model A, the manager of the bad firm, that is, the

manager of the firm expecting low earnings in the future, only chooses income-

increasing accounting procedures. The manager of the good firm, that is, the

manager of the firm expecting high earnings in the future, chooses a portfolio of

income-increasing and income-decreasing accounting procedures, the proportion of

income-decreasing procedures being the minimum required to differentiate himself

from the manager of the bad firm. More recent cross-sectional studies, such as the

one published by Healy (1985), also provide evidence which is consistent with Model

A. Healy (1985) finds out that firms' accounts are more likely to reveal income-

decreasing accruals when their managers' bonus plans upper and lower bounds are

binding. Managers are however shown not to change accounting procedures to

decrease earnings when the bonus plan upper or lower bounds are binding. This

would appear to be consistent with Model A, which predicts that managers expecting

abnormally high earnings may switch to more conservative accounting procedures

in periods in which earnings are neither abnormally high nor abnormally low3.

In the context of the lending agreements hypothesis, cross-sectional studies show that

managers of firms with high debt to equity ratios tend to use income-increasing

accounting procedures. This piece of evidence is consistent with the predictions

generated by Model B. In Model B, for a given level of debt-to-equity ratio,

3 Healy offers alternative explanations for the empirical regularity. It may be more costly for managers to transfer

earnings between periods by changing a-.counting procedures than by changing accruals. The effect of a procedure

change on the accounting numbers may also not proxy for the effect of a procedure change present value of the

managers' bonus awards.
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managers of bad firms, that is, managers of firms expecting low earnings in the

future, choose more income-increasing accounting methods than managers of bad

firms, that is, managers of firms expecting high earnings in the future. But, over

time, lower earnings translate into higher debt-to-equity ratios. Thus, over time,

managers of firms endowed with high debt-to-equity ratios tend to use income-

increasing accounting procedures. The evidence reported by Beneish and Press

(1993) and Holthausen (1981) would furthermore appear to favour the signalling

version of the information perspective. Beneish and Press (1993) claim that

"Relative to the 300 firms in Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) or the 83 firms in

Press and Weintrop (1990), violators choose accounting policies that are significantly

more income-increasing in both the year preceding and five years prior to technical

violation. Although violators' actions are consistent with the positive theory

prediction of choosing income-increasing accounting techniques to reduce the

likelihood of violation [Watts and Zimmerman (1986)], the evidence in year -5

shows that violators made such choices well before violation". Holthausen (1981)

observes that the more debt a firm has outstanding, the more negative the abnormal

performance at the time of the announcement of the change in depreciation methods.

9.5 Summary and Suggestions For Further Research

This thesis introduces a number of models seeking to explain discretionary

accounting choices from an information perspective. In these models, discretionary

accounting choices are used by managers to reveal their private information

concerning future earnings and cash-flows in a world characterised by an information

asymmetry between managers and investors. These models differ from prior models

in a number of ways. First, the set of potential signals is not restricted to the choice

of an inventory valuation method. Second, accounting choices are essentially

decisions to affect the firm's reported income or balance sheet and not cash-flows.

Third, it is the adoption of conservative accounting policies which signals strength.

The models introduced in this thesis rely on either the management compensation or

on the lending agreements hypothesis. A review of the positive accounting theory
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literature carried out in Chapter 4 provides evidence which is largely consistent with

these hypotheses. With a few exceptions, academic studies fail however to

distinguish amongst the competing hypotheses. This is due to the fact that most

empirical studies of accounting choices are potentially ill-specified cross-sectional

studies. These cross-sectional studies, which are typically used to explain accounting

choices from contemporaneous variables proxying for managerial compensation

plans, closeness to violation of debt covenants, and political sensitivity, are

potentially misspecified in the following ways. First, if it is costly for firms to

switch back and forth between accounting procedures, a firm's current accounting

policies then depend not only on the current set of explanatory variables hypothesised

to influence accounting policies, but also on past choices and explanatory variables.

Second, most cross-sectional studies adopt indirect methods to account for the effect

of debt covenants, management compensation schemes, and political sensitivity on

accounting choices. Third, a potential misspecification results from ignoring the

interaction effects amongst the different independent variables. Fourth, most cross-

sectional studies just assume that a given accounting procedure is income-increasing

(or income-decreasing). A given accounting procedure may however be income-

increasing in one type of situation and income-decreasing in a second-type of

situation.

The models introduced in this thesis would appear to be consistent with casual

empiricism and journalistic accounts. With a few exceptions, academic studies fail

however to distinguish amongst the competing perspectives and do not provide direct

tests of the information perspective. This is due again to the fact that most empirical

studies of accounting choices are cross-sectional studies. Cross-sectional studies of

accounting choices consider the correlation of accounting choices with

contemporaneous explanatory variables such as current economic earnings and

closeness to violation of debt covenants. The information perspective, as introduced

in this thesis, predicts a correlation between accounting choices and future

explanatory variables such as future economic earnings and cash-flows.

Empirical studies combining event studies and time-series studies of discretionary
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accounting choices should stand a better chance of distinguishing amongst the

competing perspectives. The information perspective, as embodied in the models

introduced in this thesis, have stock price implications which differ from those

implied by other perspectives: in the information perspective, the adoption of

conservative accounting policies signals high earnings and cash-flows in the future

and should thus be associated with positive abnormal share price returns. The

information perspective, as embodied in the models introduced in this thesis, also

differs from other perspectives in terms of the timing of declaration of provisions (or

write-downs) and changes in accounting procedures. The tests carried out in both

event studies and time-series studies may furthermore benefit from the use of

variables used in the relevant contracts instead of proxies.

There would also appear to be a role for more qualitative research. Individual case

studies may provide us both insights on the decision process used by managers. This

information may then be used to design more powerful tests. This information may

also be useful for equilibrium selection purposes.
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Appendix

This section reviews some selected areas in which managers may exercise some

discretion over "visible" accounting choices such as choices of accounting procedures

both in the United Kingdom and the United States. For each of these discretionary

accounting choices, it specifically describes the effect of the choice on reported

income and some key accounting variables used in debt covenants.

Accounting For Tangible Fixed Assets

With respect to tangible fixed assets, there are no UK accounting standards

specifying how they should be valued. The 1985 Companies Act is however more

restrictive. It allows tangible fixed assets to be recorded on the balance sheet at their

historical cost, current cost, or market value. US accounting standards (APB

Opinion No 6) are even more restrictive. APB Opinion No 6 states that "Property,

plant, and equipment should not be written up to reflect appraisal, market, or current

values which are above cost". US accounting standards (APB Opinion No 6) thus

prohibit companies from revaluing their fixed assets in the financial statements. In

the UK, the ASC encourages however revaluations of tangible assets because they

give "useful and relevant information to users of accounts".

UK accounting standards (SSAP 12) require provisions to be made for any

permanent impairment in value of any fixed asset. The book value of the impaired

asset is to be written down to its estimated recoverable amount. In contrast to UK

accounting standards, US accounting standards (APB Opinion No 4) do not directly

address issues relating to permanent diminutions in value. APB Opinion No 4 leaves

however some room for managers to recognise any permanent impairment of value.

The impact of a firm's fixed assets revaluation on net assets is trivial: it increases

net assets and decreases the book value of leverage. Similarly, a firm's fixed assets

write-down or write-off decreases net assets and increases the book value of

leverage. The impact on reported earnings is more ambiguous. The revaluation of
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non-depreciable assets has no impact on earnings while the revaluation of depreciable

assets results in lower reported earnings. The write-down or write-off of a firm's

assets always results in lower current reported earnings. The write-down or write-

off of a firm's depreciable assets however results in higher future reported earnings.

The revaluation of a firm's assets thus relaxes some debt covenants related to

leverage or net assets and may tighten others such as the one related to interest

coverage. The write-down or write-off of a firm's assets tightens the same debt

covenants related to leverage or net assets and may relax others such as the one

related to interest coverage.

UK (SSAP 12) and US (APB Opinion No 6 and APB Opinion No 12) accounting

standards require tangible fixed assets to be depreciated over some period. Both UK

and US accounting standards leave managers with some discretion over the choice

of depreciation method. SSAP 12 merely states that "the depreciation methods used

should be the ones which are the most appropriate having regard to the type of asset

and their use in the business". In addition, UK accounting standards companies

leave managers with some discretion over the decision whether or not to depreciate

property.

With respect to depreciation, the accelerated depreciation method typically results

in higher reported earnings, at least in the short-term, than the straight-line

depreciation method. The accelerated depreciation method also typically increases

net assets and thus decreases the book value of leverage. Though any asset must be

fully depreciated over its life, both earnings and net assets may always be higher

under the accelerated than under the straight-line depreciation method as long as the

firm's assets are expanding nominally each year and their expected lives exceed three

years.

Accounting For Goodwill

With respect to goodwill, UK accounting standards (SSAP 22) leave managers with

the choice between writing it off against reserves and capitalising and amortising it.
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As well as permitting two different treatments, SSAP 22 allows the same company

to choose between the different methods in relation to different acquisitions. US

accounting standards are less flexible and require managers to amortise any residual

goodwill over a period not exceeding fourty years. The choice of the period of

amortisation is thus largely discretionary.

With respect to goodwill, the write-off choice has no impact on reported earnings.

It however adversely affects shareholders' equity, net assets, and leverage.

Conversely, the amortisation choice results in a decrease in reported earnings. Its

impact on shareholders' equity, net assets, and leverage is however less adverse.

The effect of the write-off choice is thus to tighten some debt covenants related to

shareholders' equity, net assets, and leverage, and relax others related to interest

coverage .

Accounting For Borrowing Costs

With respect to borrowing costs, there is still no UK accounting standards. The

Companies Act enables managers to either expense or capitalise borrowing costs.

US accounting standards have however become less flexible. SFAS 34 requires

managers to capitalise interest for certain assets "requiring a period of time to get

them ready for their intended use".

The capitalisation of interest typically results in an increase in both reported earnings

and net assets, at least in the short-term. Any interest capitalised in any period must

eventually be expensed in future periods. Furthermore, reported earnings and net

assets measured under a policy of capitalising interest will always exceed reported

earnings and net assets measured under a policy of expensing interest as long as the

firm's assets are expanding nominally each year and interest rates do not decline.

Accounting For Oil And Gas Exploration Costs

With respect to oil and gas exploration costs, US accounting standards leave
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managers with a choice between the use of the full-cost and successful-efforts costing

methods. Under full-cost accounting, the costs related to both successful and

unsuccessful exploration activities are capitalised. Under successful-efforts costing,

the only exploration costs to be capitalised are the ones that are directly related to

successful projects.

The use of the full cost method always yields higher book asset values, and thus

lower leverage ratios, than the use of the successful efforts method. Sunder (1976)

shows that net income is higher under full cost when exploration costs are

sufficiently large relative to production costs, and is lower when this is not the case.

Sunder also shows that the full cost method tends to reduce the variability of

reported income.

Accounting For Research And Development Costs

With respect to research and development costs, UK accounting standards (SSAP 13)

require expenditures on pure and applied research to be written off in the year in

which they are incurred. Development expenditure may however be deferred to

future periods in a number of circumstances. US accounting standards (SFAS 2) are

less flexible and call for all research and development costs to be expensed as

incurred.

The capitalisation of research and development costs typically results in an increase

in both reported earnings and net assets, at least in the short-term. Furthermore,

reported earnings and net assets measured under a policy of capitalising research and

development costs will always exceed reported earnings and net assets measured

under a policy of expensing research and development costs as long as research and

development costs are expanding nominally each year.

Accounting For Other Intangible Fixed Assets

Any specifically identifiable intangible fixed assets other than goodwill may be
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recognised in a company's balance sheet. UK (ED52) and US (APB Opinion No 17)

accounting standards also require these intangible assets to be amortised over their

useful lives. In the case where intangible assets have indeterminable useful lives,

APB Opinion No 17 requires them to be amortised over a period not exceeding

fourty years. The choice of the period of amortisation is thus largely discretionary.

The recognition of intangibles results in an increase in shareholders' equity and net

assets and in a decrease in leverage. The amortisation of those intangible assets

which have been recognised has however an adverse effect on reported earnings.

The effect of the recognition of intangibles is thus to relax some debt covenants

related to shareholders' equity, net assets, and leverage, and tighten others related

to interest coverage.

Accounting For Leases

With respect to leases, UK (SSAP 21) and US (SFAS 13) accounting standards

provide clear guidelines for deciding whether a lease should be considered as a

financial or an operational lease. Managers may however still avoid to capitalise

their leases provided that a number of conditions are met.

Capitalisation consists in recording them both as assets and liabilities. It has the

effect of increasing the debt-to-equity ratio of the lessee. It may further adversely

affect the lessee's reported income because, early in the lease life, the sum of the

initial interest and depreciation expenses reported under the capitalisation method

tend to be larger than the rental expense reported under the capitalisation method.

Later in the life of the lease, the interest expense on the capitalised lease diminishes.

However, if leasing activities grow through time on a nominal basis, the value of

new leases should more than compensate for the decrease in value of the older

leases. The income advantage provided by the operating procedure should thus

persist in the presence of inflation or growth in the firm's leasing activities.
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Accounting For Inventory Valuation

With respect to inventory valuation, both UK (SSAP 9) and US (Accounting

Research Bulletin No 43) accounting standards require inventory to be valued at cost

or market, whichever is the lowest. UK and US accounting standards leave however

managers with some discretion over the choice of methods to be used in allocating

costs to stocks. Stocks may be stated using FIFO, LIFO, weighted average, or any

other method that is appropriate to the circumstances of the company. In contrast

to the US, the Inland Revenue (UK) does not permit the use of LIFO for taxation

purposes.

The use of the LIFO method typically generates higher "costs of good sold" and thus

lower reported profits than the use of the FIFO method in the presence of inflation.

Similarly, the use of the LIFO method typically has a negative impact on both net

assets and leverage. In the US, the use of the LIFO method has however a positive

effect on the firm's cash since it is allowable for taxation purposes. The effect of

the LIFO method is thus to tighten some debt covenants related to leverage, net

assets, and interest coverage, and relax others related to working capital.

Accounting For Investment Tax Credits

With respect to investment tax credits, the SEC (US) has issued a statement leaving

managers with a choice between the use of the flow-through and deferral methods.

The flow-through method calls for a direct reduction of the provision for taxes in the

year in which they arise. The deferral method calls for the amortisation of the tax

credit over the life of the asset.

The use of the flow-through method tends to generate higher reported earnings than

the use of the deferral method. The use of the flow-through method tends also to

inflate shareholders' equity and net assets and depress leverage. These effects

always obtain as long as the firm's investment tax credits, and thus qualifying fixed

assets, expand each year in nominal terms.
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Accounting For Foreign Currency Translation

With respect to foreign currency, UK accounting standards (SSAP 20) call for the

use of either the closing rate or the temporal methods for translation of the financial

statements of foreign company - subsidiaries, associate companies, and branches.

The closing rate method requires that the net assets of the foreign company should

be translated at the balance sheet using the rate of exchange in force at that time.

The temporal method requires that the net assets of the foreign company should be

translated at the rate of exchange which ruled on the date of the transaction. In

contrast to UK standards, US GAAP do not leave managers with any discretion over

the choice of translation methods. SFAS 52, which was issued in 1981, calls for the

use of the closing rate method.

Under the temporal method, any translation adjustment is reported as a gain or loss

on the income statement. Under the current rate method, any translation adjustment

is reported as a separate account in shareholders' equity, and thus does not affect

reported income. The use of the temporal method thus adds a level of fluctuations

in income. The use of the temporal method is also, in general, expected to produce

a smaller translation adjustment, and thus have a smaller impact on shareholders'

equity, net assets, and leverage4 5 [Bartov and Bodnar (1992)].

Summary

This section identified a number of accounting choices which may be considered as

income-decreasing under "mild" regularity conditions. Most of these income-

decreasing accounting choices are also balance-sheet weakening. Exceptions include

the capitalisation and amortisation of goodwill, the recognition of specifically

4 As reported by Richardson and Culumovic (1993), the magnitude of the translation adjustment typically d iffe rs

between the two methods bec a use it depends upon the accounting exposure. which is determined by the balance sheet

items that are tra nslated at the current rate. The accounting exposure is net assets under the current rate method and

th e net ba la nce of assets and l iabilities recorded at current or future values under the tempora l method" .

5 The translation adjustment ha s a positive (negative) effect on shareholders' equ ity if the c urrency, into which the

firm's foreign currency financial statements are translated, is expected to weaken (strengthen).
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identifiable intangible fixed assets, and the revaluation of depreciable fixed assets,

which are income-decreasing and balance-sheet strengthening. The use of one of

these income-decreasing accounting choices, the FIFO inventory valuation method,

has furthermore a positive effect on cash-flows.
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